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2 HELGASON 
Preface 
En aldrei sd n&n 
pann sem augad gaf. 
E.B. 
Let X be a symmetric space of the noncompact type, B the (dual) space 
of horocycles in X. The largest connected group G of isometries of X 
acts transitively both on X and on 8. The present paper deals with 
various topics in analysis on X and on B and relates these to the repre- 
sentation theory of G. We give now a very rough indication of the con- 
tents of the paper; Chapter I contains a detailed summary of the main 
results. The proofs are given in the subsequent chapterswheretherelation- 
ship to past and current work in representation theory is also explained. 
The analogies between the spaces X and 8 are first studied in some 
detail and function theory on B developed from the point of view of 
these analogies. The principal concepts here are the conical functions 
and conical distributions on E; they are the counterparts to the spherical 
functions on X. The joint eigenspaces of the G-invariant differential 
operators on E give models for irreducible representation of G; similarly 
for X. This provides two distinct models for the Gelfand-Naimark 
principal series of class one representations of G, the connection between 
the two models being provided by the Radon transform (mapping 
functions on X into functions on E) an its dual (mapping distributions d 
on B ’ mto distributions on X). On the other hand when the class one 
principal series is realized by means of the models over 8, certain 
equivalences take place and the corresponding intertwining operators 
are constructed by means of the conical distributions. These distributions 
also furnish extreme weight vectors for the representations in the class 
one principal series. The two dual models of the class one principal 
series occur when the natural representations of G on L2(X) and on L”(E) 
are decomposed into a direct integral of irreducibIe representations. The 
decomposition is most explicitly exhibited by means of a suitable 
Fourier transform on X and on E. 
The Plancherel measure on X is given by Harish-Chandra’s function 
c(X) which is given by a ratio of certain Gamma factors. Whereas the 
spherical functions on X involve the c-function alone we find that the 
numerator itself enters significantly in the construction of the conical 
distributions. The denumerator on the other hand turns out to be 
intimately connected with the principal series of representations men- 
tioned above. 
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This paper is fairly self-contained but uses many results from Harish- 
Chandra’s papers [21(i), (j)] on spherical functions and a few results 
from [22(c)] h w ere the Radon transform on X is applied to differential 
equations. Many of the results have been given in research announce- 
ments [22(d), (g), (h), (k)]. Th e material in Chapter II was presented at 
the Scandinavian Mathematical Congress, Oslo, 1968 and the material 
in Chapter III in lectures at Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule, 
Zurich whose hospitality I enjoyed during the summer 1969. I wish 
also to acknowledge support by the National Science Foundation during 
the preparation of this paper. 
Finally, I wish to express my appreciation to G. Schiffmann for 
showing me his proof of his formula reducing intertwining operators to 
the rank one case [40(a)] and to B. Kostant for enlightenment about 
his work [28(b)]. 
Notation and Preliminaries 
$1. General Notation. We shall use the standard notation 2, R, C 
for the ring of integers, the field of real numbers and the field of complex 
numbers, respectively; Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers, Rf the set 
of nonnegative real numbers. If S is a set, T a subset and f a function 
on S, the restriction off to T is denoted f 1 T. If S is a topological space 
C1( T) denotes the closure of T in S. The space of continuous functions 
on S is denoted by C(S), C,(S) th e set of those of compact support. 
Composition of functions and operators will often be denoted by o. 
$2. Manifolds. If M is a manifold (satisfying the second countability 
axiom) and m E M the tangent space to Mat m is denoted Mm . Following 
Schwartz [41] we write 9(M) for the space of C” functions on M of 
compact support, topologized by means of uniform convergence of 
functions along with their derivatives; 9’(M) denotes the dual space of 
all distributions on M. The space b(M) denotes the space of all C” 
functions on M topologized in a similar way as 9(M) and b’(M) denotes 
the dual space of distributions on M of compact support. If I’ is a vector 
space over R, 9(V) d enotes the space of rapidly decreasing functions 
on V (Schwartz [41]). Let T be a diffeomorphism of M onto itself, and 
let f E b(M), T E L@‘(M) and D a differential operator on M. We put 
fTW = f(+w)Y TilEi 
Vf) = qf+)> f c WW 
D(f) = (Of 7-y) f E B(M) 
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Thenp E b(M), TT E 9’(M) and D is another differential operator on M. 
The value of Df at a point m will usually be denoted by (of)(m) but 
sometimes it is convenient to write D,,(f(m)). If @ is a differentiable 
mapping from a manifold M into another manifold d@,,& (and sometimes 
d@) denotes the differential of @ at m. 
93. Lie Groups. If A is a group and a E A, L(a) denotes the left 
translation x 4 ax and R(a) denotes the right translation x 4 xa on A. 
If B C A is a subset we write B” = nBn-l; if B is a subgroup A/B 
denotes the set of left cosets aB, a E A. The transformation xB ---f axB 
of A/B will always be denoted by ~(a). 
Lie groups will be denoted by Latin capital letters and their Lie 
algebras by corresponding lower case German letters. If G is a Lie group 
and g its Lie algebra the adjoint representation of G is denoted by Ad 
(or Ad,) and the adjoint representation of g by ad (or ad,). 
We shall now list some standard notation concerning semisimple 
Lie groups which will be utilized throughout the paper. Let G be a 
connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, g the Lie algebra 
of G, and ( , ) (sometimes B) the Killing form of g. Let 8 be a Cartan 
involution of g, that is an involutive automorphism such that the form 
(X, Y) ---f -(X, 0Y) is strictly positive definite on g x g. Let g = f + p 
be the decomposition of g into eigenspaces of 19 (a Curtan decomposition) 
and K the analytic subgroup of G with Lie algebra I. Let a C p be a 
maximal abelian subspace, a* its dual, a,* the complexification of a*, 
i.e. the space of R-linear maps of a into C. Let A = exp a and log the 
inverse of the map exp: a ---f A. For A E a* put 
g,a = ix E 9 I If& Xl = ww, for all HEa}. 
IfX # Oandg, # (01th en X is called a (restricted) root and m, = dim(g,) 
is called its multiplicity. Let gc denote the complexification of g and if s 
is any subspace of g let 5, denote the complex subspace of gc spanned by 5. 
If A, p E a,* let HA E a, be determined by X(H) = (HA , H) for HE a 
and put (A, p) = (H, , H,). S ince ( , ) is positive definite on p we put 
1 X 1 = (A, h)1/2 for h E a* and 1 X 1 = (X, X)li2 for X E p. Let a’ 
be the open subset of a where all restricted roots are # 0. The com- 
ponents of a’ are called Weyl chambers. Fix a Weyl chamber a+ and call 
a (restricted) root a: positive if it is positive on a+. Let a+* denote the 
corresponding Weyl chamber in a*, that is the preimage of a+ under the 
mapping A --+ HA . Let .Z denote the set of restricted roots, 2Z’f the set 
of positive roots and 2- the set of negatives of the members in Zf. Let 
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z. = {a E z 1 &I! 4 Z}, and put Z,,+ = Z+ n L’,, , Zo- = Z- n &, . A 
root 01 E Z+ is called simple if it is not a sum of two positive roots. The 
walls of the Weyl chamber a+ lie on the hyperplanes (11~ = O,..., ‘Ye = 0, 
% ,**-, 0~~ being the simple roots. Let p denote half the sum of the positive 
roots with multiplicity, i.e., p = $&,,+ m,ol. Let n = Za,0 gor , ii = &t 
and let N and R denote the corresponding analytic subgroups of G. 
Let M denote the centralizer of A in K, M’ the normalizer of A in K, 
W the (finite) factor group M//M, the WeyZ group. The group IV acts 
as a group of linear transformations of a and also on a,* by (sh)(H) = 
X(s-lH) for H E a, X E a,* and s E IV. Let w denote the order of IV, and 
let m,‘,..., mwf be a complete set of representatives in M’ (mod M). 
Let A+ = exp a+, B = K/M, P = MAN; then we have the decom- 
positions 
G = KCl(A+)K (Cartan decomposition), (1) 
G=KAN (Iwasawa decomposition), (2) 
G = fi Pm,‘P (Bruhat decomposition). (3) 
i=l 
Here (1) means that each g E G can be written g = k,A(g) k, where 
Iz, , K, E K and A(g) e CZ(A+); here A(g) is actually unique. In (2) 
each g E G can be uniquely written 
g = k(g) exp H(g) n(g), k(g) E K H(g) E a, 4.d E N. 
In (3) the union is a disjoint union; exactly one of the summands, namely 
Pm*P (where m* E M’ satisfies Ad(m*) a+ = -a+) is open in G. Thus 
the set IMAN is open in G; if g E RMAN is written g = timan, n E N 
is uniquely determined by g and will be denoted % = n(g). Let s* 
denote the coset m*M in W. 
The number 1 which equals dim a is called the real rank of G and the 
rank of the symmetric space X = G/K. 
$4. Normalization of Measures. It is convenient to make some 
conventions concerning the normalization of certain invariant measures. 
Let I = dim a. The Killing form induces Euclidean measures on A, 
a and a*; multiplying these by the factor (27~)-(l/~)~ we obtain invariant 
measures da, dH and dh, and the inversion formula for the Fourier 
transform 
f*(h) = J,f(a) eciA(loga) da, h E a*, (1) 
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holds without any multiplicative constant, 
f(a) = j,, f *(A) eiA(loga) dA, f~ Y(A). (2) 
We normalize the Haar measures dk and dm on the compact groups K 
and M, respectively, such that the total measure is 1. The Haar measures 
of the nilpotent groups N, m are normalized such that 
(I(&) = &, 
J 
* e--Z~(H(ii)) & = 1. 
m (3) 
The Haar measure dg on G can be normalized such that 
j,fW 4? = J f(kan) eap(loga) dk da dn, f Ed. 
KAN 
Since each automorphism n --t mnm-l of N by an element m E iI4 
preserves the measure dn the measure dmdn is a bi-invariant measure 
d(mn) on MN. 
Suppose U is a locally compact group and P a closed subgroup, 
both unimodular. Suppose du and dp are Haar measures on U and P, 
respectively. Let du, denote the U-invariant measure on U/P given by 
j,f@, du = j,,, ( jpf(UP) 4) d+ 7 f E Cc(W (5) 
In particular we have a K-invariant measure dk, on B = K/M of 
total measure one. For the coset spaces X = G/K, c” = G/MN which 
play the main roles in this paper we write for simplicity 
dx = dgK , d5 = &,vm . (6) 
If S is a locally compact space with a measure p and p > 1, then D(S) 
denotes the set of measurable functions f such that 1 f 1~ is p-integrable. 
$5. Representations. Let Q be a locally compact group, V a locally 
convex topological vector space, Aut( Y) the group of linear homeomor- 
phisms of V onto itself. A representation r of Q on V is a homomorphism 
of Q into Aut( V) such that the map (9, V) -+ x(p)u of Q x V into V is 
continuous; n is called irreducible if the only closed subspaces of V 
which are invariant under each q E Q are {O> and V. If Z-’ is a representa- 
tion of Q on another locally convex topological vector space V’ then n 
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and 4 are said to be eqzriwalent if there exists a linear homeomorphism A 
of V onto I” such that A+) = &(@A for all 4 EQ. The operator A 
is called an intertwining operator. 
$6. Spherical Functions. A spherical function (often called zonal 
spherical function) is a continuous function v + 0 on G satisfying the 
functional equation 
Such a function is necessarily bi-invariant under K. In Chapter II we 
make extensive use of Harish-Chandra’s profound and basic results 
on spherical functions [21(i), (j), (k)] so we recall these briefly. First, 
the spherical functions are precisely the functions of the form 
d9 = j, e(iA-d(m7k)) &, g E G, 63) 
where X E ae* is arbitrary; moreover, vA E ?U if and only if h = sp for 
some s E W. 
If F E 9(G) is b’- 1 invariant under K, i.e., F(lzgk’) = F(g), its spherical 
Fourier transform is defined by (conj = complex-conjugate) 
Then 
F(g) = w-1 s P(h) v,(g) I 4W" dh gEG Cl* 
and 
I 1 F(g)j2 dg = w-1 s j &+)I” 1 ~(h)l-~ dh, (11) G Cl* 
where 1 c(X)i-” = c(h) c(--h) for h E a* and 
44 = j 
e-(iA+dW(Z)) & 
R 
(12) 
the function c(h)-l having an analytic continuation to all of a*. An 
important contribution to the proof was given by Gindikin-Karpelevic [19(41. 
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97. Dazerential operators. If A is a Lie group D(A) denotes the 
algebra of all left invariant differential operators on A. If B C A is a 
closed subgroup, D(A/B) d enotes the algebra of A-invariant ditierential 
operators on A/B. The notation being as in $3 let D,,(G) denote the set of 
D E D(G) which are invariant under all right translations from K. 
There is a homomorphism p of D,(G) onto D(G,‘K) such that 
b-wf) 0~ = D(fon) for D E Do(G), f E @@(X)1 
7r denoting the natural mapping of G onto G/K. The spherical functions 
on G can be characterized as the joint eigenfunctions of all D E D,,(G), 
bi-invariant under K, normalized by q(e) = 1. 
Chapter I+ Summary 
Since the notation which is used throughout the paper has already 
been explained, it seems feasible to give in this chapter a fairly detailed 
summary of the main results of the paper. We have also found it practical 
to insert proofs here of some of the simplest results. 
$1. THE SPACE OF HOROCYCLES IN A SYMMETRIC SPACE 
Let X be a symmetric space of the noncompact type, that is a coset 
space X = G,‘K where G is a connected semisimple Lie group with 
finite center and K a maximal compact subgroup. Let G = KAN be an 
Iwasawa decomposition (Notation, $3). A horocycle in X is by definition 
an orbit in X of a subgroup of G conjugate to N. The horocycles are all 
closed submanifolds of X. Let E denote the set of all horocycles. The 
natural action of G on 8 is transitive and if o denotes the origin in X 
and if 5, = N. o then the subgroup of G which maps [, into itself 
equals MN so we make the identification 
E = GIlKV. (1) 
(Note that in [22(c), Th eorem 3.41 this identification is proved only 
when G has center {e>; for general G one must verify the simple fact, 
that since the center of G lies in K, the group ALE,(M) is the centralizer 
of Ad,(A) in Ad,(K)). 
The spaces X and B have the same dimension and show many ana- 
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logies reminiscent of the duality between points and hyperplanes in Rn. 
Thus we call B the dual space of X. We have the following two proposi- 
tions, parts (i) being well known, parts (ii) proved in [22(c)]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 
(i) The mapping (kM, a) --f kaK is a difJerentiable mapping of 
K/M x A onto X and if A’ = exp a’ the restriction to KIM x A’ is a 
covering of order w of the regular set X’ in X. 
(ii) The mapping (kM, ) a -+ kaMN is a ds#eomorphism of KIM x A 
onto 8. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following natural identi$cations hold : 
(i) K\G/K = A/W; 
(ii) MN\G/MN = A x W. 
Here Al W is the space obtained from A by identifying points which 
are conjugate under W, thus (i) is essentially equivalent to the Cartan 
decomposition of G. On the other hand, (ii) amounts to the fact that 
each g E G can be written (with obvious notation) g = m,n,m’amsn, 
where a E A is unique and m’ E M’ is unique mod M. This is the Bruhat 
decomposition [21(g)] except for the uniqueness of a which is proved 
in [22(c), p. 6741 in the case when G has center {e>. In order for the proof 
to generalize to the present case we must establish the relation 
N(W) n K = {e>. (2) 
But if n,(bn,) = k we obtain by applying Ad = Ado , Ad(n,) Ad(On,) = 
Ad(k) whence by Lemme 3.2 in [22(c)], Ad(0n.J = Ad(n,-l). But in 
terms of a suitable basis of gc , Ad(N) is given by a group of upper 
unipotent matrices, Ad(BN) by a group of lower unipotent matrices. 
Hence Ad(n,) = Ad(n,) = e so (2) follows. 
By a Weyl chamber in p we understand a Weyl chamber in some 
maximal abelian subspace of p. Then K acts transitively on the set of all 
Weyl chambers in p and the subgroup which leaves a+ invariant equals 
M; thus B = K/M is naturally identified with this set. Now by Propo- 
sition 1 .l 5 E 8 can be written 5 = ka * e, where kM E KIM and a E A 
are unique. We say the Weyl chamber kM is normal to 5 and call a 
the complex distance from o to e. The following result is then immediate. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given b E B, x E X there exists a unique horocycle 
passing through x with normal b. 
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DEFINITION. Let 5(x, b) denote the horocycle in Proposition 1.3, 
let a(x, 6) E A denote its complex distance from o and put A(x, 6) = 
log a(x, b). 
Each Weyl chamber ai+ C a gives rise to a group Ni for which the 
Iwasawa decomposition G = KANi holds. Correspondingly we have 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Given a horocycle 5 and a point x E t there exist 
exactly w distinct horocycles passing through x with tangent space at x 
equal to the tangent space 5, . 
To see this we may assume x = o, [ = N ’ o. If 6’ is any horocycle 
through o then [’ = kN * o (k E K). If in addition 5 and 5’ have the 
same tangent space at o then k maps this tangent space, and hence its 
orthogonal complement, into itself. Hence by [22(c), Lemma 3.31, 
Ad( C a so k E M’, and 5’ = Ni * o for some Ni above. To see that 
two different Ni give different orbits of o suppose Ni . o = Nj * o. 
This means NiK = NjK which in view of the relations Ni C NieNi 
[22(c), p. 6741 and K r\ (N,BN,) = {e} implies Ni = Nj . 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let tl, fz E 8. The following conditions are equi- 
valent: 
(i) [I and f, have the same normal. 
(ii) There exists a geodesic y perpendicular to both f1 and l2 such that 
Tf, = t2 for a transvection [22(c), p. 6721 T along y. 
(iii) [I and tz are orbits of the same group gNg-I. 
Proof. (i) - (ii). We have .$I = k,a, * 5, , tz = k,a, - fO and k, = 
k, . Since a, . 5, and a2 * to have the property in (ii) so do f1 and tz . 
For (ii) 2 (iii) select g E G such that g * 5, = 8, . Then g * [I = T . &, 
for a transvection T along a geodesic y perpendicular to g . .$I and 5,; 
let us say y intersects & at the point n . o. Thus n-l * y is a geodesic in 
A * o so for some a E A, n-lg . [I = a * E, . Thus 6, = g-lNg * (g-la . o) 
and t2 = g-lNg . (g-l . 0). 
Finally f or iii Z- i we may assume that f, and tz are orbits of the ( ) ( ) 
group kNk-1 = Nk, (k E K). Since G = NkAkK each orbit of the group 
Nk intersects Ak . o. Thus for suitable a, , a2 E A we have 5i = Nkkai * o 
(i= 1,2)so[,andf,h ave the same normal KM. 
Although the coset space G/MN is not in general reductive it does 
have something analogous to geodesics in X. Let t -+ y(t) be a geodesic 
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in X which is regular, that is its stabilizer has minimum dimension. The 
tangent vector 9(t) at a point x = y(t) determines by its centralizer a 
maximal abelian subspace in the tangent space X, C g and r(t) lies in 
a unique Weyl chamber in this abelian subspace. This Weyl chamber 
defines a nilpotent group IV, , depending only on y, not on x (cf. Chap. III 
$1). The curve t +- e(t) = N, * y(t) will be called a geodesic in E. 
A submanifold 8’ C S is called totally geodesic of each geodesic in E 
tangential to 5’ lies in S’. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X and X’ be symmetric space of the noncompact 
type, X’ a totally geodesic submanifold of X. Then the horocycles in X’ are 
all of the form 4’ = 8 n X’ where f is a horocycle in X. 
In the case when X’ is a boundary component of X (see definition in 
Chap. III, $1) this result can be given a more precise form. Let G = I,(X), 
the largest connected group of isometries of X in the compact open 
topology and let G’ denote the closed subgroup of JO(X) generated by the 
transvections (in X) along the geodesics in X’. Then X = G/K, 
X’ = G’/K’ where K’ = G’ n K. The next result identifies the 
G’-orbit of 5, in E with the dual space E’ of X’. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let X’ be a boundary component of X and put 
9’ o = G’ . .&, C 9. 
Then EO’ is totally geodesic in 8 and the mapping 5 -+ t n X’ is a bijection 
of EO’ onto fl. 
A particularly useful case of the situation in Proposition 1.6 arises via 
the following reduction principle. We recall that SU(2, 1) denotes the 
group of complex 3 x 3 matrices with determinant 1 which leave 
invariant the form zlsl + ~5% - Z~Z, . 
THEOREM 1.8. Let g be a noncompact semisimple Lie algebra. Assume 
01 and 201 are restricted roots. Select any X # 0 in gM , Y # 0 in gzoi .
Then the subalgebra g(cu) of g g enerated by X, Y, tIX and BY is isomorphic to 
~(2, l), the Lie algebra of SU(2, 1). 
This theorem is particularly useful because analytic groups G(ol) C G 
corresponding to g(o1) C g have compatible Cartan-, Iwasawa-, and 
Bruhat decompositions. Thus if a group element g E G is embedded 
in a group of the form G(a) its components A(g), h(g), H(g), n(g), n(g) 
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can be found by direct matrix calculation within SU(2, 1). In this way we 
compute in Chap. III, $1, formulas for ep(H(R), ep(H(A(m*R))) and the 
Poisson kernel on X x B for X of rank one. 
92. FUNCTION THEORY ON X AND ON 8 
Let D(X) and D(S) denote the algebras of G-invariant differential 
operators on X and 8, respectively. Let D(A) denote the algebra of 
translations-invariant differential operators on A (i.e., the differential 
operators on A with constant coefficients), and let Z(A) denote the set of 
W-invariant elements in D(A). The following result is well-known 
([21(i), p. 2601; cf. also [22(b), p. 4321). 
THEOREM 2.1. D(X) 1s canonically isomorphic to Z(A). 
In order to describe this isomorphism l? D(X) + Z(A) note that by 
Proposition 1.2 the K-invariant functions on X can be regarded as the 
W-invariant functions on A. When an operator D E D(X) is applied 
to such functions it becomes a singular differential operator on A. The 
principal part of this operator has constant coefficients and this coincides 
with the highest order term in r(D). 
THEOREM 2.2. ~(8) is canonically isomorphic to D(A). 
In order to describe this isomorphism let us consider the action of G 
on c”. I n view of Proposition 1.1, 8 can be viewed as a trivial fiber bundle 
with base K/M and fiber over KM given by {kaMN [ a E A). Now if 
g E G let w7 4d7 Kd cl enote the components in the decomposition 
G = KAN. Since 
gkaMN = k(gk) u(gk) aMN 
we see that the action of g on 8 is fiber preserving and induces a transla- 
tion on each fiber. Thus if D E D(A), the operator I’(D) on G(8) given by 
lies in D(B). The mapping D ---t p(D) is the isomorphism in Theorem 2.2, 
[22(c), p. 6761. 
The mapping n -+ n . o is a diffeomorphism of N onto 5, and since 
dn is MN-invariant there is induced a measure ds on each horocycle t; 
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ds is proportional to the volume element corresponding to the Riemannian 
structure on 5 induced by that of X. 
If f is a function on X we define3 by 
(2) 
for all .$ E B for which this integral exists. The function 3 is called the 
Radon transform off. In Chap. II we prove 
THEOREM 2.3. If f ELl(X) then f(t) exists for almost all 8 E 5. 
If3 = 0 almost everywhere then f = 0 almost everywhere. 
Since the spherical function p,, satisfies conj (PA = q+ for h E a* we 
extend the definition of the spherical Fourier transform as follows: If F 
is a function on G bi-invariant under K we define 
for all X E a,* for which this integral makes sense. 
As a simple consequence of this theorem we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Lb(G) denote the space of functions on G which are 
integrable on G and bi-invariant under K. If F E Lb(G) and P = 0 on a* 
then F = 0. 
It is an interesting problem to characterize the space of functions P 
as F runs through naturally defined spaces of functions on G which are 
bi-invariant under K. Theorem 2.5 below gives some results of this 
nature. Let the function 6 on p be determined by 
where dX is the Euclidean measure on p (times a constant factor deter- 
minedby&( l).Ifg=KexpX(KfK,XEp)weput\g] = 1x1 
and for each q E Z+, 
&J(g) = &ql + I g I”). 
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For p 3 1 let P(G) denote the set of all C” functions F on G satisfying 
the following two conditions: (a) F is bi-invariant under K; (b) for each 
left invariant differential operator D on G and each q E Z+, 
The space 12(G) is the space I(G) introduced by Harish-Chandra in 
[21(j), p. 5851. Note thatP(G) CL1(G),P(G) CL2(G) andP(G) C12(G). 
Let Ic( G) = B(G) n P(G). I n order to describe the spherical Fourier 
transforms of the functions in these spaces let us call a holomorphic 
function * on a,* a rapidly decreasing holomorphic function of exponential 
type if it satisfies the condition: 
There exists a constant A 3 0 such that for each holomorphic 
differential operator D on a,* with polynomial coefficients 
slip e-A(rmAl I(D$Q(X)l < co, 
where Im denotes imaginary part, (A = Re h + i Im X where Re A, 
Im h E a*). 
Finally we let C, denote the convex hull of the points sp (S E W) and 
a,* the interior of the tube a* + iC, . We call a holomorphic function 4 
on a,* a rapidly decreasing holomorphic function in the tube aP* if it satisfies 
the condition: 
For each holomorphic differential operator D on a,* with polynomial 
coefficients 
For the spherical Fourier transform of the spaces P(G), 12(G) and I,(G) 
the following results hold. 
THEOREM 2.5. 
(i) The map F + E is a bijection of 12(G) onto the space of W-inva- 
riant elements in the Schwartz’ space Y(a*). 
(ii) (The Paley- Wiener theorem). The map F + E is a bijection of 
I,(G) onto the space of W-invariant rapidly decreasing holomorphic 
functions on a,* of exponential type. 
(iii) Assume that either rank (G/K) = 1 or that G is complex. 
Then the map F -+ p is a bijection of P(G) onto the space of W-invariant 
rapidly decreasing holomorphic functions in the tube ap*. 
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Remarks. 1. The injectivity in Part (i) was proved by Harish-Chandra 
W(k), p. 481, th e surjectivity observed in [22(e), p. 5721. As noted in 
[22(i)], Part (ii) g ives a simplified proof of Part (i). 
2. Part (ii) comes from a combination of [22(i)] and recent work of 
R. Gangolli; see Ch. II, $2 for details. 
3. The proof of Part (iii) which is based on the same idea as Part (ii) 
and is similar in details was found in 1966; it will be given in Ch. II, 92. 
I understand that another proof was found recently by P. Trombi for the 
case rank (G/K) = 1. 
4. For G = SL(2, R) results similar to (ii) and (iii) were proved by 
Ehrenpreis-Mautner [9, pp. 417, 4341. For G = SO,(l, n), (ii) is 
proved in Takahashi [47, p. 3301. 
5. The basic tool for proving Parts (ii) and (iii) is Harish-Chandra’s 
series expansion for the spherical function. 
The spherical Fourier transform is defined for functions on G, 
bi-invariant under K, or equivalently for K-invariant functions on X. 
This can however be extended to arbitrary functions on X as follows 
[22(g)]. Since A(x, b) (in $1) can be viewed as the symmetric space analog 
to the Euclidean scalar product (x, 0) (x, w E Rn, w unit vector) we 
define the Fourier transform on X by 
f(h, b) = J,f(x) e(-iA+o)(A(s.b)) dx, X E a*, b E B (3) 
for any f e g(X). Then we have (a+ * being defined as in Notations, $3). 
THEOREM 2.6. For each f E 9(X) 
f(x) = w-l ~,*,,f(X, b) e(iA+p)(A(lC,b)) ) c(X)]-2 dA db 
/,I f(x>l” dx = w-l j,,,, I f(h, b)j2 ~(h)(-~ dh db 
The mappingf(x) -tf(h, b) extends to an isometry ofL2(X) ontoL2(a+* x B) 
(with the measure 1 ~(h)j-~ dh db on a+* x B). 
The last statement of this theorem will be proved in Chap. III, 95; 
the rest is proved in [22(j)] by a reduction to Harish-Chandra’s inversion 
formula for the spherical Fourier transform. 
Remark. Since (by Proposition 1 .l) the regular set X’ in X can be 
identified with a+ x B the symmetric space appears self-dual under the 
Fourier transform. 
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We shall now discuss the Radon transform in more detail. If x E X 
the isotropy subgroup K, at x acts transitively on the set x’ of horocycles 
which pass through x. Thus 5 has a unique K,-invariant measure dp 
such that P has total measure 1. If v is a function on E we put 
for all x E X for which this integral exists. The function 9; is called the 
dual Radon transform of p. In group theoretic terms (2) and (4) can be 
written 
f^cgDIN) = jNfcgnK) dn (5) 
and 
G(gK) = jK FG@W dk. (6) 
For the G-invariant measures dx on X, df on B (cf., Notation $4) we 
have the relation 
(7) 
for f and p of compact support. We digress briefly to indicate how (5) 
and (6) can be extended to and (7) proved for general homogeneous 
spaces. For the moment let G be any unimodular locally compact group, 
X and B two left coset spaces of G, 
A- = G/Hx and 8 = G/H,, 
where the subgroups H, and H3 are assumed to satisfy the conditions: 
(i) H,H, closed, H, , HE and H, n HE closed and unimodular. 
(ii) If h, E H h,H, C HiHX then h, E H,- ; if h, E HE, 
h,H, C H,H, then?: E H, . 
Two elements in X and 8, respectively, are called incident1 if as cosets 
in G they have a point in common. If x E X put 
2 = (6 E S 1 x, 5 incident}, 
1 This notion from [8] was kindly suggested by Chern in this context. 
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and if 5 E 9, put 
$ = {x E X / x, 5 incident}. 
If x, is the origin in X, c, the origin in S we have the obvious identifica- 
tions 
and [,, = HE/H, n Hs ; 
and more generally, if x = gH, , 6 = YH, , 
a = (H,)g/(H, n HE-)” and 
the superscript denoting conjugation. On the basis of (ii) it is easily 
verified that the maps x + 3i (x E X), E + & (.$ E 5) are injective; 
hence the elements of E can be regarded as subsets of X, the elements 
of X as subsets of 8, both systems of subsets being permuted transitively 
by G. 
Put H = H, n H,- and fix Haar measures dg, dh, , dh, and dh. 
Then we obtain canonically invariant measures dm on each K and dp 
on each { as follows: If g is any element in G such that g * Z0 = 2 then 
the invariant measure d(h,), on Z0 can be carried over (by g) to a measure 
dm on 2. If g, E G is another element satisfying g, . Z0 = 3i: then 
(g . x0)’ = (81 ’ x0)’ so by the observed injectivity, g . x, = g, * x0 . 
Hence g-‘gr E H, so the measure given 2 is independent of the choice 
of g. Similarly we obtain a canonical measure dp on each [. 
In view of (i) the subsets 2 and { are closed. Thus if f (resp. 9) is a 
continuous function of compact support on X (resp. E) we can define 
the functions f on E, $5 on X by 
Denoting the invariant measures dg,, on X, dgw, on 9 by dx and de, 
respectively, formula (7) is proved as follows. Consider the natural 
projections 
p,: G/H-+X and p,: G/H-+E, 
and the function 
p = (f o PX)b o Pv,) on G/H. 
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Since the space G/H has a double fibering, namely over X and over 8, 
the integral of P can be evaluated in two ways: 
jG,, P(gH) dgH = j,:, 
x 
dg,, j, 
x 
,H PkhxH) Q,), , 
I,,, ‘(gH) dgH = j,,, B 
dgHE jHm,, P(ghEH) d(h,), . 
.3 
The identity of the right sides is just formula (7). 
The above abstraction of the Radon transform was done in [22(h)]; 
a further interesting generalization is given in [ 161. 
A case of interest (for the theory of Eisenstein series) is Hx = T 
(suitable discrete subgroup of the semisimple group G) and HE = N. 
Here the transforms f +j, v --f + are integration over N/N n r and 
summation over r/r n N. 
We return now to the situation in (5) and (6) where H, = K, H,- = 
MN. Formula (7) suggests how the Radon transform and its dual 
;houyi; defined for distributions: If S E 8’(X), Z E s’(8) we define 
an Y 
Gf4 = S(G) and Z(f) = W), (8) 
for q E b(S), f E B(X). 
In Chap. II we prove the following inversion formula and Plancherel 
formula for the Radon transform. 
THEOREM 2.6. For a certain integro-differential operator A on 8, 
A* its adjoint, w order of W, 
f  = w-yAA*f)‘, (9) 
J x IfW dux = w-l j, I 4%)12 d5, 
f E 9(X). (10) 
In case all Cartan subalgebras of g are conjugate we have 
f = q fn f E q-q, (11) 
where 0 is a certain diferential operator on X. 
The proof is b ased on Harish-Chandra’s inversion formula for the 
spherical Fourier transform on G (Notation 96). The operators fl and 0 
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are constructed from the function c(X) by means of the Fourier transform; 
they reduce to differential operators exactly when c-l reduces to a 
polynomial which in view of the formula ([21(i), p. 3031 and [19(a)]) 
~(4 = n B (i m. , i maI + B) ‘X&Y+ 
(B = beta function) happens precisely when m, is even for each 01 (and 
consequently m,,2 = 0), or equivalently, when all Cartan subalgebras 
are conjugate (cf. Ch. II, Prop. 3.6). 
We recall that a spherical function on X is by definition a K-invariant 
eigenfunction q~ of all the operators in D(X) normalized by y(o) = 1. 
If y is a spherical function on X then g -+ y(gK) is a spherical function 
on G and vice versa. In an analogous manner one could define a spherical 
distribution on X; however since D(X) contains an elliptic operator, 
the Laplace Beltrami operator on X, it is clear from the regularity 
theorems for elliptic operators that a spherical distribution would 
necessarily be a spherical function. The following definition is therefore 
a precise analogy. 
DEFINITION. A distribution (resp. a C” function) on E = G/MN 
is called conical if it is (1) MN-invariant; (2) eigendistribution (resp. 
eigenfunction) of each D E D(E). 
Remark. It was noted earlier that B depends only on the Lie algebras 
g, f, and n but not on the choice of G with Lie algebra g. Similarly, the 
transformation group T(MN) of E . IS independent of this choice of G 
and so is, therefore, the concept of conical distribution. 
Since the set of spherical functions is parametrized by a,*/W (cf., 
Notations $6) one would in view of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 expect a 
parametrization of the set of conical distributions by a,* x W. We shall 
now explain how this expectation is essentially verified. 
For each s E W fix m, E M’ in the coset s and put 5, = m,MN. If Es 
denotes the orbit of 6, in 9 under the group MAN the Bruhat decom- 
position implies E = ussw ZYs (disjoint union). Also if .$ E c”, there 
exists a unique a(f) E A such that 5 E MNa(.f) . & . The group MAN 
gives a natural measure dv on Es and for each h E a,* we consider the 
functional 
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The integral converges absolutely for all F E g(E) if and only if h belongs 
to a certain open tube in a, * (Lemma 4.2, Chap. III). For such A, Yl,, 
is a conical distribution. The obvious problem is to continue the mapping 
h -j !P; s , . to a meromorphic distribution-valued function on a,*. The 
values obtained by analytic continuation are still conical distributions 
and so are the ,,residues” at the singularities. Remarkably enough it turns 
out that the singularities of Yl,, are the same as those of the numerator 
d,(h) of the partial c-function (cf. (12)) 
(13) 
(we shall see that the denumerator e,(h)-l has its significance too, namely 
in representation theory). After dividing ‘Pi,, by this numerator d,(X) 
we obtain a distribution Y,, and find 
THEOREM 2.7. For each s E W the mapping h -+ d,(X)-lY’l s = YPA,, 
extends to an entire function on a, *. Its values are conical distribukons on E. 
The values of YA,,5 at the “removable singularities” are “residues” of 
Y’ A,s; geometrically they turn out to be certain transversal derivatives of 
other Y~,,~ (corresponding to other MNA-orbits in the closure of ES,). 
For each D E D(E) the distributions Y,,S (s E W) all have the same 
eigenvalue, say h(D). Defining for each h E ac* the vector space 
gA’(E) = (YE B’(9) 1 DY = h(D)Y for all D E D(B)), (14) 
we prove in Chap. III, Theorem 4.9 that each conical distribution lies 
in some g,,‘(E) and that for a generic X the linear combinations ~:sswa,Y~,S 
constitute all the conical distributions in gA’(S). For the hyperbolic 
spaces X of dimension >2, this result holds for all X E a,*. 
We can now describe all the conical functions on 8. Let as usual s* 
denote the element in the Weyl group which interchanges Zf and ,Z- 
and put &+ = .$,+. The orbit 8” = MNA . f* is an open dense 
submanifold of S and there exists a function +A E 6(8*) such that 
THEOREM 2.8. The function #A is on E* given by 
$,(mna . (*) = ~~(5*)e(is*/\+P)(lOgaJ mEM,nEN,aEA. (15) 
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It extends to a C” function on 6 if and only sf 
for each a E Z+. (16) 
The functions (15) (with &(<*) arbitrary and X satisfying (16)) constitute 
all the conical functions on 8. 
In the next section we describe the role of conical functions and 
conical distributions in representation theory. 
$3. Two DUAL MODELS FOR THE SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Preserving the earlier notation we make the following 
DEFINITION. A representation rr of G on a vector space E will be 
called (1) spherical if there exists a nonzero vector in E fixed under 
r(K); (2) conical if there exists a nonzero vector in E fixed under rr(MN). 
A. Representation models over X 
There is a well-known relationship between positive definite spherical 
functions and irreducible unitary spherical representations. Dropping the 
positive definiteness condition we still have a simple relationship. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let heap* and 6~~) the closure in e??(X) of the 
linear combinations of all G-translates of the spherical function yA . Let TA 
denote the natural representation of G on 8~) , T,,* the contragredient 
representation on the dual &‘$, (strong topology). Then TA and TA* are 
irreducible spherical representations. The j?xed vectors of T,,(K) and of 
T,*(K) are unique up to a scalar multiple and, with a proper normalization, 
these vectors vn and 6, , satisfy 
YJhk * 0) = <T,(P) 9-Q 3 UP g E G. 
In terms of the isomorphism F D(X) + Z(A) from Theorem 2.1 we 
have by [22(i), Lemma 181 
DR = W&4 vA . 
Hence we define for each X E a,*, 
cYA(X) = {f E b(X) 1 Df = T(D)(ih)f for D E D(X)) (1) 
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and give this space the relative topology of G(X). Of course, 
ho, C 4(X>. A f unction on a space on which K acts is called K-Jinite 
if its transforms under K span a finite-dimensional space. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose X = G/K has rank one. Then for each 
X E (I,* the K-Jinite f&z&ions in Cam are precisely the functions 
f(x) = J‘, e(iA+dL4Cc.b))~(~) &, 
where F is a K-finite function on B. 
C-4 
Since the rank is one D(X) consists of the polynomials in the Laplacian 
d so the functions (2) for varying F and varying h E a,* constitute all the 
K-finite eigenfunctions of A. As a result of Theorem 3.2 we find that all 
eigenfunctions of d can be written in the form 
x4 
J 
e(iA+dL4Cc.b)) dT(b), 
(3) 
B 
where h E a,* and T is a “functional” on B (cf. Corollary 1.6 in Chap. IV). 
For example if X is the non-Euclidean disk, ih E a*, and T an arbitrary 
analytic functional on B the functions (3) constitute all eigenfunctions 
of A with eigenvalue >, - (p, p). (Theorem 1.8, Chap. IV). 
Let +(X)-r denote the denominator of the c-function ((12) 92; see (31), 
Chap. III $4 for the precise formula). Using Theorem 3.2 one can prove 
the following criterion relating irreducibility of G on g,(X) with the 
Plancherel measure c(X) c(--h) d/l. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume X = G/K has rank one. Let h E a,*. Then the 
natural representation of G on the eigenspace 6$(X) is irreducible if and only 
zjc e,,(h) e,*( -A) # 0. 
Remark. The proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 work for X of arbitrary 
rank except for a result on partial differential equations (a generalization 
of Lemma 1 S, Chap. IV to X of arbitrary rank) which does not seem 
to be available in the literature. 
B. Representation models over 3 
We begin with the relationship between conical functions and conical 
representations. If v is a function on B let E, denote the vector space 
spanned by all the G-translates of p and let rp denote the natural represen- 
tation of G on E, . 
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THEOREM 3.4. The mapping $ +- nRJr is a bijection of the set of conical 
functions on E onto the set of finite-dimensional irreducible conical repre- 
sentations of G (here we identify proportional conical functions and identzfy 
equivalent representations). Moreover, 
9% - 5,) = <q&-9 e, 0 gEG, (4) 
where e and e’, respectively, are contained in the (one-dimensional) highest 
weight spaces of rrd and of its contragredient representation. 
The proof gives the following 
COROLLARY 3.5. A Jinite-dimensional representation of G is spherical 
sf and only if it is conical. 
We consider now the eigenspace B,,’ = gA’(E) defined in (14) $2. 
In addition we consider for each h E a,* the space XA of measurable 
functions on 8 satisfying the conditions, 
(i) #(ga . E,) = e(i+)(loga)#(g . to), 
(4 (I $ IA)” = Ji I W - &,>I2 dh < ~0. 
Then SA is a Hilbert space with norm tj -+ / Q!J jl . Viewing its elements 
as distributions on 5, XA becomes a dense subspace of BA’ (strong 
topology). The group G acts in a natural way on -X, , giving a repre- 
sentation r,, and on SBA’, giving a representation ?r . The representation 
rA is equivalent to the representation of G induced (in the sense of [6(a)], 
[33]) by the one-dimensional representation man + eih(loga) of MAN; 
moreover, TV is irreducible if and only if ?A is irreducible. The vector 
z& E X, given by #,,(ha * 5,) = e(iA-p)(l”ga) is a K-fixed vector. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The vector YA,e (cf., Theorem 2.7) is a cyclic vector 
for the representation ?A of G on LB,,‘. 
The following result has many applications in our work. 
THEOREM 3.7. The dual Radon transform !P -+ p maps gA’(E) into 
4(X); moreover, 
P,&na . f,) = a,e,(A) e(isA+P)(loga), hEa,*, SE w, (5) 
where a, is a constant and e,(X)-l is the denominator of the partial e-function 
((13) 92 and (31) Chap. III $4). 
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Since the N-invariant functions in 6QX) can be determined completely, 
(5) plays a crucial role in proving that for a generic h the conical distribu- 
tions in gA are just the linear combinations of the ul,,, (s E W). Theorem 
3.7 also suggests the following 
DEFINITION. An element h E a,* is called simple if the map Y + p 
of gA’(E) into 8,,(X) is injective. 
LEMMA 3.8. The representation 7h is irreducible if and only if X and --h 
are both simple. 
Now Theorem 3.7 explains the relation between irreducibility of T,, 
and the denominator of the c-function (cf., Theorem 1.1 in Chap. IV). 
For hEa* it is well known that the unitary representation 7A 
is equivalent to each Tag (s E W). Passing from the representation 7A on 
the Hilbert space ZA to the representation d, on the distribution space QA’ 
we extend this equivalence to all (complex) irreducible h E a,,*; the 
equivalence is realized by means of an intertwining operator >4,,, con- 
structed by means of the conical distribution PA,, . For this it is con- 
venient to transfer the representation space from ??A’ to 9’(B). For each 
s E W select a representative m,9 E M’, put m8 = n n m;lNm, , and let 
da and dn8 denote Haar measures on A and x8 , respectively. 
LEMMA 3.9. The map S -+ Y given by 
Y(u(9)) = j,,, (j, y(ka . &) e(in+~)(loga) da) dS(k,), ql E B(E), 
is a bijection of 9’(B) onto gih’(E) mapping L2(B) onto X2 . Under this map 
lu,,, (in Theorem 2.7) corresponds to the distribution on B: 
S .i.s : F - d,(A)-1 j, F(m,h(n,)M)e-‘i~+~“H”S,, de,< 
defined for all A E a, * by analytic continuation. 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume ?,+ irreducible. Then the convolution operator 
s--+sxs sA,s-l on 9’(B) induces a bijection A,,, of gA’(E) onto a:,(E), 
which intertwines ?,, and F,,,; in particular F~ and fsA are equivalent. 
I f  h E a* then A,,,9 (suitably normalized) gives a unitary operator of XA 
onto Ys,, . 
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There are other advantages in passing from the Hilbert space X, 
to the distribution space zB~‘. A vector in gA’ is called an extreme weight 
vector if it is an eigenvector of the operators TV and fixed under QN). 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let X be as in Theorem 3.10, and in addition 
regular. Then the scalar multiples of the vectors Yh,S (s E W) constitute 
precisely the extreme weight vectors in gn’(E). 
With this interpretation of the vectors Y,,,, there are infinite-dimen- 
sional analogs of formula (4) for the conical function. Since the subgroup 
MN of G is noncompact the convolution of distributions on G does 
not immediately give a convolution product x of distributions on 6. 
However, if one of the factors is MN-invariant this can be done in a 
natural way (Chap. III, 95). 
THEOREM 3.12. Let ?A be irreducible, and s G W. For a suitable 
constant a(X, s) E C we have 
‘Y_dv) = a@, s)<P, x yA., , %s> cp E 9(E). 
Here ( , ) denotes the bilinear form on the product of the spaces on which 
the contragredient representations TV and ?-,, operate. 
In the case when G is a complex semisimple Lie group M is a torus 
and more general results are obtained by considering G/N instead of 
G/MN. Here the full principal series of irreducible representations of G 
is realized on joint eigenspaces of the G-invariant differential operators 
on G/N (cf., Chap. IV, $4, Remark 2). 
C. Equivalence Between the Two Models [22(h), $41 
Let TX denote the natural representation of G on L2(X) and TE the 
natural representation of G on L2(E). If X E a,* is simple let sh denote the 
Hilbert space 
=%3 = /&) = J, e(iA+p)(A(z,b))F(b) db / F &(B)/ , (6) 
the norm of g being by definition the L2 norm of F. Let T,+ denote the 
natural representation of G on .%,, . Then Theorem 2.6 implies that in 
terms of direct integral theory 
L2(x) = I,,, =% / +)I-’ dh, T, = j-,, TA I c(X)l-2 dh. (7) 
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In his papers [21(b)], [21(j), p. 6121, H arish-Chandra gives a Plancherel 
formula for the reduction of TX (cf. also [20(b)], [35(a)]). However (7) 
is slightly more complete in the sense that the constituents ZA are expli- 
citly given and the “component” offe g(X) in Zd is given by 
f&c) = jBf(A, 6) e(iA+p)(d(=*b)) db. 
The reduction of TE is essentially just elementary Fourier analysis 
on A (compare a similar problem for G/N, G complex, treated in 1141). 
In analogy to the definition (3) $2 of Fourier transform on X we define 
for 9) E Z%(Z) 
cjqh, kM) = jA r#uz . (,) e(-i~+~)(lo@) da. (8) 
Then 
cp(ka . 5,) = j $(A, kM) diA-o)('oga) dh. (9) 
a* 
The functions q~ on B given by 
pA(ka . &J zs ++I, kM) e(iA-p)(loga) (10) 
form a dense subspace of the Hilbert space cX, (as v runs through a(S)). 
The invariant measure df on E is given by d[ = t+fioga) dadk, 
(Lemma 3.1, Chap. II) so (9) implies an analog of Theorem 2.6, 
Now (9) and (11) imply the direct integral decompositions 
L”(E) = j,* XA dA, T, = j,* rA dA. (12) 
In Chap. III, Proposition 5.7 we shall see how the decompositions (7) 
and (12) correspond under the Radon transform and its dual. 
Chapter II. The Radon Transform and Its Dual 
$1. THE INJECTIVITY 
As in Chap I, let X be a symmetric space of the noncompact type and 
6 its dual; as in Chap. I, $2 the Radon transform of a function f on X 
will be denoted by f. 
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THEOREM 1.1. If f E L1(X) then f(e) exists for almost all [ E E. 
If!(S) = 0 for almost all c then f (x) = 0 for almost all x. 
Proof. Iff ELI(X) then the function F on G given byF(g) = f (g * o) 
lies in L1( G) and the relation 
=I e2dloga) KA J N 1 f(kan . o)j dn dk da 
=J 
e2P(loga) ( f(kan * o)I dn dk, da, 
(K/ivf)xA s 
N 
shows that for almost all (kM, a) E (K/M) x A the integral 
s 
N If(kan . o)l dn < co. 
Since the map (kM, a) -+ ka . 5, is a diffeomorphism of (K/M) x A 
onto 9 this proves thatf((5) exists for almost all 5 E 9. 
Now let Lb(G) denote the space of integrable functions on G which 
are bi-invariant under K. Let h E a,* be such that qA is a bounded spherical 
function. Let X = e + iv with E, 7 E a*. By Theorem 2.1 in [23], TV,, 
is also bounded so if F E L-S(G), 
ss 1 F(g) &-p)(H(@” / dg dk = G I F(g)1 cpi,(g) dg < co. (1) K G 
Thus the inner integral is finite for almost all k, hence for all k because 
of the bi-invariance of F under K. Thus, using the Fubini theorem on 
G = KAN we get since dg = e2p(loga) dk da dn, 
jp VA(g) dg= jG w e(iA-~HH(d’ dg = j v’F(a) ,+UloW’ da, (2) 
A 
whenever v,, is bounded, where 
v&) = @(low) 
i 
F(m) dn. 
N 
Now suppose f E L1(X) satisfies f(S) = 0 for almost all f E E. Let 
v E Lh( G) n 9(G) and consider the function 
wok) = j dh)fWW d/t 
G 
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which clearly belongs to Lb(G) and satisfies 
p&zn) dn = J, p(h)f(h-la . 5,) dh = 0 
for all a E A. Now under convolution and L1-norm on G, Lb(G) is a 
commutative Banach algebra which is semisimple and has all its maximal 
ideals of the form 
where vA is a bounded spherical function on G (see, e.g. [22(b), pp. 410, 
4531). Thus (3) and (2) imply that F, = 0. But since y EL&(G) n 9(G) 
is arbitrary it follows thatf(x) = 0 for almost all x E X as desired. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Supp ose FE Lb(G) such that the spherical Fourier 
transform E satisfies &A) = 0 for all X E a*. Then F = 0. 
In fact define f ELI(X) byf(g . o) = F(g). Replacing in (2) F by 1 F 1 
and putting h = 0 we deduce that q+ ELM. Thus E(h) = 0 for 
h E a* implies by (2) that P)~ = 0. But then Theorem 1.1 implies f = 0. 
Remark. Corollary 1.2 occurs in [I2 (a), p. 2181 but the proof there 
seems to me to have a gap because the crucial formula (2) above (which 
we derived from Theorem 2.1 in [23]) is taken for granted for all 
F E Lb(G) and all h E a, * for which v,, is bounded. 
92. DIGRESSION ON THE SPHERICAL FOURIER TRANSFORM 
We shall now prove Theorem 2.5 in Chap. I characterizing the 
spherical Fourier transforms of various function spaces on G. Let 
X(q,*) denote the space of W-invariant rapidly decreasing holomorphic 
functions in the tube a,* (in the sense of Chap. I, $2). 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that either G is complex or of real rank one. 
Then the spherical Fourier transform F -+ P is a bijection of P(G) onto 
x(a,*;). 
Let us first verify (for G arbitrary) that P E A?(ap*) if F E P(G). The 
Weyl group invariance is obvious from F,, = ~~~ (A E a,*, s E IV). Let 
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01~ ,..., CL, denote the simple restricted roots which then form a basis of a* 
and determine Ed ,..., cl E a* by (cL~, + = 6ij. For each h E a,* let 
X = 5 + iq (g, 7 E a*), h = &. &. (Ai E C) and Ai = gj + in (g3 , qi E R), 
We shall express the holomorphic differential operators on a,* by means 
of the coordinates A, ,..., A,. Now by definition 
(1) 
and 
49 = jGW %k) 4 
a _ j e-(iA+o)(H(gk)) & = 
ahj K I 
e-(iA+d(H(gk))( -i) <@(gk)) dk. (2) 
K 
Now put A+ = exp a+. If a E A+ we have by [21(i), p. 2791 for all 
H E a+, 
and 
(log a - H(ak), H) 3 0 (3) 
(-s* log a + H(ak), H) 2 0, (4) 
where s* E W is determined by s*p = -p. For each h E a,* let H,, E a, 
be determined by (H,, , H) = h(H) for all HE a, . Then Hei E Cl(a+) 
so by (3) and (4) 
SO 
l j(s* log u) < #f(ak)) < cj(log a) 
I 4W4l < I ~9 I I log a 1, aEA+, kEK. (5) 
Thus by (2), 
$ %(all < v-h@) I 9 I I log a 1, (a E A+). (6) 
For 
d(exp H) = n (eacx) - e-a(H))m, (HE (8 
a&r+ 
and a suitable multiple da* of da 
j F(g) 4 = j 0) 44 da* 
G A+ 
If F E P(G) we have for each m E Z+, 
FED(G). (6’) 
(F(u)1 j log a Im o(a) da* < co. (7) 
A+ 
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If h belongs to the tube aO* it is clear from the boundedness of vPi,, 
together with (6) and (7) that (1) can be differentiated under the integral 
sign so E is holomorphic in a P*. More generally, iterating (2) and (6), 
we see by (7) that for each polynomial P in I variables the integral 
converges uniformly for X E a0 *. Thus (1) above can be differentiated 
under the integral sign and we conclude that 
is bounded for h E q,*. 
Let D be a left invariant differential operator on G. For each F E P(G), 
DF is integrable on G and by [21(i), p. 2941 
w%)(g)1 < 41 + I t I3 + I ‘7 l”Y%&), 
where a and d are constants. Thus if X E q,*, D(Fy,) is integrable. Now if 
X, X’ are left invariant vector fields on G and Q and XQ integrable C’” 
functions on G then 
converges uniformly for small t so 
jG @!&Y) dg = I$ jGCXg exp tx) dg/ = = 0. 
t 0 
Thus if X E a,,* 
Hence if w is the Casimir operator on G which satisfies OJ~J~ =
-((A, h) + (p, p)) F,, [21(i), p. 2711 we deduce (since w leaves Ii(G) 
invariant) 
(w”F)~ (A) = (-!A, A, - +, ,J))” P(h), (A E a,*). 
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Consequently, for each polynomial P and each n E Z+ 
Now an easy induction shows that F E X(ap*). 
Next let $ E X(aD*). Under the assumption of the theorem we shall 
construct FE F(G) such that E = /I. Of course we define F by Harish- 
Chandra’s inversion formula 
F(g) = w-1 
s a-) &9 I CW” d5 (9) a* 
(cf., Notation $6). We shall prove F EF(G). By the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations for $ it is clear that each of its derivatives with respect to the 
variables 5, ,..., tl, qi ,..., y1 is bounded in a,,* so extends by uniform 
continuity to the closure a* + iC, (C, = convex hull of the points sp, 
s E IV). Consequently, if D is any differential operator in the variables 
6 1 ,**a, t1 with polynomial coefficients, 
In order to prove F E P(G) we use Harish-Chandra’s series expansion 
for vn(exp H) valid for HE a+ ([21(i), Lemma 371; see also [22(i), $41). 
Let L denote the set of linear combinations t.~ = mpl + e-0 + mpI 
(mi E Z+) and put m(p) = m, + **. + m, . Let the rational functions 
‘I’, on a,* be defined by induction on m(p) as follows: Put ‘r,, = 1 and 
{<CL, P - 2P) - &.‘~w = 2 c m, c ‘r,-2?&P - 2h a> - 4. (11) 
E&T+ lc>l 
The expansion in question is (since c(h) c(-A) = c(sA) c(--sh)) 
c(Y c(-4-l TA(exp H) = C L&4 ff), (H E a+), (12) 
UEL 
where 
(,(A, H) = C c( --sX)-l ‘r,(isA - p) e(isA-o-u)cx’, 
SEW 
(ff E a,>. (13) 
In both (12) and (13) h runs through a,* with certain complex hyper- 
planes excepted, namely those which form the singularities of 
c(sA)-l, c( --shy, ‘r&d - p). 
In particular (12) and ( 13) hold for all h E a *. We shall also use the relation 
c(h) c(-A) = ( c(h)12 for X E a*. 
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Now let us consider the case rank (G/K) = 1. Then we have by 
[22(i), p. 3041 
I ‘r&x - p))l < 41 + 44d)(l + I A I”), (14) 
where c, d, and e are constants, p EL and X E a*. In the proof we replace A 
by 5 + iv (7 fixed) and find that it remains valid provided (01~, cyl + 7) > 0 
(CQ = unique simple root) and 1 h / is replaced by (1 5 I2 + / 7 jz)rj2. 
In particular (14) remains valid for h in a strip around the line r) = p. 
Hence we can use Cauchy’s formula to estimate the derivatives of the 
function X + ‘r,(ih - p) for points on the line; specifically, for each 
m E Z+ there exists a constant c,, such that 
The functions c(&i and c(f - ip))’ are products of Gamma factors 
r(u + if)jF(b + if) where a, b > 0 ([21(i), p. 3031 or [19(a)]) so by 
[22(e), Lemma 3.61 c(f)-’ and c([ - +-I have each derivative bounded 
by a polynomial. 
Let HE a+; the function 
I/J(() c( -so-l ‘r,(is( - p) e(isE-Q-u)(H), tea*, 
is clearly integrable and since 
1 e+W + m(pY) < CO 
the following interchange of summation and integration is legitimate: 
If HE a+, then 
F(exp H) = w-l j,* $J(E) c c C(-S&i'ru(i~( - p) e(is*-o-u)(H) df 
PEL SE w 
= edx) zL e-@(H) j,, Z/J-Q c(&l ‘r&it - p> e&C(H) dt. 
Here we also used the invariance of # under IV. In this last integral we 
shall use Cauchy’s theorem to shift the integration from a* to a* - ip, 
that is, we claim 
s #J( -5) c(&l ‘T’,( -it - p) e-iE(H) d[ a* 
= I,* $( -6 + ip) c(s - ip)-’ ‘I’,( -if - 2p) e-ptx) eri”H) dt. (17) 
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This shift is permissible because if 0 < t < 1 the integrand is a holo- 
morphic function of JZ on the closed strip bounded by a* and a* - itp 
and the integral behaves suitably at co because of the rapid decrease of # 
and the mentioned estimates for c and ‘r, . Letting t -+ 1, the claimed 
relation follows. Hence 
where 
$P(H’F(exp H) = C e-LL(H)FW(H), 
UEL 
(H E a+), (18) 
F,(H) = j $b(-5 + ip) c(.$ - ip)-' ‘F,(-$ - 2p) e+fH), (HEa). (19) 
a* 
Thus (lo), (15), and the indicated estimates for ~(6 - ip)-l show that 
F, E Y(a), more precisely, for each m, n E Z+. 
Thus by (16) and (18), f or each differential operator E on a with poly- 
nomial coefficients, 
sup 1 f+(R)(EF)(H)J < co. 
Hal-c 
(20) 
The function 6 used in the definition of I’(G) is given by [see [21(j), $121 
or [21(b), p. 3791) 
and clearly 6(H) ee2p remains bounded on a+. Now let D be a left 
invariant differential operator on G. Then, according to [21(i), Lemma 231 
there exists a differential operator S’(D) on a+ such that 
(W(exp H) = [WW 0 exPH1 W 
for each FE d(G), b i-invariant under K, the bar denoting restriction 
to a+. Moreover the coefficients of 8’(D) belong to the ring of functions 
on a+ generated by the functions 
H-w (eza(B) - 1)-l, 
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where 01 is a positive restricted root. But since we are in the rank one case 
these coefficients are bounded except near the origin. Thus (20) implies 
that for each 4 E Z+ 
it,9 I(1 + I H I*> G(ff)(DF)(exp H)I < 00. 
If K, , k, E K then 
(DF)(k, exp Hk,) = (DF)(k;’ exp Hz,) = [Ad(&) DF](exp H) 
(where the action of Ad(k,) on g is extended to the universal enveloping 
algebra). The function 6, (Chap. I, $2) being bi-invariant under K we 
thus conclude the last inequality that F EP(G). Now by Theorem 5, 
p. 610 of [21(j)] we have 
Jv) = !fw, .$Ea*. 
(See [22(i), p. 3011 f or a fuller explanation.) But since E and $ extend 
to holomorphic functions on ap* they coincide there too. This proves 
Theorem 2.1 for the case rank (G/K) = 1, 
In order to prove the theorem for G complex it is more convenient 
to use the formula ([(21(c)]; [18] for G = SL(n, C)), 
n(h) rp,+(a) C E(S) eso(loga) = i-%-(p) 1 e(s) eisA(loga), 
SEW SEW 
(a 6 A), (21) 
for the spherical function rather that the expansion (12). In this formula rr 
denotes the product of the positive restricted roots, d = degree rr and 
we write n(h) instead of rr(HJ; E(S) d enotes the determinant of the linear 
transformation s of a. 
Going back to (9) we rewrite it using (21) and the fact that for G 
complex, c(t) = i-%-(p)/7r(f), [21(i), 9141. Then a trivial calculation 
gives 
zw () 
E s fMH)F(exp H) = i%(p)-’ ja* $(.$ ~(5) eiEtX) dt, (HE a). (22) 
Again we can use Cauchy’s theorem to shift the integration to the ex- 
tremes of the tube a* + iC, . Thus for each u E W, 
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so by (23 
(1 ,,w4S) e8.(H)j($w j e”otH) F(exp H) = i%(p)-’ I,* #*([) n(f) eictH) d[, (23) 
where 
The sum here is rapidly decreasing in 5 and is skew (that is the substi- 
tution 5 -+ u[ results in multiplication by e(u)). By Lemma 3.1 in [22(e)], 
#* E Y(a*). Let F* denote the unique function on G which is bi-invariant 
under K and such that 
F*(exp H) = C eop(H)F(exp H), 
OEW 
Then (23) implies 
(H E a). 
F*(g) = w-1 
s $*(5) v’s(g) I 40-” dE ll* 
so by [21(j), p. 5861, F* E 12(G), that is 
"!P I u&F2 (~~*)(&I < m (24) 
for each 4 E Z+ and each left invariant differential operator D on G. 
Let A, denote the extension of the function 
a+ 2 eeomga), aEA, 
SEW 
to a function in E(G), bi-invariant under K. We must now estimate the 
derivatives of this function. 
LEMMA 2.2. For each left invariant dz#erentiaE operator D on G 
l(MJ(g)l < 41 + I g I”) 4(g), g E G> 
where c is a constant and d = degree(r). 
Proof. The function d,(a) on A is invariant under the Weyl group 
and by simple divisibility arguments (see Expose 19 in [44] by Cartier) 
the product 
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can be written as a linear combination 
c a, & 44 esu, Q~ E R - WI, 
IL 
where each p lies in a* and satisfies H, E a+. Comparing with formula (21) 
for the spherical function we see that CSEW esp is a linear combination of 
spherical functions 
Now we use the inequalities 
and 
I h4g)l e cdl + I 6 I2 + I rl /2)dDvi&), g6 G 
1 &a)1 < ~“(1 + j log a 1”) ePpuoga), aEA+. 
proved in [21(a), pp. 279, 2941; (c, , dD , and c,, are constants). Now 
using (3) we deduce for the q+,, above and a E A+, 
l(D~-iu)(a)I < const ypiu = const 
s 
e(u-d(me)) & 
K 
< const 
s 
e-Pw(aw) & eumw) 
K 
< const(1 + 1 log a 1”) e-p(loga) e”(loga). 
But p = sp + UP and p - sp, p - up are positive on a+. Hence 
~(ZM,)(a)~ < const(1 + ( log a I”) eQ(log~~), 
If k, , K, E K then 
(acA+). (25) 
and since the operators Ad(k)D (k E K) lie in a finite-dimensional vector 
space the lemma follows from (25). Now 
S(H) = 11 E(S) e(so)(w)/n(H)i2 
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and D is a linear combination of products Xi *a* X, where X, is a left 
invariant vector field on G. Using the lemma and (24) we deduce by 
induction on the order of D 
so FE P(G). Thus P is holomorphic on a,* and since we have seen 
F = t+b on a* we deduce P = # on a D*. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Remark. In order to extend Theorem 2.1 to arbitrary G it seems 
necessary not just to use the quoted result of Harish-Chandra that 
F E 12(G) if # is rapidly decreasing on a* but to generalize its proof. 
More specifically one needs Lemma 37 in [21(j)] with p replaced by 2~ 
provided the function a lies in Z(aO*). For this one must extend 
somewhat the analysis in [21(j)] relating the spherical functions on G/K 
to the corresponding spherical functions on the boundary component 
M/M r\ K. While Harish-Chandra’s estimates are given in a sufficiently 
small tube around a* it would now be necessary to allow h to vary in the 
entire tube a,*. With the c-functions for G and M explicitly known this 
does not seem to present serious obstacles. Thus there is little doubt that 
Theorem 2.1 remains true for any G. 
The following fact was established during the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If the function F EP(G) has spherical Fourier 
transform E then the function A,F lies in I*(G) and has spherical Fourier 
transform given by 
(6 E a*). 
THEOREM 2.4 (The Paley-Wiener Theorem). The spherical Fourier 
transform F -+ P is a bijection of I,(G) onto the space of W-invariant 
rapidly decreasing holomorphic functions on a,* of exponential type. 
This theorem was proved in [22(i)] except for the full justification 
of a certain term-by-term integration (condition (r) p. 304); this justifica- 
tion is now provided by recent work of R. Gangolli. We give below a 
simplified justification. 
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Lemma 4.1 in [22(i)] shows that for each H E a+ 
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1 ‘T,(ih - p)( < KeYtH), WE-L (26) 
where K = K,,H is a constant. It suffices to prove that (26) holds for all 
X E a* with K = KH (i.e., independent of X) because the cited condition 
(.ZJ is then clearly satisfied. 
Let E denote the Laplacian on A. According to [21(i), pp. 270-2721 
the function 
ah(exp H) = C ‘T,(iii - p) e’iA-p-u)(H), 
WEL 
and the radial part S’(U) of w satisfy 
QJ) @A = (-(A A) - 6% P>) @A 
and 
6’(w) = E + lower order terms. 
HE&, (27) 
(28) 
(29) 
Since w is symmetric, S’(W) is symmetric with respect to d(a) da; the 
same is true of the operator A-l12E 0 AlI2 which equals E up to lower 
order terms. Since no first order operator on A is symmetric (29) implies 
#(w) = A-ll2E o Al/2 - d (30) 
where d is a function; clearly d = A-1/2E(A1/2). The functions d1j2, 
A-ll2 and d have expansions on a+, 
A1/2(exp H) = epcH) 1 cde-fi(H), d = c dPe-‘(H), do = (P, P> 
WL WL 
where the coefficients b,, , c, , and d, have at most polynomial growth 
in CL. Now (28) and (30) imply that the function 
YA(exp H) = Al/z(exp H) QA(exp H) = C a,(x) e(iA-p)(H), (31) 
P”L 
where 
a,(h) = c ‘F,-“(ih - p) c, 
“.U-“GL 
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satisfies the simpler differential equation 
Ey,, = (-C&Q - (p, p> + d) y,, . 
39 
(32) 
This gives the recursion formula 
%(q<r, P> - wt P)) = c 4%-“(4, 
ozv,u-VEL 
so for a constant c 
I a, I G cm(~)-’ 1 4 I G--V 1, (A E a*). (33) 
O#u,u-VEL 
Let H E a+; repeating (with No > c C d,e-u(H)) the proof of Lemma 4.1 
in [22(i)] we deduce from (33) 
where C, f R only depends on H. But 
‘I-&A - p) = c a,-&I) b, 
Y, u-vel. 
so since HE a+ is arbitrary the same kind of estimate for ‘r,(ih - p) 
follows. Q.E.D. 
$3. THE INVERSION FORMULA AND THE PLANCHEREL FORMULA 
FOR THE RADON TRANSFORM 
To begin with we have to express the measure df on S by means of 
the diffeomorphism tj : (IZM, a) + kaMN of (K/M) x A onto S 
(Proposition 1.1, Chap. I). The invariant measures dk on K and dm on M, 
normalized by J dk = s dm = 1 determine a K-invariant measure dk, 
on KIM. Let da be normalized as in Notations, 94. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each cp E g(8), 
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Proof. It is clear, since # is a diffeomorphism, that there exists a 
function D E &(K/M x A) such that 
jE ~(5) d5 = j,!, j dka * 0 WK 4 da dk.w (1) 
A 
Since dt is K-invariant we see, replacing p by @k), that D is constant 
in the first variable so we write D(a) instead of D(kM, a). 
To calculate D(a) let 1 denote the orthogonal complement of 111 in f 
(with respect to the Killing form on g). Select open neighborhoods U 
of 0 in I and Y of e in A such that the map (T, a) + (exp T)a is a 
diffeomorphism of U x Y onto a local cross section in G over a 
neighborhood of 6, in E. Select F E 9(G) with support contained in 
(exp U) V(MN) such that 
F((exp T) ame) = 44 P(n), (TcU,aE V,m~hf,n~N), 
where ~1 E 29(A) and /3 E B(N) h as integral over N equal to 1. Let 
v(gMN) = j F(gmn) dm dn. 
MN 
Then 
j, ~(5) dt = jGIi(g) dg = jKANF(kan) e20(loga) dk da dn = 1, c+z) ezo(loga) da 
since F is K-invariant. On the other hand, using (1) we find by the 
K-invariance 
j, dS) dt = j, 44 W da. 
Hence D(a) = e 2p~ioga) for a E V, hence by analyticity for a E G. 
If Fl and F2 are two continuous functions on G with compact support 
we define the function Fl # F2 by 
If fi and fi are continuous functions of compact support on X we write 
fi # f2 for the function on X defined by 
(fi #f,)(g * 0) = (4 #F,)(g) 
if F,(g) = fi(g - o), (i = 1, 2, g E G). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let fi , fi E C,(X). Then fi # fi is K-invariant and the 
Radon transform satisfies 
Proof. The K-invariance is obvious and 
=s F,(kbn)f,(kbna * 6,) e20’logb) dk db dn. KAN 
Sincef,(kbna * &,) = f;(kba 4 &) the lemma follows. 
For any vector space V over R let Y(V) denote the Schwartz space 
of rapidly decreasing functions on I/ ([41]). Considering any K-invariant 
Riemannian structure on K/M we can define rapidly decreasing func- 
tions on the product manifold as in [22( f )] and thus obtain a well- 
defined space Y(E). C onsider now the function e(h). As observed in 
[22(e)] the multiplication by c(h)-l is a mapping of Y(a*) into itself. 
Hence there exist linear operators j and f on 9’(P(A) such that for h E a* 
and 
(jF)* (A) = e(h)-IF*(A) (2) 
(jF)* (A) = c( -A)-‘F*(h), (3) 
where * denotes the Euclidean Fourier transform 
F*(h) = IAF(h) eciA(logh) dh. 
We can then define the endomorphisms J, J of Y(S) by 
(JdWW = i&df+a~W 
(J9J)ww = a?-ea~W 
for v E Y(9). Let ep denote the function on S = (K/M) x A given by 
ep(kM, a) = ep(l”ga) for a E A, k E K, and define the space 5$(S) by 
$(E) = {p’ E 8(E) / epp, E Y(E)}. 
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Then the operators A = e-p J 0 ep and n = e-Pf 0 ep map the space YP(9) 
into itself. 
LEMMA 3.3. The spaces Y(E) and YO(S) as well as the operators J, 
1, A, and R are all invariant under the action of G on 8. 
This is immediate from the fact that if B is viewed as a trivial fibre 
bundle over K/M the action of each g E G on S is fibre-preserving 
(Chap. I, 92) d d an in uces a translation on each fibre, combined with the 
fact that j is invariant under translations on A. 
THEOREM 3.4.l For each f E LB(X) we have 
W j  1 f(x)l” dx = j  lb’!hT2 d5. 
x s 
Proof. Let us consider two functions fi , fi E 9(X) and put F,(g) = 
fi(g . o) (g E G, i = 1, 2). Since the function Fl # F, is bi-invariant 
under K we have by Harish-Chandra’s inversion formula for the spherical 
Fourier transform (Notations, §6), 
F-1 #F2)(4 = w-l j,* I 4W2 F-1 #F2)- (4 dh. (4) 
On the other hand, we have, using (2) in $1 and c(-A) = conj c(h) 
(A E a*), 
cih+)* (4 = I cw2 m, (5) 
if FE 9(G) is bi-invariant under K. Thus by the Euclidean Fourier 
inversion formula 
W-4 = w-Y~v+)(e). (6) 
Now using Lemma 3.2 we have 
?+,#F,@) = ep(logaYfl #fir @ * 50) 
=.i s eP(l”@)f;(kb . 5,) eD(10gab~2(kba * 6,) dk db; K A 
so, viewing v’i = e$ as a function on (K/M) x A, 
m#-*(4 = ql(kM, 6) v,(kM, ab) db dk. 
1 Cf. [22(d), pp. 443-4441. 
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As a function on a*, c-l has each of its derivatives bounded by a poly- 
nomial so the operators j, j, and jj are convolutions by tempered distribu- 
tions. Hence 
Now if FE Y(A) and F’ denotes the function a -+ F(a-l) it is easy 
to prove jF’ = (jF)’ so 
whence 
ja(F(a-lb)) = [j((Fyb’](u) = [(jF’)=‘b’](a) 
= (jF)‘(ub-1) = (jF)(u-lb) 
Here we put a = e, introduce the operator II, and combine this with (6) 
and Lemma 3.1. Then we get 
Now FE Y(A) is real if and only if F*(--h) = conj F*(h) (A E a*); 
it follows that j maps real functions into real functions and 
Jconj ‘p) = conj(flv), p E 9(E). 
Now Theorem 3.4 follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. (i) Let A* denote the adjoint of A with respect to the 
volume element d[. Then 
f = w-l(nn*f”)‘, f E v4. (7) 
(ii) Suppose all Curtun subgroups of G are conjugate. Then A is a 
dz@rential operator and for a certain difJerentiu1 operator q on X, 
f = am, f Ewe (8) 
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Proof. Givenf E S+(X) define the function F,, E g(G) by 
Then F, is bi-invariant under K and 
’ ~)~&a) = @(loga) 
J 
f(kan * 0) d/z dn, 
NXK 
so by (6) 
f(0) = w-l [(j). /eo(ioga) jKxNf(kan . 0) dk &z(]~=~ . 
Now we put 
(9) 
F,(g) = &H(g)) 
s 
f(kgn . 0) d/z dn. 
KXN 
Then Fl is right invariant under MA’ so F,(g) = yl(g . 5,) where 
y1 E g(E). From (9) we have 
f(o) = w-‘[JJFmo). (10) 
But with our definition of ep on 8 
v,(t) = 40 SK/@ . E) & 
so since Ad = e-0 JJ 0 eo, (IO) implies 
the last relation coming from Lemma 3.3. Thus the relation 
f = w-l(Allj^)’ 
holds at the point o E X, hence everywhere on X by the G-invariance 
of the operations A and v. 
Now consider vi , q+ arbitrary in g(Z) and put 
h(a) = j, j, dkM, b) %2(kW ab) a d. 
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Then, as before, 
(M4 = jK jA 9#4 b)(h2&W ab) 0% do 
and 
or equivalently, 
j, 9?1(8(hd(6) e+‘(t) d5 = 1, (h>(t) ~~(4) e-2p(E) d5. 
Putting & = e-pvi (i = 1, 2) this becomes 
which shows that A has an adjoint A*, namely A. This proves (i). 
For (ii) we start with a general result about Cartan subalgebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let g be any semisimple Lie algebra. The following 
properties are equivalent. 
(i) All Cartan subalgebras of g are conjugate under the adjoint group. 
(ii) All restricted roots have even multiplicity. 
Proof. Extend a to a maximal abelian subalgebra h of g, let gc denote 
the complexification of g and h, the complex subalgebra of gc generated 
by Ij. Let A denote the set of roots of ge with respect to 6, , and if /? E A 
let H, E I& be determined by BJH, H,) = /3(H) for H E lj, , B, denoting 
the Killing form of ge . Then 
c RH, = i(E) n f) + a 
BEA 
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and this subspace &, is invariant under the conjugation r] of gc with respect 
to g. The transpose 0 = Ir) of the map r) 1 bL permutes the set d. 
The set Z consists of the restrictions of d to a. If 01 E Z let d, denote 
thesetofflEdsuchthat/Jla= 0~. Since q = 1 on a, u induces a per- 
mutation of d, of order 2. There is at most one fixed point fl E d, , in 
which case HB E a; thus H, E a if and only if the restriction 01 = p 1 a 
has odd multiplicity (cf., Araki [2, Proposition 2.21). 
Now it is well-known [21(f), $21, [28(a)] that any Cartan subalgebra 
of g is conjugate to a Cartan subalgebra t satisfying t = t n f + t n p, 
and two such subalgebras are conjugate if and only if their intersections 
with p (their “vector parts”) are conjugate. 
To prove Proposition 3.6 suppose (i) holds. We have t, = b n f + a 
and now extend t, n f to a maximal abelian subalgebra tt of f which we 
then extend to a maximal abelian subalgebra t of g. If H E tf , 2 E t then 
[H, 2 + tU’] = 0 so by 2 + 62 E f, we have 2 + 02 E tt so Bt C t, i.e., 
t = ff + t n p. Hence t is a Cartan subalgebra of g so by (i) and the 
remarks above t, n f = tf . Nowif/3~dsuchthatcu=plahasodd 
multiplicity then by the above HB E a. Select X, # 0 in gc such that 
[H, X,] = /3(H) X, for HE lj. S ince /Q n r) = 0 this X, can be chosen 
in g. Writing X, = X, + X, according to g = f + p we deduce that 
both X, and X, are # 0 and that [H, X,] = 0 for H E E, n f contradicting 
the maximality of tt . 
On the other hand, suppose the multiplicity m, even for each in E 2’. 
By the above, Ho $ a for all /3 E d. If X, is chosen as above then the 
complexification f, satisfies 
f, = (b n f)c + c c&3 + @$). 
BEA 
But HB $ a for all ,3 E d shows that ($ n f), is maximal abelian in f, , 
i.e., IJ n t is maximal abelian in f. Now if t is any Cartan subalgebra of g 
we may by the above assume t = t n f + t n p. Here t n p is con- 
jugate under K to a subspace of a so we may assume f n p C a. But 
then t n p = a because otherwise dim(t n r) > dim@ n r) would 
contradict the maximality of E, n f. Thus t n f C m, so t n f and 6 n f 
are conjugate under an inner automorphism of m. This leaves a pointwise 
fixed, so we have proved that t and l!) are conjugate. 
We shall now prove the latter part of Theorem 3.5. According to 
Proposition 3.6 all multiplicities ma (a E L’) are now even so by Araki 
[2, Proposition 2.4], 2 is a proper root system, that is twice a restricted 
root is never a restricted root. In view of the formula r(x + 1) = xr(x) 
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the c-function (cf. (12), $2) d re uces to the reciprocal of a polynomial. 
Hence j and A are differential operators and jj is invariant under the 
action of W on A. Let 0 ED(X) correspond to w-yj according to 
Theorem 2.1, Chap. I and let fl E D,(G) be chosen such that (fljF)(g) = 
(@l)(g * o) for all f E b(X), F(g) = f (g * o). Then by Theorem 3.3 in 
P(e)1 7 
Combining this with (9) we get 
f(O) = (?a&)~ 
i.e., 
(12) 
f(o) = j,,, (Of>@ * 0) dk da (13) 
Now fix g E G and replace in (13) f by f 7(@-*). Then since 0 is invariant 
under g, 
fk .o> = s,,, (Of Wn * 0) dk dn, 
and by the Darboux equation [22(a), p. 2771 
j+, (nf)(gk - 4 dk = ai, (j$gk * 4 dk), x E X, 
whence 
which finishes the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
Remarks. Theorem 3.5 was given in [22(c), (d), (g)]. The inversion 
formula for the Radon transform on R" had been generalized in a different 
way to odd-dimensional hyperbolic spaces in [22(a)] and later in [42] 
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for any dimension. A formula closely related to (7) was given in [14] $5 
for the case G complex and in [ 133, [17, Chap. V] for the Lobachevski 
spaces. For G complex, (7) is essentially a special case of the representa- 
tion of a function on G by means of its integrals over all conjugacy classes 
and their translates (cf. [18, $261, [21(d), p. 5141). The inversion problem 
forf+f^ was also discussed in [19(b)]. 
Chapter III. Conical Functions, Conical Distributions 
and Representation Theory 
$1. TOTALLY GEODESIC SLJBMANIFOLDS OF X AND OF S. 
REDUCTION TO THE HERMITIAN HYPERBOLIC CASE 
Let X be a symmetric space of the noncompact type, I(X) the group 
of isometries of X in the compact open topology and G = I,(X) the 
identity of I(X). W e recall that a totally geodesic submanifold X’ of X 
is also a symmetric space in the metric induced by that of X. Suppose the 
symmetric space X’ is also of the noncompact type and let G’ denote 
the closed subgroup of I(X) g enerated by the transvections (in X) along 
the geodesics in X’. If o E X’ and p’ denotes the tangent space X0’ 
considered as a subspace of the Lie algebra g of I(X) then 1(X’) has Lie 
algebra P’ + [P’, $1, which thus is semisimple and must therefore 
coincide with the Lie algebra of G’. Hence 1,(X’) is isomorphic to 
Ad(G’). On the other hand, suppose G’ is a connected semisimple Lie 
subgroup of I(X) without compact components. According to Mostow 
[37] if g’ = f’ + p’ is a Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra of G’ 
there exists a Cartan decomposition g = f + p of g such that f’ C f, 
p’ C p. If K C G is the analytic subgroup corresponding to f then K, 
acting on X, has a unique fixed point, say o; the orbit X’ = G’ * o is a 
totally geodesic submanifold of X of the noncompact type. Since the 
orthogonal complement of [p’, p’] in f’ is an ideal in g’ we have (since G’ 
has no compact components) g’ = p’ + [p’, p’]; hence G’ coincides with 
the closed subgroup of I(X) generated by the transvections (in X) along 
the geodesics in X’. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X and X’ be symmetric spaces of the noncompact 
type, X’ totally geodesic in X. Then each horocycle in X’ has the form 
5’ = 5 n X’ where 5 is a horocycle in X. 
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Proof. Preserving the notation above we have compatible Cartan 
decompositions g = f + p, g’ = f’ + p’ of the Lie algebras of I(X) 
and I(X), respectively. Let a’ C p’ be a maximal abelian subspace and 
extend a’ to a maximal abelian subspace a of p. We then have correspond- 
ing restricted root space decompositions 
9=c9A and 9l = c 9,“, 
A II 
where X E a*, p E (a’)*, and 
gA = {XEg 1 [H,X] = h(H)Xfor HEa} 
and 
gp’ = (X E g’ / [Et, X] = p(H) X for HE a’>. 
Denoting the restriction of A to a’ by 1 it is obvious that for each TV E (a’)* 
9L = 9’ n C gh . 
A=u 
(1) 
Let Z C a* and 27 C (a’)* denote the sets of restricted roots. We turn 
a* and (a’)* into ordered vector spaces with compatible orderings that is 
orderings such that h E a *, h > 0 + A > 0. Let ,Z’+ C Z, (Z’)+ be the 
subsets of positive elements, let 
and let N and N’ be the corresponding analytic subgroups of G and G’, 
respectively. By (1) and the compatibility, 
(Z’y- c {E [ a E z+>, (2) 
whence N’ C N, since K’ C K, A’ C A and G’ = K’A’N’, G = KAN 
we have K’ = G’ n K, A’ = G’ n A, and N’ = G’ n N. Hence if 
&,’ = IV’ - 0, f, = N - o we have &,’ C 5, n x’. But if x E 5, n X’ 
thenx=g’.o=n-owithg’EG’,nEN.Henceg’=nk(kEK)but 
then G’ = N’A’K’ implies n E N’ so x E &,‘. Thus 6,’ = X’ n &, and 
the proposition follows. 
607/51~-4 
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As usual let m denote the centralizer of a in f, and 0 the Cartan involu- 
tion of g (corresponding to the decomposition g = f + p). In the present 
case G acts effectively on G/K so [p, p] = f and we have a convenient 
description of m by means of the restricted root subspaces. 
LEMMA 1.2. 
m+a = C [9a,9-J. 
a#0 
Proof. Since go = m + a each [ga, g-J is contained in nt + a. 
On the other hand, a C xo1,o [gdl , g-J so if the lemma were not true 
there would exist a T # 0 in m such that 
CT, [go1 , g-,I> = 0 for all (Y > 0, (3) 
( , ) denoting as usual the Killing form of g. We imbed T in a maximal 
abelian subalgebra I& of m; then b = b, + a is a Cartan subalgebra of g. 
We consider the complexifications b, C gc and the corresponding root 
space decomposition, gc = & (9;)“. We order the roots in a way com- 
patible with the ordering of the restricted roots. Let P be the set of 
positive roots, P+ the set of positive roots which do not vanish identically 
on a. Then we have 
n = 9 n C (9,Y. (4) 
B@+ 
Let q denote the orthogonal complement of a in p; then the map 
X + X - 0X is a bijection of n onto q. Since [p, p] = f (the orthogonal 
complement of [p, p] in f is an ideal in g) it is clear from (4) that there 
must exist a root /3 E P+ such that /3(T) f 0 (otherwise T would lie in 
the center of g). Select X, # 0 in (gJB and write X, = Y + Z, 
(Y, 2 E g). If a = fi / a then Y, 2 E g= and at least one of the vectors 
[T, Y], [T, Z] is # 0. Thus by (3) we get a nonzero vector in gU which is 
perpendicular to geu . This contradiction proves the lemma. 
Although the coset space G/MN is not in general reductive we can 
nevertheless define geodesics in 8 as follows. Let t + y(t) (t E R) be an 
oriented geodesic in X which is regular (that is a geodesic in X whose 
stabilizer has minimum dimension). Pick any point x on the geodesic, and 
consider the isotropy subgroup K, of G at x, its Lie algebra f, C g, 
the orthogonal complement pZ of f, in g and consider the isomorphism 
dn, : ~.z ---f X, induced by the projection rrZ : g -+ g * x of G onto X. 
Let d, E px be the vector such that (dn,),(d,) is the tangent vector to the 
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geodesic at x. The Iwasawa group corresponding to the Weyl chamber 
(in the centralizer of d, in p,) which contains d, is given by 
N, = {z E G 1 Eim exp(-tdz) z exp(td,) = e}. 
Let us verify that N, is independent of the choice of x on y. So let y be 
another point on y. To prove N, = N, we may assume x = o, d, = d, E a+ 
so N, = N. Then y = exp sd, - o (s E R), KY = exp sd, K exp(-sd,,) 
and I+, = Ad(exp sd,)p. In particular, d, E pz/ . Secondly, 
rrV(exp td,) = exp(t + s) d, - o 
so (dry)JdO) = tangent vector to y at y. Since d, E ++, the definition 
of d, implies d, = d, , whence N = NV . Thus we write N,, instead of 
N, . Putting 
W) = N, * At) (t~R1 (5) 
we call the curve r,, a geodesic in E. 
LEMMA 1.3. The action of G on 8 permutes the geodesics; more precisely 
g . r,,(t) = r&t) (t E R,g E G). 
Proof. We have for g E G, t E R, 
g * W) = 0, - y(t) = d%-’ - (g * y)(t)- (6) 
If x1 = g . x then Kz, = gK,g-‘, f, = Ad(g) f, , pz, = Ad(g) pz and 
mz,(exp t Ad(g) dz) = g exp td, * x so (dz-,&Ad(g) dJ equals the tangent 
vector tog * y at xi . Thus 
N,., = gN,,g-’ 
which by (6) p roves the lemma. 
We also note the following result which is clear from the fact that each 
transvection of X along y normalizes NY . 
LEMMA 1.4. Any two horocycles Fy(tl) and I’,,(&) on the curve r,, 
correspond under a transvection of X along y. 
A submanifold E1 of E will be called totally geodesic if each geodesic in 8 
which is tangential to & at some point lies completely in E1 . 
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We shall now take for the submanifold X’ C X a boundary component 
(cf., e.g. [21(j)], [25]) of the space X. We recall the construction. Let y 
be a nonregular geodesic in X and let 2, denote the set of isometries in 
I,(X) which commute with the transvections along y. The group 2, is 
reductive and if 2,’ denotes the semisimple part of the identity component 
of Z, an orbit of a point o of y under Z,’ is called a boundary component 
of X. This orbit X’ = Z,’ * o is then a symmetric space of the non- 
compact type, totally geodesic in X. Let G’ be constructed as before. 
Let 5, be a horocycle in X through o such that the Weyl chamber giving 
the normal to f, contains the tangent vector to y at o in its closure. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let X’ be a boundary component of X, 5’ and S their 
respective duals and ZY the orbit G’ . 5, in 8. Then EY is totally geodesic 
in S and the map 8 + .$ n X’ is a bijection of E,, onto 3’. 
Let K denote the isotropy subgroup of G at o and f its Lie algebra, 
g = f + p the Cartan decomposition. Then g’ = f’ + p’ where 
f’ = 1 n g’, p’ = g’ n p. The orthogonal complement in p of the tan- 
gent space (5,), is a maximal abelian subspace a of p [22(c), Lemma 3.31 
and we have y(t) = exp tH, + o where HO E a. Let 2 denote the set 
of restricted roots of g with respect to a and let z” denote the set of 
01 E 2 such that cr(H,) = 0. Then the Lie algebra of Z, is given by 
jY = in + a + C g@ (7) 
as9 
and [jy , jy] is the Lie algebra of Z,‘. Since p’ = [jy , jY] n p it is clear 
that the subspace 
C RH, 
aG9 
of a is a maximal abelian subspace a’ of p’. Then a = a’ + a” (direct sum) 
where a” = {HE a j al(H) = 0 for OL E z”). Thus [jy, a”] = 0 so in 
particular the centralizer in of a’ in 1’ satisfies 
in’ = in A f’. (8) 
Similarly since each Ado,(g) (g E G’) is the identity on a” we have 
M’=MnK’. (9) 
Now let a+ denote the Weyl chamber in a which is normal to the horo- 
cycle ty , and let .D C ,J? be the corresponding set of positive roots. The 
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restrictions & = 01 1 a’, as LY runs through Z”, form the set Z’ of restricted 
roots of g’ with respect to Q’. The subset 
is a Weyl chamber in a’; let (Z’)+ denote the corresponding set of positive 
roots, so 
(Z)+ = {c 1 01 E Z” n Z+}. 
Thus we have as in the beginning of this section 
K’ = K n G’, A’ = A n G’, N’=NnG’. (10) 
Since 5, = N * o (9) and (10) imply that the map g’ * 5, -+ g’M’N’ is a 
well-defined bijection of E7 onto 8’. Since &, n x’ = N’ * o this proves 
the last statement of the theorem. For the first statement we consider 
first the special case that r, is a geodesic in B tangential to E,, at the 
point &, . By Lemma 1.4, there exists a 2 E p such that r*(t) = exp tZ * &, 
for t E R. The tangent space to 6 = G/MN at &, is canonically 
identified with the factor space g/(nt + n); the assumption about r, 
therefore means that there exists a vector Y E g’ such that 2 - YE nt + n. 
Since g’ = n’ + m’ + a’ + 8n’ we may (by (8)) assume YE a’ + I%‘. 
Let q (resp. q’) denote the orthogonal complement of a in p (resp. of a’ 
in p’). Then the map X -+ X - 8X is a bijection of n onto q mapping n’ 
onto q’. Let X, ,..., X, be a basis of n such that X, ,..., X, span n’. Then 
for certain HE a, H’ E a’ we have 
z = H + i c&x-, - ex,) 
1 
and 
Y = H’ + i b,OX, , (ci , bi E RI, 
1 
so the relation 2 - YE m + n implies 2 E n’ so r, lies in EV . 
Now Lemma 1.3 reduces the general case to the special one considered, 
so the theorem is proved. 
We shall now for an arbitrary X construct a whole family of totally 
geodesic submanifolds X’ C X which are isometric to the Hermitian 
hyperbolic space of two complex dimensions. This will be particularly 
useful to us because it turns out that certain general computations in X 
can be done entirely within the spaces x’. As usual, SU(2, 1) denotes 
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the group of complex 3 x 3 matrices of determinant 1 which leave 
invariant the form xr%r + z& - .zs~s . 
THEOREM 1.6. Let g be an arbitrary noncompact semisimple Lie algebra, 
8 a Cartan involution of g, g = f + p the corresponding Cartan decom- 
position. Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of p. Assume cy and 201 are 
restricted roots of g with respect to a. Select X, E gu , X,, E gza both # 0. 
Then the subalgebra g* of g generated by X, , X,, , 0X, , 0X,, is isomorphic 
to 542, l), the Lie algebra of SU(2, 1). 
The proof requires a few easy lemmas. We put Y, = [0X, , X2,], and 
use now B for the Killing form. 
LEMMA 1.7. [X , Y,] = cX,, where c = 2c~(H,) B(XG , eXJ. 
Proof. By Jacobi identity 
The middle term is 0 so the lemma follows from 
[X, , OXJ = E(X= , OX,) H, (11) 
LEMMA 1.8. The vector [X, , OYu] is # 0 and lies in m. 
Proof. We have [X, , eY,] E go = in + a and if H E a, 
B(H, [Xm , eY,l) = B([ff, %I, SY,) = a(H) B(& , [X, , OX,,]) = 0. 
Thus [XE , eYm] E ut. To see that this vector is # 0 we consider the 
vector [[X= , fly,], X,]. By the first part of the proof it equals 
[Wu, 7 Y’xl, &I = -[[YE 7 &I, %I - [Lx , fK1, YJ 
= cIl-%ct 9eX1 - WK , ‘=a) 4fL) Y, 
so by Lemma 1.7, 
KX,, eY,l, &I = -34HJ B(X, , ox,) Y, # o. (12) 
LEMMA 1.9. The linear transformation ad,([X, , eY,]) leaves the plane 
RX, + RY, invariant. 
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Proof. We have 
K-K 9 eYEI> YJ = -PYm 9 Yal, Xl - [Pa 9 &I, eya1 
= +wa9 ey,) 4m x, + c[xzas LX,, ex,,i 
which by the Jacobi identity equals 
= +w, , Bya) 4m x, - caw2.) w,, , ex,,) x, , 
which together with (12) proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.10. [[X,, OY,], X,,] = 0. 
Proof. Putting T = [X,, tlYJ we have seen above that [T, X,J C R Y, , 
[T, YE] C RX, so [T, [X, , YE]] = 0. Now use Lemma 1.7. 
LEMMA 1.11. [ye, ex,,i c vex,. 
Proof. We have by (11) 
[ya , ex,,i = [vi , x2,1, ex,,i 
= -[[x2, , ex,,i, exd - [ex,, , ea, X,,I E m-c . 
These lemmas show that 
9* = VW,, Kl + RK) + (RX, + RY,) + RX,, 
+ (Rex, + ROY,) + Rex,, . 
Since g* is a e-invariant subalgebra of g it is reductive. The first paren- 
thesis above is the centralizer of H, in g* so (12) shows that g* has 
center {0}, so g* is semisimple; the decomposition above is the restricted 
root space decomposition. 
Now it will be convenient to give all general Lie algebra concepts 
connected with g* the superscript *. (Dual spaces will not be considered 
so no confusion with our customary use of * should result.) 
Thus H,* E a* is defined by 
B*(H, H,*) = Lx(H), HE a*. 
But the formula for g* shows that 
B*(H, H) = Tr(d#) ad&f)) = 4a(H)2 + 2(20~(H))2 = 124H)2, 
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SO 
Put 
ol(Ez,*) = +2. 
x,* = c,x,, x,*, = %2L 
(13) 
the constants c, and czol being determined such that 
--B*(X,* ) OX,*) = -B*(X$ , OX,*,) = 24, (14) 
and finally put 
YE* = [fIxa*, x,*,1. 
Then the lemmas above hold also for the starred vectors in g*. Combining 
with (13) and (14) we derive the relations 
[;kbi*, YE*] = -4xzm, [&*, [Xa*, OY,*]] = -6Y,*, 
[Yu*, OX,*,] = -4exa*, [YE*, OY,*] = -96H,*, 
[[&*, 8Y,*], Ye*] = -24Xa*. 
Now we consider the Lie algebra ~(2, 1) and add the subscript 0 to all 
general Lie algebra concepts connected with it. The Killing form is 
B,(X, Y) = 6 Tr(XY) 
and the automorphism X -+ 12,,XIs,, of su(2, 1) where 
-1 0 0 
I,,, = O-l 0 
0 0 1 
is a Cartan involution 19 of su(2, 1) [22(b), p. 3481. Moreover, f, is the set 
of matrices 
A 0 
0 
, A skew-hermitian, 
0 0 -Tr(A) 
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and pO is the set of matrices 
0 0 2, 
0 0 22 
2 z1 ) z2 E c. ~- 
% SF2 0 
For a, and a,,+ we can take a, = RH, , a,+ = {tH,, 1 t > 0} where 
Now K,, and AI,, are defined by the convention above. The restricted 
roots are (Ye , 2%j > -01~ , -2~, where 
%)(H,) = 1, so Ha, = H&2. 
Also pO = 201~ and m, = RT,, where 
The root spaces gol, and g-., are given by the set of matrices 
for 9-%, 
0 --z 0 
where x E C. The root spaces gzaO and gmzaO are given by the set of matrices 
iI i {I forg2%, 11, I $,1 forg-,, 
where t E R. Consider now the linear mapping T of g* into 42, 1) given 
bY 
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i 0 0 
[Xa*, OY,*] -+ -4 0 -2i 0 , 
I I 0 0 i 
The commutation relations in g* show quickly that 7 is an isomorphism 
whereby Theorem 1.6 is proved. 
Preserving the notation above let G be a connected Lie group with 
finite center and Lie algebra g. We order the restricted roots (of g with 
respect to a) in some way such that 01 > 0. Let G*, K, K*, N, N*, A, A*, 
respectively, denote the analytic subgroups of G which correspond to 
the subalgebras g*, I, f*, n = C,+,,, g,, , n* = RX, + RY, + RX,, , a and 
a* = RH, . As usual let nt(resp. M) denote the centralizer of a in f 
(resp. a in K) and define nt* and M* similarly. 
LEMMA 1.12. K* = G* n K,N* = G* n NandM* = G*nM. 
Proof. The first two statements are contained in the proof of Propo- 
sition 1.1. Since m* = R[X, , @Y,] it is clear that m* = g* n m ,and 
of course G* n M C M*. On the other hand, the symmetric space 
G*/K* has rank one so K*lM* is a 3-sphere hence simply connected 
whence M* is connected. Thus M* C G* n M so the lemma is proved. 
Repeating the proof of Theorem 1.5 we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.13. Let X = G/K, E = G/MN, o = (K}, &, = {MN}. 
The Hermitian hyperbolic space X* = G*/K* and its dual space 8” = 
G*IM*N* are totally geodesic in X and E, respectively, the imbeddingsgiven 
as the orbits G* * o C X, and G* . 8, C 3. 
We recall that m, denotes the multiplicity of a restricted root CY. and p 
denotes half of the sum of the positive roots with multiplicity. Putting 
m = BN the Bruhat decomposition of G shows that BMAN is a dense 
subset of G. Moreover, if g E NMAN then there exists a unique element 
e(g) E m such that g E a(g) MAN [22(c), p. 6741. Select m* E K such 
that Ado interchanges the Weyl chambers a+ and -a+. 
THEOREM 1.14. Let G,‘K be a symmetric space of rank one and put 
1 2 I2 = --B(Z, ez) for 2 E g. 
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Then if n = exp X exp Y (X E g+ , Y E g-a,) we have 
eP(m)) = [(l + c ) x I”)” + 4E 1 y ~2]:(%+2%~) 
epLmm’A))-ri(#)) _  [c” , x 14 + &. 1 y 12]-*(%+2d 
The constant c is given by c-l = 4(m, + 4m,,). 
We use Theorem 1.6 to reduce Theorem 1.14 to the case SU(2, 1) 
for which explicit computations are easy. We make use of the notation 
introduced during the proof of Theorem 1.6. 
LEMMA 1.15. Let X = G/K be a symmetric space of rank one, 
G = I,,(X). Th en an element m* E K, for which Ado induces the 
nontrivial Weylgroup element, can be chosen such that (m*)2 = e. 
Proof. For the group SU(2, 1) we can take for m* the element 
-1 0 0 
I I 
O-l 0. (15) 
0 0 1 
Consider the universal covering group SU(2, l)“, and J?,, the analytic 
subgroup with Lie algebra f, and a,, the centralizer of a, in &, . Again 
&/J?&, is a 3-sphere so a,, is connected; since SU(2, 1)” has infinite 
center, & is non compact and so is ii&,; hence ii&, is isomorphic to R. 
Select any +i* E K,, which induces the non trivial Weyl group element 
on a, . The conjugation by @ii* induces an automorphism of fl,,; thus 
there exists a c E R such that 
g*m(gj*)-l = mc for rnGiI?&. 
Here we write mc for exp(cX) if m = exp X where X E m, . This c is 
independent of the choice of %z*. 
Now (Kz*)” is an element in J&, , say mi . For t E R 
@*ml92 = (qt)c (fi*)” qt = (mp+t+l. 
If c were - 1 then the conjugation by the element (15) would induce the 
automorphism m -+ m-l of MO which is impossible; in fact (15) commutes 
elementwise with MO . Thus c # - 1 so putting t = -(c + 1)-l we 
get (7ii*m,6)2 = e. 
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Since the subgroup G* C G is covered by SU(2, 1)” with I& being 
mapped onto K* by the covering map, we can take for m* the image of 
Fz*m,” under this map. This proves the lemma in the case when X is 
not a hyperbolic space; but for this case we see from the model used in 
the proof of Theorem 4.10 below that m* can be chosen of square e. 
DEFINITION. The element m* being as in Lemma 1.15 we call the 
map ?i --t n(m*%) the inversion of fl. 
It is clear that this is an involutive mapping of N - {e} onto itself; 
for the hyperbolic spaces it reduces to the ordinary inversion. Note that 
under the bijection n -+ k(n)M of m onto K/M - {m*M} the inversion 
corresponds to the map RM -+ m* k M of K/M onto itself which 
interchanges the points M and m*M. Now we need the explicit formula 
for this inversion in the case of a Hermitian hyperbolic space. 
LEMMA 1.16. Let G = SU(2, 1) and m* the element (15). Then the 
inversion ?i + %(m*Fi) of N is given as follows. Let for fi # e, 
m% = n(m*ii) man’, mcibf, a E A, n’cN. (16) 
If (Cn accordance with the formulas for gea, and gdzaO) 
it it 
i -z, 
iu W iu 
n = exp --Z %(m*E) = exp --w 0 --W 
-it --z -it --ill -w -iu 
then 
w = -x/(1 z I2 + 2it) and u = -t/(1 z 14 + 4t2). (17) 
Also 
ePo(lom) = ( z 14 + 4t2 and ePJff(ffff = (1 + ( z I”)” + 4t*. 
Proof. We write down the equation (16) where 
m= I$’ e-f- eiJ, a=~~~~ 1 1:: 
and 
id w’ -id 
n’ = exp --WI 0 W’ . 
iu’ w’ -iu’ 
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Then (16) represents 9 equations in the variables U, w, (II, r, u’, w’ which 
can be solved in a routine fashion. We indicate the steps. Let the matrix 
(16) be denoted by (a&. The we find 
$(a,, + u22) = X = -Ueimer, 
&(a,, - u22) = 0 = -W’e-2iu + WeiOeT(/ w’ I2 - 2iu’), 
*(al2 + u22) = --z = w’eiaeT, 
;(a,, - az2) = 0 = ~e-$~a - w’einer(l w I2 - 2iu). 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
From (18) and (20) we derive 
fpw’e2ia = 1 z 12e-2r = Wf5’e-2ia, 
/ w I2 = 1 w’ I2 = j z I2 e-2T, 
(22) 
(23) 
and invoking also (21), 
eioeT = (I w I2 - 2iu)-l. (24) 
But (17) can also be written 
m*n(m*@) = *m-la-in”, (d E IV), (25) 
so (18) and (24) give by symmetry 
e-$-’ = (I z I2 - 2it)-l, 
Now (24) and (26) give the formulas for the inversion on m. Secondly, 
po = *p-o + 24 so 
e dlwa) = e2r = 1 z 14 + 4p. 
Finally, suppose E = k exp H(%)u where k E K, u E N. Suppose s E R 
such that ol,(H(ti)) = s and write 
u=expi:c i 11, TER, [EC. 
Then we have 
e(iz)-% = eu-1 exp 2H(n)u (27) 
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and again we substitute matrices on both sides. Denoting the matrix 
e(n)-% by (b,J we get 
b,, = 1 + 2 1 z I2 = 1 + 2 / 5 I2 e2S, 
b,, = 2itT - Z 1 z I2 = -5 + [e2S(1 + 2i7 - 1 4 12), 
b,, = -22 - 2itz - z 1 z I9 = 5 + <e2s(l + 2k + I 5 I”). 
We conjugate (30) and add to (29); this gives 
--Z(l - 2it + / z 1”) = {e”$. 
Taking the modulus and using (28) we get 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
e2s = (1 + 1 z 1”)” + 4t2, 
which finishes the proof of the lemma. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1.14. Assume first both g-,, and 
g--2a # (0); take X = 8X,, Y = flX,, in Theorem 1.6 and construct 
g* etc. In view of Lemma 1.12, G and G* have compatible Iwasawa 
decompositions as well as compatible Bruhat decompositions. 
For the Killing forms we have 
so 
B(H, H) = Tr(ad Had H) = 2m,(~(H)~ + 2~1,,(2a(H))~ 
whereas 
so 
B(H, H) = WL + 4m2,)(G02, 
B*(H, H) = 12a(H)2 
whence by (11) 
H,* = i(me + 4m2,) Ha , 
and 
B(X,, ox,) = @‘?x + Am,,) B*(X, , ox,) (32) 
BW2,, 0x2,) = Q(m, + 4m2,) B*(X2, , @X2,). (33) 
Now since g-E and g--2a commute elementwise, n = exp X exp Y = 
exp(X + Y) and by the compatibility of the Iwasawa decompositions 
H(n) is the same whether computed in g or in g*. We have 
e P(Xb7)) _ (e~*(x(A))):(m,+2m,,). (34) 
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Now under the isomorphism T : g* + eu(2, 1) let X + Y correspond to 
it z it 
Then z is real and 
--f 0 --s . 
-it --z -it I 
B*(X, OX) = 1 z I2 B*(BX,*, X,*) = -24 ) x I2 
which together with (32) gives 
1 x I2 = 4(m, + 4m,,) 1 .Z I2 
and 
B”(Y, eY) = t”B*(ex;, XL) = -24t2, 
which by (33) gives 
/ Y 12 = 4(m, + 4m,,)P. 
But by Lemma 1.16 
p(H(ff)) = (1 + 1 z I”)” + 4p 
(35) 
(36) 
and now the desired formula for e p(H(A)) follows from (34), (39, and (36). 
For the second formula in Theorem 1.14 we note first that H(ti(m*n)) 
is independent of the choice of m *, Thus we choose m* in the group K*. 
Then the decomposition within G*, 
m*% = fi(m*fi) man’ (37) 
can by Lemma 1.12 also be viewed as an analogous decomposition in G. 
Now (37) implies that 
H(*(m*%)) + log a = H(m*n) = IT(%) 
and now the last formula of Theorem 1.14 follows from the formula for 
epo(l”aa) in Lemma 1.16. 
Finally if gas = (01 then G/K is a hyperbolic space. In this case 
Theorem 1.14 is much easier, either by direct computation for G = 
SO&n, 1) or by reduction to the group S0,(2, 1) (whose Lie algebra is 
generated by X and 8X). 
Remarks. Theorem 1.14 which is Lemma 3.4 in [22(k)] was found 
independently (by classification) by Schiffmann whose thesis contains an 
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a priori proof found later by Godement. With the knowledge of the 
first formula of Theorem 1.14, Knapp and Stein [26(c)] subsequently 
proved the latter one. For G = SL(n, R) and G = Sp(n, R) explicit 
formulas for H(e) itself were given by Bhanu-Murthy [3(a), (b)]. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.14 we obtain a fairlv direct evaluation 
of Harish-Chandra’s function 
C(h) = J‘, e-(iA+d(Hm) & 
in the rank one case. Recall that dfi has been normalized by c( - ip) 
COROLLARY 1.17. (X of rank one). 
2-(iA*w~)r(iA, ao) 
c(A) = co r(+&mb + 1 + (ih,a,)))r(g(g?z, + mze + (i&lx,))) 
= 1. 
(38) 
co = r(&(rn= + mza + 1)) 2+me+mze 
Proof. For h E a, * let z E C be determined by h = zp. Then if dX 
and dY denote measures on g--n and g-se , respectively (corresponding 
to the norm j I), we have for Im(z) < 0, P = a(m, + 2mz,), cl = con- 
stant, 
r 
c(h) = Cl 
s J 
[(I + c 1 X I”)” + 4c 1 Y 12]--p(iz+1) dXdY 
g-a g-2a 
m = c2 
ss 
m [(l + r)2 + s]--p(*z+l) 7fmC-1S+‘%c--1 & & 
0 0 
where ca is a constant. Here we first evaluate the integral over s by intro- 
ducing the variable t by s = (1 + r)2t. Then we get 
c(A) = C‘J 
s 
(1 + ~)--PP(iz-~l)+m2, d7 m t+%o--l( 1 + t)-P(iZf’)&. 
0 s 0 
Using the formula (see, e.g., Erdelyi [lo], p. 9) 
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we obtain (with a new constant ca) 
so by the duplication formula 
q24 = 22%rW(Z) qz + +) 
and the fact that c( -+) = 1, Corollary 1.17 follows. 
Remark. Formula (38) had be derived quite differently by Harish- 
Chandra (with the powers of 2 missing) in [21(i), p. 3031 by means of 
expressing the spherical function ~~ in terms of the hypergeometric 
function. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1.10 is the following 
COROLLARY 1.18. The Poisson kernel on X x B 
P(gk, KM) = e-2dfflF1k)), (gEG,kEK), 
is in the rank one case given by 
e2t((l + c 1 X 12)2 + 4c 1 Y 1”) 
f’(+, &W-f) = [ ( 
+*@ 
1 + c 1 etX 1”)” + 4c 1 eztY I2 1 
if a,=exptH, or(H)= 1, fl=expXexpY(XEg-,,YEg-z,) and 
(110 = a/(a, a). 
In fact, if a E A, n E E then 
P(ak, k($M) = e2P(loga)e2p(H(ri))e-2P(H(a-‘la)) 
so the formula follows immediately from Theorem 1.14. 
Remark. For the hyperbolic spaces, real and Hermitian, the Poisson 
kernel was well known. 
92. CONICAL DISTRIBUTIONS. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
As usual let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, 
X = G/K the associated symmetric space and 8 = G/MN its dual. 
A distribution (resp. a Cm-function) on E is called conical if it is 
(i) MN-invariant ; 
(ii) eigendistribution (resp. eigenfunction) of each G-invariant 
differential operator on 5. 
607/5/1-s 
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In this section we shall prove a preliminary structure theorem about 
these distributions. Following our conventions let s* denote the Weyl 
group element which interchanges Zf and C-, let m* E M’ be such that 
Ad,(m*) restricted to a equals s *, let E* denote the point m*MN in 8 
and 8* the orbit MNA * E*. From the Bruhat lemma we know that 
EMAN is an open subset of G whose complement has Haar measure 0. 
Thus S - E* has measure 0 for the G-invariant measure df on c”. 
If 5 E 8* we know (cf., Theorem 3.8 in [22(c)]) that there exists a unique 
element a(5) E A such that 5 = mna(.$) . f* for some m E M, n E N. 
Let U -+ D, denote the isomorphism of D(A) onto D(9) (Chap. I, $2) 
which satisfies 
P&w~ * 5,) = Ua(cp(fia * 50))> cp E 9(E). (1) 
If/l E a,*, extend p to a homomorphism of D(A) into C; in view of the 
above isomorphism of D(A) onto D(S) we obtain a homomorphism 
xIL : D(8) + C. Every homomorphism of D(S) into C is of this form. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let !P be a conical distribution on B and let /\ E a,* 
be determined such that 
DY = xii\--p(D) ul, D E D(E). 
Then there exists a function #,, E 6(9*) such that !P = $I,, on S*, that is 
This function $,, is given by 
#,(,C) = e(is*~+p)(lOga(E))~~(~*), (,f E E*). (3) 
On the other hand, let h E ae* and let I,J~~ E 6(8*) be defined by (3) and 
#A((*) # 0. Then #A is a locally integrable function on B if and only ;f 
Re((ih, a)) > 0 for aZZ (Y E Z+, (4) 
(Re denoting real part). If (4) is satisfied then q$ , as a distribution on 5, 
is a conical distribution. 
We begin with a simple lemma concerning the G-invariant measure 
dt on S (with the normalizations in Notation, 94). The last relation of 
the lemma was already proved in Chap. II, $3. 
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Each a G A normalizes MN and therefore defines a diffeomorphism 
o(a): gMN -+ gaMN of 8 onto itself. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any y E 9(S), a E A we have 
q(na * (*) eczP(loga) dn da, 
NXA 
(5) 
s s d5) d5 =ezp(loga) 1 d (a) * t) d5, H 
s, g(t) dt = jtK,MjxA q~(kaMN) ezp(loga) dk, da. 
(6) 
(7) 
Proof. Let S denote the group NA. Then as noted before the mapping 
S-S’&+ is a bijection of S onto 8*. The measure on S which hereby 
corresponds to df is a left invariant Haar measure on S. But the measure 
F-+ 
s 
F(m) e-zo(log@ dn da 
NA 
is a left invariant measure on S, so (5) holds with a constant factor, 
say c, on the right. To evaluate c we compute (putting bgb-l = gb) 
SE p(f) dt = I, v(m* - 5) dt = c 1, q~(n~*a~*MN) e-2p(log@ da dn 
=c 
I NA dk@) aJW 
e2d10.W)e-2dH(R)) dji da 
Since dti is normalized by JN e- 2P(H(ii)) dii = 1 we obtain by comparing 
with (7), c = 1. We also get Harish-Chandra’s formula [21(i), p. 2871 
lK,, v(kM) dk, = 1, v(k(%)M) e-20(H(il) d%. (8) 
Formula (6) follows immediately by using (5) or (7) in the function 
5 - du(u) * 6). 
If D E D(8) the adjoint D* E D(B) is defined by 
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The operation U + U* on D(A) is defined similarly by means of da. 
Let D, 0 D, denote composition of two differential operators D, and D, . 
LEMMA 2.3. If U E D(A) then 
Proof. Let U’ E D(A) be determined by (Du)* = D,r . Then using 
(7) and (11, 
KIMxA 
=I 
p(ka . &,) tW”ga) U,‘(I,@Z - 5,)) dk, da. 
KIMxA 
Let 01, 8 E 9(A) and put 
and ?./@a * 5,) FE e-~~(loy?(u). 
Then the above relation gives U* = e2pUf 0 e-2p as desired. 
Let UED(A) and put D= Do. Let vE&3(S), gEG and UEA. 
Then by (1) 
(Dlp)(ga * &) = (Dfp~‘gq(u * 5,) = U,(qw’+2 * 5,)) 
so 
P?J)(O = [~aw~a-lYo)la=e . (9) 
Now we need a lemma giving the analog of (9) for distributions. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y be an arbitrary distribution on E and for each 
a E A define the functional U,( Y+)) by 
Then U,(!M”)) is a distribution on B and 
D*Y = [Ua(Yu(a))]a=e . (10) 
Proof. We define the function @ E &(A x 9) by 
@(a, 5) = d44 * 0, 
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and for a, E A let u denote the distribution given by 
u(F) = (UF&o), F E 9(A). 
If Y is any distribution on 6 the tensor product u Q Y is a distribution 
on A x 8 which satisfies 
(fJ 0 na.r,w, IN = %(Ydf(U, 0)) = ‘Ycbz(f(a* 5))) (11) 
for all f~ 9(A x S), [41, Ch. IV]. Now the support of u @ Y is con- 
tained in {aO} x E which intersects the support of @ in a compact set. 
Hence (u @ Y)(Q) can be defined as (u @ Y)(&) where 01 is an arbitrary 
function in 9(A x 5) which is identically 1 on a neighborhood of the 
compact set indicated, [41, p. 901. Then by (1 l), 
%(Y&4% 5) F+J(4 * 0)) = y&444% 5) 9444 * m (12) 
But if a is sufficiently close to a, then CU(U, f) = 1 on a neighborhood 
of the support of the function 5 --f 9(0(a) . Q). For such a we have 
Y&(6 5) d44 * EN = YMd4 . 5)) 
so by (12), since u has support in {uO} 
%(yc(v”‘a’-1(5))) = yrEMd44 * m 
that is 
[~a(w(~“(a)-‘)la=ao = ylE([U,(e”(“‘-‘(E))l.=,,). (13) 
Combining this formula with (9) we obtain 
Y(Drp) = [%(y(@a)-‘))]a_e * (14) 
Consequently, [V,(Y~(~))],,, is a distribution on 8, and in fact, 
D*Y = [Ua(Yo(a))]a=e . (15) 
That U,(YOtb)) f or each b E A is a distribution on 8 follows by using (14) 
with Y replaced by Y”tb). This proves the lemma. 
Using this lemma we shall prove that condition (ii) in the definition 
of a conical distribution can be put in a more convenient form. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. A distribution Y on 8 is an eigendistribution of each 
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D E D(E) if and only if f or each a E A, ‘Wa) is a constant multiple of Y. 
More precisely, let h E a C*; then for any distribution Y on 9, the relation 
DY = x&D)Y for all D E D(8) (16) 
is equivalent to 
yda) = e-(iA+d(lo!m)y, for all a E A. (17) 
Proof. Suppose Y is an eigendistribution of each D E D(E). Then 
there exists a unique X E a,* such that (16) holds. Hence (15) implies 
[U,(Y”(a)],=, = x~A-~(D*)Y. (18) 
Fix b E A, v E 9’(Z) and apply both sides to @b)-‘. Since 
we obtain 
[ Ua(Y+))]a=e (cpo(*‘-‘) = [ Ua(ylo(a)(gjo(*)-‘))]~=~ 
[ Ua(Y”(=“‘(y))],,, = xiA-@*) Y”‘*‘(v). 
Thus the function t, : b + !W))(~+J) on A satifies 
Ut, = xdD*Y, (19) 
for all U E D(A). It follows that 
where p E a,* satisfies xi&D*) = ~~(0) for all D E D(E). In particular p 
is independent of the choice of q. Now the automorphism U + e-20U 0 e2D 
of D(A) is the same as the automorphism induced by the mapping 
H -+ H + 2441, (H E a), I being the identity operator. Also if v E a,* 
XYW + ~PW~) = X”+2@)~ H* = -H, 
so by Lemma 2.3, 
xdPu)*) = x~A+RP) = X--idDu) 
so p = -(ih + p). This proves the implication (16) + (17) in Propo- 
sition 2.5. The converse follows by reversing the above steps. 
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We can now prove Theorem 2.1. Let Y be a conical distribution and 
select X E a,* such that 
DY = Xi*-dD)Y, D E D(E). 
We define a C” function (y. on E* by the formula 
a(.t) = &is*A+o)(loga(E)) : [GE*. 
Then 
Combining this with (17) and the N-invariance of Y we obtain for the 
restriction Y* = Y 1 %+(E*), 
(iyy*).rwJ(a) = &p*, ?zEN, UEA. (21) 
Consider now the direct product N x A. The mapping (n, a) -+ nm*a - [,, 
is a diffeomorphism of N x A onto E*. Under this diffeomorphism cY* 
corresponds to a distribution on N x A which by (21) is invariant under 
all left translations (since A is abelian), and therefore is a constant 
multiple of Haar measure on the product group N x A. Thus 
where c is a constant. Since s* preserves da we deduce from Lemma 2.2, 
where /I(,$ = @(loga(~ Since l/a E b(S*) this proves that Y* is 
a C” function and in fact given by (3). 
On the other hand, let Z/J,+ be defined by (3), taking for simplicity 
tiA( [*) = 1. The local integrability of $,, is equivalent to 
I B I A(5) dt)l de < ~0 for each y  E 9(E). (22) 
Now we observe that the set 
{kMIk-&GE-E*} (23) 
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is a subset of K/M of lower dimension. In fact, under the diffeomorphism 
kM -+ kMAN of K/M onto G/MAN the complement of (23) in K/M 
corresponds to the unique maximum dimensional orbit of MAN on 
G/MAN. Thus the integral 
(24) 
makes sense and since 
it is clear from Lemma 2.2, (7), that $A is locally integrable if and only 
if the integral (24) is finite or equivalently by (8), if and only if 
But 
s ~ 1 #,(m*k(E) * &)I ec2p(X(A)) dfi < co. (25) 
#,(m*k(q . 6,) = &iA+DNHm) 
so the condition amounts to the integral 
being absolutely convergent. But this is the integral representing 
Harish-Chandra’s c-function and the absolute convergence is well-known 
([21(i), p. 2911 and [19(i)]; cf. (30) in $4) to be equivalent to 
Re(<ih, a)) > 0 for each CY EZ+. 
Finally, if $,, as given by (3) is locally integrable on 8, then it is obvious 
that the distribution 
is MN-invariant; using Proposition 2.5 we see finally that it is a conical 
distribution. Theorem 2.1 is now completely proved. 
The following result will be useful later. Let gA’ denote the set of 
distributions Y satisfying (16). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let YE gA’ be a conical distribution and @ E gu’ 
a conicalfunction. Then @!P is a conical distribution in 91+n+ip . 
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Proof. We just have to verify the appropriate homogeneity under a(a), 
(a E A). The distribution Y E .zS~’ satisfies ?PJ(~) = e-(Q+~)(losa)!P whereas 
@ as a function satisfies @(a) = e-(ia-P)(l”s%D. Thus if v E 9(E), 
(@Yy)“(“)(y) = Y(@fp~(a)-l ) = yukz)(@da)~) = e-i(n+rr)(loga)(~yl)(~) 
proving the proposition. 
$3. CONICAL FUNCTIONS AND FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we shall determine all the conical functions on G/MN 
and establish their close connection with representation theory. We first 
state the main results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let #I be a conical function on 8. Then 
$(t) = e-@(lOga(f))$(~*), ([ E s*), (1) 
where p E a,* satisJes 
(2) 
Conversely, if p E a,* satisfies (2) then the function $ de$ned by (1) and 
1,4([*) arbitrary extends to a conical function on S. 
A representation rr of G on a vector space E is called conical (resp. 
spherical) if there exists a nonzero vector in E fixed under n(MN) 
(resp. under n(K)). Let 5 be an arbitrary function on 3, E, the smallest 
vector space containing all the G-translates of 5 and rry the natural 
representation of G on E, , i.e. Mw(O = VW” * 5) for g E G, 
5EQlJEEr. 
THEOREM 3.2. The mapping # --f n,, is a bijection of the set of conical 
functions + 0 on 8 (proportional 16 identified) onto the set of jinite- 
dimensional irreducible conical representations of G (equivalent representa- 
tions identified). Also 
$k * 5,) = (5dP) e, e*h k E (3. (3) 
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where e and e*, respectively, are contained in the (one-dimensional) highest 
weight spaces of rr$ and of its contragredient representation. Finally, ,LA in (1) 
is the restriction to a of the highest weight of rr9 . 
It is convenient to prove these two theorems together. The idea is as 
follows. First we determine the conical functions in the case G = X(2, R) 
For a general G and E one constructs for each restricted root 01 > 0 
a subgroup Ga C G locally isomorphic to SL(2, R) and a corresponding 
horocycle space Em C 8. If $ is a conical function on E a suitable modifi- 
cation of it has a restriction to B which is a nonzero conical function 
(# may vanish on E - E*) and one arrives at the integrality condition (2). 
On the other hand, if (2) is satisfied, one can construct a certain finite- 
dimensional representation nu of G whose highest weight p satisfies 
p 1 a = CL. Using the structure of the group of components of M one 
finds that the function g + <rJg-l)e, e*) defines a conical function 
on 9 which is proportional to the function (1). 
Now let G = SL(2, R) and consider the standard Iwasawa decom- 
position G = KAN where K = SO(2) and 
LEMMA 3.3. The conical functions on G/MN (G = SL(2, R)) are the 
constant multiples of the functions 
Proof. The element H, = 1 i Jj / forms a basis of a and p(H,J = 1. 
Here M consists of ( 8 t 1 with E = & 1 and for m* we can use 1 -y t j. 
Suppose $ is a conical function + 0. Then by Theorem 2.1, there exists 
a p E ac* such that 
4(t) = e-“(loga(c))z/([*), 
Let x E C be such that /1 = zp. Then 
(6 E E*). 
so that on the set E*, 1+4 is given by 
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Since # E B(S) we see that x must be an even integer 20, that is (2) 
holds. Conversely, if 7t E Z+ formula (4) gives a well-defined C” function 
on G/MN. Also 
$h(mn,gu * &J z $(g * to) @p(loga) 
so by Proposition 2.5, # is a conical function. 
Now we need a simple lemma from Satake [39, p. 931. Let gc denote 
the complexification of g and G, an analytic group with Lie algebra gc . 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose the group G is a Lie subgroup of G, . Let MO 
denote the identity component of M. Then 
M = MO(exp(ia) n K). 
We sketch a proof. Let U C G, denote the (compact) analytic 
subgroup with Lie algebra f + ip. Let K E M. Then there exists a 
maximal torus T C U containing K and exp(ia). Also f, the Lie algebra of 
T, satisfies t = f n t + ia. Thus k E exp f C exp(f n t) exp(ia) C MO exp ia. 
We can now prove the first half of Theorem 3.1. Let (Y > 0 be a 
restricted root of g with respect to a. Select X, # 0 in g. . Then the space 
g” = RH, + RX, + Rex, 
is a subalgebra of g, isomorphic to sI(2, R). Let Ga denote the corre- 
sponding analytic subgroup of G. If f” = g” n f, pa = g” n p, the 
decomposition ga = fa + p= is a Cartan decomposition of g”. The space 
a” = RH, is maximal abelian in pm, and the positive multiples of H, 
form a Weyl chamber (a=)+ in au and in the usual manner we form the 
subgroups &, Au, Ma, N*, E” of @ and the subalgebras m=, na and ii=. 
Considering the Iwasawa decompositions we have Ku = @ n K, 
Na = G= n N, Au = Ga n A. The relation M n Ga C w is obvious, 
the converse follows since @ centralizes the orthogonal complement of 
au in a. Thus M n Ga = m. This implies 
LEMMA 3.5. The mapping gMaNu ---f gMN is an injection of B 
(= Gti/MaW) into 8. 
Let the Killing form of g and g” be denoted by ( , ) and ( . )II., 
respectively. If p E a, * let ji denote the restriction p 1 au. Since 1~ = cc 
(c E C) we have 
(5) 
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Suppose now z+G + 0 is a conical function on 8. Then by Theorem 2.1 
there exists a p E a,* such that (1) holds, say with #(t*) = 1. Let 
ma* E P such that A&.(m,*) induces the nontrivial Weyl group 
element on aa. Viewing B as a subset of B (Lemma 3.5) we consider the 
function on B given by 
(/a = ($Tbn*~/qT(wt,*,~ 
Then in the usual notation 
Ywvvw,*~~~“) = #( m*m,*m,n,a,m,*MJv) = qqm*u,‘mq = e(s*G)(logaJ 
so *& is a conical function on D. Using (5) and Lemma 3.3 (cf., Remark 
at the beginning of $4) we deduce that 
Since --s* induces a permutation of the positive restricted roots the 
first part of Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
For the converse we first need a preliminary lemma. Extend a to a 
maximal abelian subalgebra b of g. Then the complexification 6, is a 
Cartan subalgebra of gc . If p is a function on lj, we write p for the 
restriction /3 J a. We order the roots of gc with respect to $, in such a way 
that j3 > 0 * ,8 >, 0. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let /I be a root of gC with respect to 6, such that f? # 0 
and determine m by 
a ia = m<P, 8). 
Then 
1 
m = 
or 2 if 28 is not a restricted root 
I ,2 or 4 if 28 is a restricted root. 
This lemma is of course contained in Araki’s extensive study [2] of 
the relation between roots and restricted roots. We shall however give 
a direct elementary proof. Extend 6’ to an automorphism of gc and write 
19/3 for the root given by HBB = OH,. Then p = l/2 (j3 - &I); if 
/3= -t$Qthenm= lsoweassume~+1$3#O.If/3+@3werearoot 
the roots subspace (ge)o+ss would be contained in m, , whereas clearly 
1-G , S&J E pc; hence B + eP is not a root whence by elementary root 
theory 333~ 49l<P, 8) is an integer > 0, hence 0, 1, or 2. Since ,G # 0 
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the value 2 is excluded so m = 2 or 4. If m = 4 then (8, e,t?) > 0 so 
by root theory, p - @ is a root, so 28 is a restricted root. Q.E.D. 
Now let p E a,* satisfy condition (2). Since h, is invariant under 0 
we can extend p to a complex linear function on h, (also denoted p) by 
putting p(ljC n b) = 0. Th en if /3 is any positive root we can write 
2 (PFL,tQ -= 
i 
2m-Yth B>l@> B> if 2fQ.q 
<A 8) 4+(/A 2/91(2P, 2B if 2/.9E Z+. 
According to (2) and Lemma 3.6 the left side is in Z+. Thus if G:, is 
the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra gC there exists a finite- 
dimensional irreducible representation r of G, (and g,) on a complex vec- 
tor space E such that 7~ has highest weight ~1. Let e E E be a highest 
weight vector # 0. Let G, R, a, w d enote the analytic subgroups of G0 
corresponding to g, I, a, n, respectively and let $8 denote the centralizer 
of a in R, and i@O its identity component. 
We shall now prove that rr restricted to G is a conical representation. 
The algebra nt, is spanned by lj, n 1, and the root vectors X, , X-, 
where ,8 > 0 and B = 0. If H E h, n f, then n(exp H)e = p(H)e = 0; 
since p + B is not a weight of z-, n(X& = 0. Also n(X-@)e = 0; in 
fact since (I”, /3) = 0, the linear form p - /? is the image of TV + p 
under the Weyl reflexion sB and thus is not a weight. This proves 
7r(m)e = e for all m E ii?O; in view of Lemma 3.4 we still must prove 
n(exp H)e = e (or equivalently p(H) E 27&Z) for each H E ia satisfying 
exp HE a. But this is an immediate consequence of the following 
well-known lemma (for a proof see Loos [32, p. 771.) 
LEMMA 3.7. With exp denoting the exponential mapping of gC into 
cc the set 
{HEia 1 expHER} 
consists of the integral linear combinations of the vectors 
233-w<% a>, LYEZ (6) 
We have now proved that rr gives an irreducible conical representation 
of G. By Schur’s lemma the center of G is mapped into scalars by 7; 
but this center is contained in i@ and vr(m)e = e for m E i@. Thus rr 
is identity on the center so we obtain an irreducible representation rro 
of G on E by putting 
dg) = 4?) 
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if g E G, g E G are related by Ad,(g) = Ad&). Since M and @ have 
the same images in the adjoint group of g it is clear that r,,(mn)e = e 
for m E M, n E N, so z-W is conical. 
Let rr,* denote the contragredient representation of G on the dual 
space E* of E, and let e* E E* be a nonzero highest weight vector. 
Consider now the function 
F(g) = <rJg-l) e, e*>, g E G. 
It is clear that F(mngn’) = F(g). Hence we have F(gmn) = F(g) for all 
m E M, n E N, and all g E MNAm*N. Since this last subset is dense in G 
we can define $J E b(E) such that 
and then 
w = vu . bJ7 g E G, 
~(mna * [*) = F(am*) = ecucloga)#([*) 
so # is conical. Since the elements rJg-l)e span E, the function F, 
and therefore 1,6, is f 0. Thus Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
As for Theorem 3.2 we have, starting with p satisfying (2), constructed 
the irreducible conical representation rrU and shown that the function #J 
defined by (1) satisfies 
9% . Ed = <n,(g-l) e, e*>, g E G. 
This relation shows that the space E, is finite-dimensional; the corre- 
spondence 
c u~#‘(~~) -+ 1 upru(g ai E C, gi E G, 
is a well-defined bijection of E, onto E, setting up an equivalence between 
VT* and rrU . Next we prove the “onto” statement in Theorem 3.2. So let 
~a be any finite-dimensional, irreducible conical representation of G 
on a vector space E,, . Let e, # 0 be a vector under z,(MN) and e,* # 0 
a vector in the highest weight space of the representation contragredient 
to 770 . Again we consider the function 
F*(g) = (dg?h , e,*> 
and show just as before that F*(g) = +*(g * 5,) where $* is a conical 
function on 8 and that the representation 7rti* is equivalent to m,-, . Of 
Theorem 3.2 there just remains to prove that if I,+ and ~/a are conical 
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functions such that ~,~i and ~+a are equivalent then #r and #a are propor- 
tional. This, however, is clear from (3), the highest weight spaces being 
one-dimensional. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let r be an irreducible finite-dimensional representa- 
tion of G. Then r is spherical if and only if it is conical. 
Suppose first v is spherical, pl # 0 a vector fixed under K, q~ the 
spherical function on G/K given by 
where ( , ) is a K-invariant inner product in the representation space 
such that (21, V) = 1. Then the G-translates of v span a finite-dimen- 
sional function space E, on G/K and the natural representation r+, of G 
on this space is equivalent to 7~. Let 16 E E, be in the highest weight space, 
# f 0. Then r+,(n)+ = #J so by G = NAK we have 
#(nmg * 0) = ~(nmn,a,h, * 0) = #(g * 0) 
so n+, and hence rr is conical. On the other hand suppose rr conical. By 
Theorem 3.2, 7~ is equivalent to rrg where # is a conical function on E 
given by (1). It remains to verify that the vector 
is # 0. But using (8) in 92 we have 
= ~ $(m*k(n) . ,CJ e-Zdf(A)) & = #(I*) 1, e(s*u-zp)(H(fi)) & 
which is # 0. 
$4. THE DETERMINATION OF THE CONICAL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Having in 92 and 93 dealt with elementary properties of conical 
distributions and conical functions we shall now start on the problem 
of finding all the conical distributions. As explained in Chapter I, $2, 
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one would on the basis of the analogy with spherical functions expect 
the set of all conical distributions parametrized by a,* x W. 
Denoting, as always, the space of distributions on the horocycle 
space 8 by 9(S), we define for X E a,*, 
BA’(E) = {YE 9’(E) 1 DY = X,-~(D)!? for each D E D(E)}. 
Here D(B) and xiApQ has of course the same meaning as in 92. We shall 
often write 9~~’ instead of g,,‘(E). 
Of course each conical distribution Y # 0 lies in exactly one of the 
spaces 9,,‘. It is useful to remark, on the basis of Theorem 3.1, that 
an,’ contains a conical function if and only if 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The space gin’(B) consists precisely of the distribu- 
tions Y on Bgiven by 
Y(q) = J,!, (J, q@aMN) eCiAfD)(loga) da) dS(k,), (1) 
where S is an arbitrary distribution on K/M. The mapping S + Y given 
by (1) is one-to-one. 
Proof. Since by Proposition 2.5 the elements of gA’ are characterized 
bY 
y&l) = e-(in+d(loga)y , aEA (2) 
it is clear that Y as defined by (1) is a member of gA’. On the other hand 
suppose (lb E gA’. Fix y E &(K/M) and if 01 E 9(A) let us denote the 
function (KM, a) -+ v(KM) a(a) on (K/M) x A by v @ a. By Proposi- 
tion 1.1 in Chap. I we can regard p @ a as a function on 8. The func- 
tional T+, given by 
Tw : a + q, @ a), (Y E 9(A) 
is clearly a distribution on A; if R(b) denotes the right translation a -+ ab 
on A we find 
so in view of (2), 
(TJRya) = Wb)(P) @ a) 
(Tm)R(b) = e-(iAtd(10~b)7~ . 
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This implies that r4, is a constant multiple of a character of A, more 
precisely 
@(IJJ @ a) = 7,(a) = c, j, e(iA+Q)floga)a(u) da (3) 
for all 01 E 9(A), c, being a constant. Fix 01~ E 9(A) such that the integral 
of e(iA+P)(l”g@aO(a) over A is 1; then we see that the map v -+ c, = 
@(y @ CL,,) is a distribution S on K/M and by (3), 
@(p, @ LX) = j (j (9’ @ f~)(kaMN) e(iA+~)(lo@%z) dS(K,) 
KIM A 
for all v E &‘(K/M), 01 E B(A). The corresponding functions q @ 01 span 
a dense subspace of 9(K/M x A) (see [41], Chap. IV) so the proposition 
follows. 
In view of the characterizing condition (2) the problem of determining 
the conical distributions on 8 amounts to finding the MN-invariants in 
g’(3) which are “homogeneous” under the transformations u(a), a E A. 
This leads to considering the orbits of the group MAN acting on 8. 
For each s E W fix m, E M’ in the coset s E M’/M and put & = m,MN. 
Let Es denote the orbit MNA * 5,; then the Bruhat decomposition 
implies 
s = u Es (disjoint union). (4) 
SEW 
Moreover, Proposition 1.2 (ii) in Chap I shows that if 6 E E8 there exists 
a unique a(c) E A such that f = mna([) * & with m E M, n E N. Now 
fix s E W and consider the groups 
N” = mJVm,l, Ns = m,Nm;’ 
N,‘=Nnp, N, = m,lN,‘m, = hi n Nswl 
whose Lie algebras, respectively, are given by 
We have n = (n n ns) + n,’ and as is well-known, 
N = (N n N8)N,’ = N,‘(N n NS) (5) 
607/5/I-6 
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in the sense that the product maps are diffeomorphisms. Furthermore, 
Haar measures on the factors correspond to dn under the product maps; 
in particular if we choose a Haar measure dn,’ on N,’ it corresponds via 
the identification N/(N n N”) = NS‘ to an N-invariant measure on 
N/(N n N”). The subgroup of MNA which leaves 5, fixed equals 
M(N n NS) so the map 
(n8’ ,a) - ns’a - k, 
is a diffeomorphism of N,’ x A onto Es; in view of the remarks above the 
measure dn,‘da is hereby carried into an MN-invariant measure dv on ES . 
Ignoring convergence questions for the time being we ask what 
properties a function * on ES should have in order that the functional 
v- J M VW ~43 E, 
should be MN-invariant and satisfy (2). These requirements lead to the 
relations 
so we define a functional Pi,, by 
on the set of q E B(E) for which the integral converges absolutely. 
If s = e then ,Ss = A * to which is closed in E so Yi,, is for each h E a,* 
a distribution on 8, in fact a conical distribution on the space BA’(S). 
For the other orbits E.- we have the following criterion for absolute 
convergence. 
LEMMA 4.2. The integral de$ning Yi,, converges absolutely for all 
v  E C@(E) if and only if 
Re((cu, A)) > 0 for (Y E Z+ r\ s-l2, (7) 
Re denoting real part. I f  (7) is satisjied U,l,, is a conical distribution in 
9$‘(S). 
Proof. Let p = ish + sp. Then, assuming absolute convergence, 
yuv) = j q(n,‘am, - to) e”(loga) dn,’ da. 
N,‘XA 
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The image of dn,’ under the map n,’ ---t m;k,‘m, is a Haar measure d& 
on NS . Writing as-’ = mslams the integral above becomes 
s R,xA ~~(rn,ii,u~-~ * to) eu(l”ga) dit, da 
= 
s n,XA 
g~(rn&ftJ exp H(ii,) a * &,) e(s-‘~)(losa) dfis da 
z-z 
s 
,-W’oWfVi,)) & 
.s 
Rs I 
A cp(m,k(Q a * &,) e(s-lu)(*oga) da. 
Here the integral over A is absolute convergent for any F E L@(S); taking 
v K-invariant the computation above shows that absolute convergence 
of (6) for all IJI E g(E) holds if and only if the integral 
is absolutely convergent. But according to [19(a), Theorem 11, this 
happens if and only if Re((ih, CY)) > 0 for 01 E Z+ CI s-lZ-. (This is a 
consequence of (30) d erived below.) Assuming now this to be the case 
we consider the functional Si,, on &‘(K/M) defined by 
S&(F) = j, F(m.&(QM) e-(dA+p)(X(‘f’)d@s . 
8 
Thus Sl,, is a distribution on K/M (even extends to a measure), the 
computations above show that 
Y;,J~) = I,, (jA rp(kuMN) e(iA+D)(loga) da) dS;,,(&) (10) 
so by Proposition 4.1, Yi., E SA’. The MN-invariance was already 
remarked so the lemma is proved. 
The problem is now to extend the function h + !Pi,, on the tube (7) 
to a meromorphic distribution-valued function a,* and build all conical 
distributions up from these. 
The convolution * of the distributions on K induces a convolution x 
of distributions on K/M as follows. If Tl , T, E 9’(K) we have as usual 
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Let T denote the natural mapping of G onto G/K and if f E 9(K) let 
fn E 9(K/M) be defined by 
f#W = jMf@4 dm. 
Given S E %(K/M) we define S E 9’(K) by S( f ) = S( fn) (f E L@(K)). 
In particular, if FE 9(K/M) then F = F 0 rr. Now if S, , S, are two 
distributions on K/M their convolution S, x S, is the distribution on 
K/M given by 
LEMMA 4.3. Let S, , S, E 2V(K/M) an d assume that S, is M-invariant. 
Then 
6% x S,)(F) = j j W&W dS,(Wf) dS,Wf). 
Proof. We use the notation above and put 
Then 
g(k,) = j E(k,k,) d&(k,). 
K 
so since S, is M-invariant, g(k,m) = g(k,). Hence 
(S, x S,)(F) = jK9(RI) ds~',(k,) = jKIMg(kl) dS,(k,lM) 
as desired. 
Each s E W can be written s = sF1 .*a se9 where each cyi is a simple 
restricted root and set the correspondmg Weyl reflexion. This expression 
for s is called reduced if p is as small as possible. If 01 is a simple root then s, 
permutes Z+ - {a, 2ar) so ii9= = gpw + gPzm .
THEOREM 4.4. Let s E W be arbitrary and s = sal .a. sED any reduced 
expression of s. Put s(*) = sag+1 -** s, (1 < q < p - I), s(p) = e. Then 
for a suitable normalization of the Ha& measures on ES,. we have 
I 
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for all h in the tube 
Re((ol, ih)) > 0 for a E z+ n s-12!-. 
Proof. We assume h lies in the tube above so (9) is absolutely con- 
vergent. It is known [24, Lemma 2.31 that since the expression for s is 
reduced, /I = -~s-%Q is > 0. Let ((~i) denote the set of positive roots 
proportional to CQ (‘so (0~~) = Z+ n (01~ ,2or,)); define (/I) and (-/3) 
similarly. Since SE1 permutes Z+ - (0~~) and since s-l = (s’)-%,~ we have 
that is 
s-yz+ - (al)) = (s’)-yz+ - (UJ) 
sez+ - (-/3) = (s’)-1 z+ - (fl) 
whence we obtain the disjoint union 
,?- n S-l(Z+) = (Z- n (s’)-l Z+) u (+?). (11) 
As in [19(a)] we consider for each 01 E ZO+ the subalgebra gb) of g 
generated by the root’spaces ga and gen. and let G, denote the analytic 
subgroup of G corresponding to g(.) . Then G, is semisimple and if 
f, = I n s(m) , pu = p n g(m) then gto) = f, + prr is a Cartan decomposition of 
gca) . The space a, = RH, is a maximal abelian subspace of pa; let aa+ 
be the Weyl chamber containing H, and G, = K,A,N, the correspond- 
ing Iwasawa decomposition of G, . Since [gM, gJ = gaar the group N, 
has Lie algebra g. + gas . Put Nm = ON,; if cy is simple n, = N8, . 
If iVIa denotes the centralizer of AA, in K, then 
M,=MnK, (12) 
because’Gn leaves fixed each point on the hyperplane 01 = 0 in a. Since 
P = MAN we put P, = M,A,N, . 
Now by (11) we have 
ii, = ii,, + i(g 
which, as is well-known implies the global decomposition 
(13) 
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in the sense that the product maps are diffeomorphisms and Haar 
measures on the factors correspond to diis under the product maps. 
Identifying K/M and G/P we have, therefore, 
both sides being absolutely convergent. Now according to GO = KBABNB 
we can write gO = k,a,n, so the integral equals 
Now since Nsf = N@‘)-l n N we have (cf., Eq. (5) of this section) 
N(S’)-’ = N,,(N(s’)-’ n N) (14) 
in the sense that the product map is a measure-preserving diffeomor- 
phism. Thus we have the identification 
N,q, = ~w-‘/(~wr’ n N), (15) 
also in the sense that the invariant measures correspond. Now NO 
obviously normalizes Nts’)-’ so we have by (14) a unique decomposition 
%%‘% ~ -l = (ns,)*?z. 
The mapping F&, -+ (&,)* of N,, onto itself corresponds via (15) to 
conjugation by n4 which by the nilpotency of NB preserves the invariant 
measure on the coset space. Thus n, can be omitted in the last integral. 
Next we use the substitution %s, -+ a&,a;‘; it is clear that d(a,tis,a;l) = 
e20(10gas) d&p where 28 = z:oiO,s,a,O 01. Since 
--2P = c a + 1 01, 
ar<O..s’a>O a<O,s’a<O 
2(d)-lp = c a + c a, 
m<O,du>O a>O.da>O 
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we find by addition 26 = (s’)-4 - p. Hence the integral above reduces 
to 
1 
F(m&&P) e- (ih+d(H(A*4 
ivpv8, 
,-(a+(s’)-lp)(logag) &$ &*, . 
(16) 
Now we construct the group G*, 
Am1 , Na, , EmI, and Ma, - 
and the appropriate subgroups KE, , 
These groups are obtained by conjugating the 
previous subgroups by rn,t because s’/3 = CQ . Thus if f, = m,,~omp’ 
is decomposed 
Km1 = kp&, (kq E K, 2 am, E A, 1 G1 E NJ 
we have 
k,, = ms,ksmyl, -1 a,, = ms~a~rnsf , 71 a1 = rn,~nBrn~?. 
Since m,m$ = mm, 
sponding to df&) “I 
(m E M) our integral becomes (with d&, corre- 
I lyup 
F(m(m,m~~al(,- 
a1 
) m,,t,p) e-ia+~)((H(~,,))e-(a’~‘~+o)floga,l) & & oil S’S 
. . . 
We have written rnRal instead of mm, since the dtstrlbutron SA,, is 
M-invariant. Putting k = m~~Ik,l(@~l~‘this integral equals (7(k) as in 
Notation 92), 
which in view of (9) and Lemma 4.3 equals 
(%.8al x s;J(F). 
The theorem now follows by iteration, because the expression for S(P) 
is necessarily reduced. 
Remark. This proof is an adaptation of Schiffmann’s proof of Theo- 
rem 1 in [40(a)]. It is an extension of the proof in the paper [19(a)] by 
Gindikin-KarpeleviE, where in fact the integral (9) is reduced to (16) 
in the case when F is constant. See also H. Jacquet: Fonctions de 
Whittaker associees aux groupes de Chevalley, Bull. Sot. Math. France 
95 (1967) 243-309; in particular 92. 
Now let LY E Z+ be simple and p E a,“. Since s, permutes Z+ -(a), 
Lemma 4.2 implies that 
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converges absolutely for F E &‘(G/P) if and only if Re((a, ip)) > 0. 
Select m,* E K, such that Ado-(m,*) = - 1 on a, . Then mcm,* E M. 
Note that by (12) G,/P, is canonically imbedded as a submanifold in 
G/P. Let p denote the restriction of p to a, and consider the distribution 
Tfi,sa on G.JPa given by 
for f E &(G,/P,). A ccording to Lemma 4.2 for the rank-one space G,/Ke , 
absolute convergence of (18) is equivalent to Re((&, $2 + /T - pa)) > 0 
where par is the p-function for G,!K, . But comparing with (17) we deduce 
since Sl,s is M-invariant that u 
(19) 
F denoting restriction of F to G,lP, . Comparing the convergence 
criteria we have also (01, p} = (01, p,), a fact which is easily derived 
directly. 
Theorem 4.4 and (19) reduce the problem of finding a meromorphic 
continuation of the functions h + Si,, to a problem in a single complex 
variable. For this problem we use Theorem 1.14. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let s E W be arbitrary and define the function d, on a,* 
bY 
4N = fl T((iA, a&) 2-(iA4J, 
dE~~+nS-~zo- 
where for any oi E Z we put 01~ = Iui(a, a). Then the map 
extends from the tube (7) to a holomorphic function, denoted !P,,,? , on a,* 
with values in g’(E). For each h E a,*, YA,, is a conical distrzbution in 
gA’(9). Let S,,, correspond to Y,,, in the sense of Proposition 4.1. 
Proof. First let us consider the case when G/K has rank one. In 
this case W has order 2. Ifs = e the theorem is obvious as remarked 
earlier; we assume therefore s # e in W. Then (y. being the unique 
element in ZO+, 
d,(A) = T((iA, a,,)) 2-(U*ao) 
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is meromorphic on a, , ** the poles are all simple and are given by 
-(ih, a& E z+. 
Now m* being as in Lemma 1.15 we have for Re((cu, A)) > 0, 
(20) 
,5$,(F) = jRF(m*k(@i4) e-(ih+o)(X(fi)) dfi. (21) 
Let z E C be determined by h = xp and let z,G denote the function on 
K/M - {m*M) given by +(k(%)M) = &@(‘)). Then by (8) $2 the right 
side of (21) equals 
jK,MF(m*kM) #(kM)-iZfl dk, = jKIMl’.(kM) $(rr.~*kM)-~~+~ dk, 
SO 
UF) = j, e-(il-~)‘H’A’m*A)))F(jtP) e-2dH(ri)) & 
and now we use Theorem 1.14. Using the same notation as in the proof 
of Corollary 1.17 (4p = m, + 2mza , X = zp) we find that the integral 
becomes 
j j F*w Y)[l + ,2;1~~42~'$7 (2 ] 
P(l--iZ) 
Cl dX dY, 
0-m g-2a 
where F* is a C” integrable function. In order to extend this to a mero- 
morphic function of z we may assume F* of compact support; in fact 
if we write F* = F’ + F”, where F’ = 0 near 0, F” E 9(g-, x gd2,J 
the contribution from F’ will be holomorphic for all z E C. 
Now (assuming g-2a # (0)) we use polar coordinates in each of the 
spaces g-a, g-201 and write r = c112 1 X 1, s = 2c1i2 j Y [. Then the 
integral becomes 
jm jm &(r, s) (1 + ‘r4++2;; )-) ~~~-%~~~--l drds, 
0 0 
(22) 
where Fl is (essentially) the average of F* over 9’ x SB (product of 
spheres). Next we put x = r2, y = s and then use polar coordinates 
(p, 0) in the quadrant x > 0, y > 0. Our expression then becomes 
s 
m 
P~~~-WP) 4, Re(k) > 0, 
0 
(23) 
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where 
y,(p) = jl”Fl((p cos O)l’*, p sin 0)(l + 2p cos 19 + p")P(l-iz) 
X (cos B)+~--l (sin 0)“2a-i d19. (24) 
The function Fl(y, s) is an even C” function of Y  and s; thus yz: E g(R), 
and x -+ v,,(p) extends to an analytic function on C. But as is well- 
known an integral of the form (23) extends to a meromorphic function 
of z E C with at most simple poles when 
-2pizeZ+. (25) 
In the case when g+ = (0) we still get the expression (23) but this 
time vz(p) is the simpler function 
TL7#l")(l + P)EDwz), 
so the possible poles for (23) are still given by (25). Since this condition 
coincides with (20) we have obtained the desired extension of 
h -+ d,(A)-lY;,, to a holomorphic mapping from a,* to S(E) in the 
rank-one case. 
For the case of arbitrary rank we appeal to Theorem 4.4. Consider 
thej-th factor .S&ln s in the decomposition of Si,, and use (19). Consider 
the rank-one symmk&c space G,,/KUj and let ( , ji denote the associated 
Killing form. It was proved above that for eachf E &(GEj/PJ 
” - rc+, (‘yj)Jj)-l q,,Jo , 
is holomorphic on (a& *. Hence by (19) and Theorem 4.4, 
A - lGvGp r((VW, (GJ-1 Si,, (26) 
is holomorphic on the entire space a, *. But since a,, is one-dimensional 
we have just as in (5), $3, that the argument for r above equals 
(&)A, (0&J. (27) 
Now we have by (11) if /Ji = -s-loI1 , 
zoo+ n s-‘Zoo- = (&gf n (s’)-1 zo-) u {&}. (28) 
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But for each q the expression s(q) = sag+1 .*a s,, is reduced so as used 
earlier /3, = -s(*)-lolq+l is in L’s+; by iteration of (28) we find 
Since 
Zo+ n S-~&O- = {pl ,..., BP}. (29) 
s(W1 “j = -s, P 
.-. soij+lsar,aj = -sfi--ll-l(ri = pj 
the expression (27) equals (A, (&),,) so by (29) the product of the factors 
in (26) equals the F-factor in %(A)-‘. This proves Theorem 4.5. 
Remark. If 01 is a simple root then !P,,$, # 0 for all X E a,*. 
In fact, because of (19) we may assume that G/K has rank one so one 
just has to verify that if F E &(K/M) is suitably chosen the integral (23) as 
a function of z has a nonvanishing residue at the points 2piz = -m 
(m E Z+), or equivalently, that 
d” Tz t ) -- dP # 0. o=o 
But this is immediate if we choose F such that for X E g+ , YE gezrr 
sufficiently small, F*(X, Y) = 1 X jzm. 
Since 
(iA + (s’)-lp)(hg a,) = &‘A + p)(log a,J 
= @‘A + pal)(log a,,) = (iA + pdlog 4, 
Theorem 4.4 gives for F E 1 the product formula of Gindikin- 
KarpeleviE [19(a)], 
e -(iA+d(w(ii,)) & .s 
N8 
where ci is the c-function for the space G,,/K,, , A,, the restriction of h 
to a,, and a,’ a constant. Denoting the left side of this formula by c, we 
have by Corollary 1.17 
s e-(in+“)(u(ad) dii, = c,(h) = a&(h) e,(A) (30) N. 
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where d,(h) is as above, 
e,(A)-’ = nwl 
aE2”+nS q- 
r (k (T + 1 + <iA ad)) r (ij (F + m2m + W, 4)) 
(31) 
and a, is a constant. 
We consider now the dual transform Y + p (Chap. I, 92) on 9’(E) 
given by 
P(f) = ul(.h fE B(X). 
Then p is a distribution on X. We recall the isomorphisms 
and 
r : D(X) + Z(A) 
P : D(B) + D(A) 
from 92, Chap. I, and the vector spaces gA(X), g*‘(E) defined for each 
h E ac* by 
4(X) = {fs c?(X) 1 Df = r(D)(iA)f for D E D(X)}, 
BA’(E) = {YE W(E) / D!P = p(D)(iA - p)Y for D E D(9)). 
These spaces are eigenspaces of families of differential operators corre- 
sponding to a given system of eigenvalues. Note that f(D)(iA - p) = 
xi&D) so the space gA’(S) above is the one defined in the beginning 
of this section. We recall also that if A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
corresponding to the Riemannian structure on X given by the Killing 
form of g then by [21(i), p. 2711, (cf. also [22(b) p. 451]), 
The space 8(X) is given the usual topology corresponding to uniform 
convergence of sequences of functions and of their derivatives. The space 
Z(S) is given the strong dual topology. The spaces gA(X) and gA’(E) 
are closed subspaces and are given the relative topologies. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let h E a,*. Then 
P E CqX) for each YE GA’(E). 
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More precisely, if according to Proposition 4.1 we represent Y in the form 
Y(p) = j,,M (j, f&ka . ~O)e(in+O)(loga) da) dS(k,) 
then 
‘i-‘cx) = j, e(iA+d(A(r.b” dS(b), 
where A(x, b) E a is the log of the complex distance from o to the horocycle 
through x with normal b (cf. Proposition 1.4, Chap. I). 
3 
Proof. Let f E g(X). Then 
f’(ka * [,) = jNf(kan * 0) dn 
and 
Hence 
j,f(x) dx = j,,,rcan * o) dn da. 
Sf A (a * Lo) 
e(iA+d(IOga) da = 
s 
e(~A+D)(lOga) 
A s 
Nf(an - 0) dn da 
= 
s 
e(iA+~‘(A(s,eM”f(X) dx. 
X 
Replacing here f by f r(k-‘) if b = KM, we find 
P(f) = Y(f) = I,,, (j,{(ka . 5,) e(‘“+“)(l”ga) da) dS(k,) 
= e(iA+p)(A(z*b)lf(x) dx) dS(b). 
If 01 E B(X) is identically 1 on a neighborhood of the support off we can 
conclude from the Fubini theorem for distributions [41, p. 1091, that 
p(f) = 1, (jx a(x) e(dA+~)(A(+*b))f(x) dx) dS(b) 
= j 
X 
f(x) (j 
B 
e(iA+p)(A(z-b)) dS(b)) dx 
which proves the stated formula for p(x). 
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Since [22(j), pp. 60-611, 
A(gR * x, k,M) = A(x, k-lk(g-lk,)M) + A(g . 0, k,M) 
we see that the function h(x) = e(iA+p)(A(z*@) satisfies 
J‘, h(gk * x) dk = (1, h(k - x) dk) h(y . 0) 
and thus by [22(b), p. 4391 is an eigenfunction of each D E D(X). Since 
A(k * x, k,M) = A(x, k%,M) the eigenvalues for h are independent 
of b, and are therefore the same as for the function 
Here db = dk, if 6 = kM. However since A(gK, KM) = -H(g-lk) 
[22(j), p. 611, this function equals the spherical function VP,(g-l) which 
by [21(i), p. 2951, equals yA(g). Thus h E gA(X) (cf. [22(b), p. 4321) as 
stated. 
DEFINITION. Let h E a,*. We shall call h simple if the mapping 
Y + 13 of gA’ into &A is injective. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let h E acf. Then h is simple zf and only ;f the mapping 
F E d(B) + f l cFA(X) (32) 
given by 
f(x) = j, e(iA+~HA(~,b))F(b) & 
is injective. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the “if” part. Assume therefore S E L&‘(B) 
satisfies 
,(iA+oMx,bH~,C+) = 0 for x E X. 
B 
If F E b(K) it follows that 
s u K B e(iA+dL4W1~z.b)) J’(b)j F(k)& =0. 
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This can be written 
so the function FI E d(B) defined by 
satisfies 
F,(kM) = j F(kk;‘) do 
K 
s 
e(iA+dL4hbHFl(b) & = 0. 
B 
Since the map (32) is assumed injective, FI E 0, so S = 0, F being 
arbitrary. 
LEMMA 4.8. For each h E a,* and each s E W, the function (Yn,,)” 
on X is given by 
(YA,,)’ (na - 0) = a,e,(h) e(isA+p)(loga), n. E N, aEA, 
or equivalently 
j 
B 
e(iA+o)(A(z9b)) dS,,,(b) E a,e,(h) 1, e(isA+o)(A(z*b)) d&,(b). 
Here a, # 0 is the constant from (30) and 6, is the delta-distribution on B 
at the origin eM. 
Proof. We have by the N-invariance of Vc,, 
(K,,)” (na * 0) = (‘u,‘,J’ (a * 0) 
and since A(gK, KM) = -H(g-%) we get from (9) 
We put c = rn$ a-lmS and we use the relation 
H(ch(ii)) = log c + H(csc-1) - H(n) 
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which (cf., proof of Theorem 4.4) equals 
e-(i~+p)(logc)e(~-s~lp) ~1ogc) 
s- 
e-(iA+dm,)) &, , 
Ns 
In view of (30) this proves the lemma. 
We recall now that each conical distribution on E lies in gA’ for some 
h E a,*. 
THEOREM 4.9. Assume h E a,* satis$es the conditions] 
(i)X. zsre uar s fhforeachs # ein W); gl (A
(ii) h is simple; 
(iii) e,*(A) # 0 (s* E W mapping a+ onto -a+). 
Then the linear combinations 
constitute all the conical distributions in gn’. 
Proof. The distributions !P& E &@A1 being conical, suppose !P E g,,’ 
is a conical distribution. Then Y is an N-invariant function in gA(X). Let 
f E b(G) be given by f(g) = p(g * 0). Now let D(G) denote the set of 
left invariant differential operators on G. Given D E D(G) let D, denote 
the unique element in D(A) such that 
D - D, E nD(G) + D(G)f. 
It is clear that (Of)(a) = (Daf)(a) f or a E A. Moreover if D,(G) denotes 
the set of elements in D(G) which are invariant under right translations 
from K, the mapping D ---t e-0 0 D, 0 e” is a homomorphism of D,(G) 
onto Z(A), the set of W-invariants in D(A) with kernel D,(G) n D(G)f. 
[21(i), Theorem 11. It follows that for each L E Z(A) 
L(e-v) = L(ih)(e-y) (33) 
1 For the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) see [22(k), (5)]; for proof in the rank one case 
see Theorem 1.1 in the following Chapter IV, $1. 
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where on the right L is viewed as a polynomial function on a,*. As proved 
by Steinberg [45] and Harish-Chandra (unpublished) the dimension 
of the space of solutions to (33) equals the order j W 1 of IV. In our case 
where h is regular this is easier: The functions a + eisl(loga) constitute 
1 W 1 linearly independent solutions of (33); on the other hand, there 
exist 1 W 1 elements uj E D(A) such that D(A) = xi I(A) uj [21(h), 
Lemma 1 I] from which follows easily that a solution y to (33) is deter- 
mined by the values (ui * p))(e) (1 < j < I FV I). 
Under the regularity assumption on h we have now proved that 
qna . o) = c C8em+P)(lokw) c, E c. 
SEW 
Since X is simple and each e,(h) # 0 it now follows from Lemma 4.8 that 
Y is a linear combination of the ul,,, . 
Remark 1. If X = 0 then all the distributions Y,,Js E W) are 
proportional. 
In fact, the residue of the expression (23) at the pole x = 0 is &O) 
so we deduce from Theorem 4.4 that for h = 0 each S,,, is a constant 
multiple of the delta function on B at eM. 
Remark 2. Theorem 4.9 shows that our guess that the set of conical 
distributions is parametrized by a,* x W is to a large extent true. But 
Remark 1 above raises an interesting question: Are the conical distribu- 
tions in gA for h = 0 all proportional? As pointed out in the above 
proof the system (33) has 1 W 1 independent solutions even for X = 0. 
Are there conical distributions Y whose transforms 9 correspond to 
these solutions? According to Remark 1 these would not arise by our 
method of construction. The next theorem shows in particular that at 
least when G is the identity component of the orthogonal group for 
signature (1, n) these extra Y do not exist. 
THEOREM 4.10. Suppose G = SO& 1, n), 1z > 2. For each h E a,* 
the linear. combinations 
constitute all the conical distributions in SBA’. 
We first describe the main steps in the proof. Let s denote the non- 
trivial element of W. 
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(i) If h f 0 and es(h) # 0 the statement follows from Theorem 4.9 
and Theorem 1.1, Chap. IV. 
(ii) Let &, denote the origin in G/MN, We determine those X E a,* 
for which gA’ contains a conical distribution Q, with support contained 
in the orbit E0 = MNA . f, (and not proportional to Y/,,,). It turns out 
that these h are just the nonzero poles of the map X -+ Yi,, and the 
distributions @ are just the corresponding residues; these are certain 
. . 
transversal derivatives of YA,, . 
(iii) If h = 0 all conical distributions in aA’ are proportional. 
This is the principal step in the proof; a similar phenomenon occurs in 
the theory of Eisenstein series. 
(iv) Finally suppose h not simple and YE SA’. If h is not a pole of 
YL,,, the remark following Theorem4.5 shows that there exists a constant c 
such that Y - cY~,, has support contained in E0 and thus by (ii) is a 
multiple of YA,, . If on the other hand h is a pole of Yi,, one can, using 
Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 3.1, construct a conical function q~ such 
that FY E So’. By (iii) rpY is proportional to Y,,, , which shows in 
particular that Y has support contained in E0 and is therefore by (ii) 
a linear combination of Y,,, and YA,, . 
Passing now to the proof of the theorem we must describe the Lie 
algebras f, a, n, m and the orthogonal complement I of m in f (cf., 
Takahashi [47]. Now K is the set of matrices 
1 0 I I 0 7.4. ’ u E SO(n) 
and if Eii (1 < i, j < n + 1) denotes the usual basis of the space of 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices, Eif - Eji (2 < i < j < n + 1) is a basis 
for f. For a we take 
a=RH and H = 4, + E,, , 
so M is the set of matrices 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 u 
9 UESO(?z- 1) 
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and the vectors Xj, = Eik - E,, (3 < j < K < 71 + 1) form a basis 
of m. Then the vectors 
form a basis of I. We put 
Y, = 43 + &I >...> Yn+l = El,,+1 + J%+IJ 
and 
X, = Ys + Tz ,..., A+, = Y,,+l + Tn,, 9 
so if we take a+ to be the Weyl chamber in a which contains H then 
n+1 
TV = C RXi . 
j=3 
The unique positive restricted root (Y satisfies a(H) = 1. For 2 E g 
let Z+ (or just 2) denote the vector field on given by 
Then 2 -+ Z+ is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The adjoint (Z+)* 
of z+, as defined in $2, equals --Z+ (since d[ is G-invariant) so if 
Y E 9’(E) 
(z+Y)(p) = Y(--zfTp), (p E LB(E). 
When the representation m + Ado(m) 1 I is expressed in terms of the 
basis ( Tj) of I it becomes the ordinary representation of SO(n - 1) on 
R-l. Hence the differential operator 
la+1 
.4+ = c (T,‘)” 
j=s 
on 9 is M-invariant. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let Y E a,,’ be a conical distribution with support in & . 
Then there exists a polynomial P such that 
Y = P(d+)Y&, . 
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Proof. For each 5 E & the linearly independent vectors ( Z’j+)e 
(3 < j < n + 1) together with the tangent space (E& span the whole 
tangent space EC . By the general structure of distributions with support 
contained in a submanifold (Schwartz [41], Bruhat [6(a)]) we can state 
that there exist unique YP,,.,.,P,+, E W(E,,) such that 
y = 1 (T3+P ... (C+,P+’ %,*...,Dn+, 
(P) 
(34) 
where the tilda denotes the canonical extension of a distribution on E& 
to a distribution on 5. Now if a E A the diffeomorphism u(u) : gMN -+ 
gaMN of B leaves each Zf invariant so by the uniqueness of the represen- 
tation (34) each YP3,..,,1)fi+1 belongs to gA’ and is therefore a constant 
multiple of YA,, . Thus there exists a polynomial Q such that 
Y = Q(T3+,..., T,=J YA.~ . (35) 
This means that there exists a differential operator D on K/M such that 
if i?i denotes its canonical extension to a differential operator on 
(K/M) x A = 9 then 
Y = BYA,e . (36) 
From Lemma 2.2 (7) it is clear that N preserves adjoints, i.e., (D*)- = 
(a)*. Since both Y and YA,, are M-invariant we can take D (and therefore 
D and D*) invariant under M. But then there exists a unique K-invariant 
differential operator Do on K/M such that for all F E &(K/M) 
(DOF)(eM) = (D*F)(eM). (37) 
Then if 9 E 9((K/M) x A), 
((D”)“~)(eM, a) = ((D*)“v)(eM, a) = ((D”)*T)(em, a); 
so since YA,e(v) is determined by the restriction of v to Ea we have 
Yb> = yA,Pw”)-v)* (38) 
But Do is a polynomial P in the Laplacian d on K/M [22(a), p. 2701 
which is self-adjoint so 
Y = P(d) Y,,, . (39) 
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Now if Z E f we let temporarily Z also denote the corresponding left 
invariant vector field on K. Then 
is proportional to the Casimir operator on K, and if n : K --+ K/M is 
the natural projection we have (with appropriate normalization of the 
metric on K/M) o(F 0 7r) = dF 0 n [22(b), p. 4511. On the other hand, 
w lies in the center of the universal enveloping algebra of f so using 
Corollary 7.3 in [22(e)] we deduce from (AF) 0 n = w(F 0 n) that 
w+ = A where U+ is the image of w under the homomorphism Z + Z+ 
(Z E g). But A+ and YA,, are both M-invariant so we have by induction 
(w’>” YA,, = (d+P YA& P (PEZ+) 
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.12. Let h E a,* and suppose P is a polynomial of degree 
N > 0 such that Y = P(d+) YA,, is a conical distribution. Then P is 
determined tip to a constant factor and 
Proof. For this we shall need the commutation relations between 
the basis vectors of I, a, n and tn. The algebra n is abelian and 
[H, T,l = x, - T, , [y, , T,] = --6,&f, [Xi , Tk] = -$,H - Xjk 
[xi, , Tml = &nTj - &nTs , Pi, T/s] = -xi,, 
[& > [xi, Tk]] = -x, + 2&Xi . 
The distribution Y = P(d+) Y,,, is (for any polynomial P) invariant 
under M and belongs to gA’. It is conical if and only if 
tp(emtxj) = y for tER, 3<j<n+l. (40) 
Writing P(D) = Cp a,(A+)i (aN = I) and using 
Ad(exp tXj) Tk = Tk - t&H + Xjx) + .*a 
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condition (40) amounts to 
tER, 3 <j<n+ 1, 
where we have written Z instead of Zf (Z E g). An equivalent condition 
is obtained by equating the coefficient of t to 0. Thus (40) is equivalent to 
TJJ + HT, + C (TkXj, + XjkTk) (YA.e> = 0 
il 
(41) ~ 
where 
G(AjB) = C A’-iBk. 
O<i<j 
Using the commutation relations we can replace the expression in {,} 
in (41) by 
2TjH + Xj + (n - 3) Tj + 2 1 TpYjp . 
6 
But the M-invariance of d+ and YA,, implies 
so (41) can be written 
{2TJf + lyj + (n - 3) Tj} 1 (YA,,) 
Using the commutation relations, (43), and 
xj(yA,e) = 03 HP’A,,) = -(iA + p)(H) VA,, 
we can reduce (44) to a relation of the form 
i 
gj L..pn+,T: *** (YA,,) = 0. 
(42) 
(43) 
0. (44) 
(45) 
(46) 
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Applying this to a function q~ E 9(E) of the form F(KM, CZ) = a(kM) /I(u) 
we see that in (46) each coefficient b is 0. This means that if we write the 
left side of (44) as a top degree term 
N-l 
T3PA,t?> (47) 
plus a linear combination of lower degree terms 
Ti, *a- Ti,P’d q<2N-- 1, (48) 
we can conclude c = 0. Since 
(TJ’J, - x,,T,) 
= 1 (TD2Tj - 27’Jj, - Tj + &,Tp) ‘(%,e) 
= if; T2) Ti - (n - 2) Tj)(c T2,)’ P 
we have by iteration, 
A similar computation gives 
+ Tj 
The last term on the right can be omitted because K + 1 < N - 1 
so a term like 
%-%“,T,““(W 
is congruent to 
TjT~CkX,(uI,.J 
modulo a sum of terms (48) with 
q<2k+l <2N--3. 
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Similarly the Xi term in (44) makes no contribution to the top degree 
term (47). Thus, modulo a sum of terms (48), the left side of (44) is 
congruent to 
(2TjH + (n - 3) Tj) 
which again is congruent to 
Here the first sum equals (by (45) and (49)) 
where the scalar dP equals 
-(iA + p)(H) - 2(N - p - 1). 
The constant c in (47) therefore equals 
,<*SNpl {(n - 3) - 2(ih + f)(ff) - 4(N -p - 1)). 
1, 
Since p = &(n - 1)01, the relation c = 0 gives A(H) = --N as desired. 
If P’ is another polynomial with leading coefficient 1 with the same 
properties as required of P we get a contradiction by applying to P - P’ 
the result already obtained. 
During the proof of Theorem 4.5 we saw that the poles of h + !Pl,, 
occur precisely for X(H) = im (m E Z+) and that the residues at these 
points are conical distributions with support contained in E0 . Lemmas 
4.11 and 4.12 therefore supply step (ii) in the proof of Theorem 4.10. 
The following lemma now gives step (iii). 
LEMMA 4.13. If X = 0 then all the conical distributions in gA’ are 
proportional. 
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Proof. Let Y be any conical distribution in =@s’(S). According to 
Theorem 2.1, the restriction of Y to E* is a function given by 
I#@ = &?Pmw), (5 E E*), (50) 
where c is a constant. We wish to prove c = 0. Suppose this were not the 
case. Let S E Y(K/M) correspond to Y by means of Proposition 4.1. 
Then S restricted to (K/M - eM) is a C” function, say s. The N- 
invariance of Y implies that if v E g(E), n E N, 
F(p) = jK,M (jA q+zka * 5,) @(loga) da) dww 
=s (1 tp(k(nk) exp H(nk) a * 5,) eo(l”ga) da dS(kM). KIM A 
It follows that 
I j(k(nk)M) e-pfHcnk)) dS(kM) = j &II) dS(RM) K!M KIM (51) 
for each /I E 9(K/M). I n order to obtain more precise information about 
S (and Y) we multiply F by a suitable conical function resulting in a 
conical distribution on which we can use Theorem 4.9. 
We know from Theorem 3.1 that the function 
@(,e) = e~a(loDm), 5 Es*, 
extends to a conical function on 3, and in fact @ E g&+aj . Thus by 
Proposition 2.6, 
CM E xi, . (52) 
Now by Theorem 1.1, Chap. IV, h is not simple if and only if 
_ (iA + P! a> E z+ 
(01, a> * 
In particular -ia is simple so by Theorem 4.9 and (52) we obtain a 
sharpening of (50) 
@Y = CIyl_io,,, + CY-i,,.e , Cl ) c2 E c. 
With the vectors H and T3 introduced earlier, put 
tlg = expBT,, a, = exp tH, (6, t E R). 
(54) 
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Then the function @ above is completely determined by the values 
@(w, * .$,). For m* we can take m* = u,; then the Bruhat decomposition 
uBat = mn,a,m*n, , REM, YER, n,,n,~N (55) 
in the group SO,( 1, a) actually takes place within the subgroup SO,( 1,2). 
Writing therefore 
n1 = exp 6% , n2 = exp 7X3 , 
the equation (55) can be used to determine r in terms of 8 and t. Com- 
puting the last column and last row in (55) we obtain the equations 
0 = ve-” + (2Te-T - [, 
sin 0 = -Te-T + t2TeP - [, 
cos 0 = 2[TecT - 1, 
-sinh t sin 0 = [e-T + &2e-r - 7, 
-cash t sin f3 = te-r - [T2e-T + 7, 
which gives 
er = e-t(sin &O)-2 (56) 
and hence 
@(w . 6,) = et(sin 419)~. (57) 
The conical distribution Yei,,, is according to Theorem 2.1 given by the 
locally integrable function 
ebaNlokw&)) 
up to a constant factor. Each kM E K/M can be written kM = mu,M 
(0 < 0 = B(kM) < rr) and 
jKIMF(kM) dk, = c3 1” (/wF(muoM) dm) sinn-2 0 do, 
0 
since we are in the case n > 2; c, is a constant. If f E b(R) is an even 
function of period 2 n and g E 9(A) there exists a y E g(5) such that 
dmw - 5,) = f(4 &4 REM, OCR, aeA. 
Applying (54) to such a function q~ we obtain (writing b = KM, B = K/M) 
s 
(sin +O(b))2f(O(b)) &9(b) 
B 
= dl 
i 
m (sin @)(cos +9)+zf(e) de + dJ(O) 
0 
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for certain constants dl , d, . On the other hand comparing @ with !P 
we see that s is given by 
s(kM) = c [ sin &0(H4-(+1), 
so by the structure of distributions with point supports 
S(P) = c S, I sin 4 W)l-‘“-“(B(b) - B(o)) do + (W>(o), (59) 
where o = eM and D is a differential operator on B, which we can take 
to be M-invariant. As in (37) we can therefore take D to be a polynomial 
Q in the Laplacian d on K/M. The mapping y -+ f where cp(q,M) = f(B) 
is a bijection of the space of M-invariant functions in 9(K/M) onto the 
space of even functions in b(R) with period 27~. Under this mapping 
the functional 9) + (Q(d)q)( o corresponds to a distribution on R with ) 
support 0 and invariant under 0 + -0; thus there exists a polynomial Q,, 
such that 
(QWv)W = (Qo (&) f) (0) (60) 
for all v and f as above. Clearly Q0 and Q have the same degree. Com- 
paring (58) with (59) for the function 
we deduce that 
[Qo (&) (sin2 tWN] B=. = 4ff(O) (61) 
for every even function f E b(R). The distribution 
F+ (PO ($) F) (0) 
on R can of course also be expressed by means of the coordinate function 
7 = sin 40. For a new polynomial Q.+ we then get froml(61), 
[Q* ($) FW'))]T~o = WO), 
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Taking f(0) = ( sin &3)2j (j E Z+) we see that Q.+ , and therefore also 
Q,, and Q, is a first degree polynomial. Returning to (59) we have obtained 
for the structure of S, 
S(P) = j, @%m) - P(o)) db + 4(o) + GwO)~ (62) 
where a, , a, E C. We shall now use (51) in the special case @ = 1. 
Then we get 
I s(b)(Q) - 1) dJ + %(&)(O) = 0, (63) B 
where t,(kM) = ~-P(H(~~)), x E N. We shall now see that the two terms 
do not show the same behavior near x = e and thus must both vanish. 
We emphasize that (63) is an equation for the hyperbolic space Hn = 
SO,(l, n)/SO(n) but does not depend in any way on the model chosen 
for the group of isometries. The Laplacian A was defined by means of a 
specific model but it is determined up to a constant factor by its K- 
invariance. Thus we can view (63) in terms of the unit ball model for H”, 
i.e., the unit ball / y ) < 1 in Rn with the Riemannian structure 
ds2 = (1 - ( y12 + *** + &A”))-” @Y12 + -I* + &,“). 
As is well-known the Poisson kernel for this Riemannian manifold Hn 
is both given by2 
2 n-1 
JYY, b) = (#f 
1 
and 
QK, kM) = e-20WW’W), 
the last formula being valid in any symmetric space of the noncompact 
type. The function t, is therefore given by 
The group K fixes the origin 0 and we choose for A4 the subgroup fixing 
the point o = (1, 0 ,..., 0). Then 
s(b) = c 1 sin $B(b)l-(+l) = c~~-I 1 0 - y 1+-l), 
2 This formula was first communicated to me by L. Ahlfors. 
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where again B(b) is the distance on the unit sphere between (1, O,..., 0) 
and b. The horocycles in this model are the spheres tangential to the 
unit sphere 1 y 1 = 1. Select for t E R an element x E N such that 
x-l - 0 = (cos2 t, sin t cos t, 0 ,..., 0). 
In order to compute (A&)( o we express A in geodesic polar coordinates ) 
around the point o1 = (cos t, sin t, 0 ,..., 0) because t,(b) only depends on 
the spherical distance 
r = Y(b) = (04). 
Now 
1 x-1 -o--b12= 1 -2cosrcost+Cos2t 
and since A restricted to functions depending only on r has the form 
4 = $ + (?z - 2) cot Y f 
we find that 
(At,)(o) = 1 sin t I+i{d,(l - 2 cos r cos t + cos2 t)-++i)},+l 
which gives 
(At,)(o) = 2(?2 - 1) cot2 t. (64) 
On the other hand, the integral in (63) is a constant multiple of 
s (1 - yl)-if”-“((1 - 2y, ( cot t 1 - 2(1 - yl) cot2 t)-i(n-1) - l} ffw( y) l%il=l 
where dw is the surface element on 1 y 1 = 1. For T = cot t small we 
can expand the expression inside { } in a power series in T. The coefficient 
to 74 is easily seen to be > 0; comparing with (64) and (63) we deduce 
that a, = 0 and s = 0. This contradicts our assumption that c # 0 so 
Lemma 4.13 is proved. 
Step (iv) was already outlined in sufficient detail so Theorem 4.10 is 
now completely proved. 
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$5. THE SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
AND THE FOURIER TRANSFORM ON X 
We recall that a representation n of the group G on a vector space is 
called spherical if the vector space contains a vector fixed under all of 
n(K). We shall now describe a family of spherical representations. 
For each h E a,* let %, denote the space of complex-valued measurable 
functions * on 9 satisfying the conditions 
(i) #(gaMN) = e(iA-p)(loaa)#(gMN), 
(ii) JK ) #(kMN)l” dk < co. 
Then X, is a Hilbert space, the norm 11 # /I,, being the square root of the 
expression in (ii). Each # E K determines a distribution 
which will be denoted by the same letter. Using Lemma 2.2 and Proposi- 
tion 2.5 we see that X, C a,,‘. We put 8,,(E) = g’(8) n SA . 
The dual space B’(S) of g(8) ’ g is iven the strong topology and gA’ 
is given the relative topology. Let iA denote the natural representation 
of G on gA’, i.e., ?A(g)Y = y/7@) for g E G, YE gA’. Restricting each 
FA(g) to the subspace X, we obtain a representation 7,+ of G on X, . 
If we view & as a space of functions on G, r,, becomes the representation 
of G induced by the one-dimensional representation man -+ eiA(loga) of 
MAN [33], [6(a)]. If X E a* then TV is unitary [21(a), p. 2421. The vector 
&, E %, given by &,(kaMN) = e(iA-p)(loaa) is fixed under 7,,(K) so each % 
is spherical. The family {TV / h E a,*} will be referred to as the spherical 
principal series (since it consists of the spherical representations of the 
principal series). We shall now relate some simple properties of these 
representations to the Radon transform. 
Since MN is noncompact one cannot use the convolution product * 
on G to define a convolution product on &l(s). However, if one of the 
factors is MN-invariant this can be done as follows. The mapping 
F -+ F where 
F(gil!.lN) = jMNF(gmn) dm dn 
maps 9(G) onto g(8); the dual map Y--f F is an injection of 9’(Z) 
into g’(G). 
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If ‘p E 9(E) and if r) E L@‘(E)is MN-invariant we put 
if F E S3( G) is any function satisfying F = 97. To show that this definition 
is valid we must verify 
I F(gh-1) d?j(h) = 0 if F=O. (2) G 
But 3 is left invariant under MN and if q’ denotes the image of +j under 
the diffeomorphism g + g-r of G then +j’ is right invariant under MN. 
If ii’ were a function on G right invariant under MN, (2) would be 
obvious. But in any case jj’ can be approximated by functions a: c ?I’ 
(CY E Q(G)) which are right invariant under MN so (2) follows. Relation 
(2) shows also that r)* E S’(9) can be defined by 
q?*(F) = @), F E .W), (3) 
where F’(g) = F(g-r). W e can then generalize (1) and define for 
YE b’(B), 77 E g’(E), rl MN-invariant, 
(Y x ‘I)(P)) = % x rl*h q7 E .9(E). (4) 
Then Y x 7 is a distribution on E and if Y = tj E 9(E) a routine com- 
putation shows that Y x 7 = # x q. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each h E aC* define Y,,., E ~2~’ as in Theorem 4.5, 
?P A.E : v - 
s 
,.$(aMjq &~+d(lows) da y-J E 9(E). 
A 
Then 
(i) g(9) x !PA,, is dense in % . 
(ii) 9(S) x YA,, is dense in gA’. 
(iii) ul,,, is a cyclic vector for the representation +A of G on gA’. 
Proof. Formula (1) implies that 
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But if 71 = YA,, then (3) shows by a simple computation that 7” = Yen,, . 
Thus 
Taking v of the form v(kaMN) = ol(KM) p(a) statement (i) follows. 
For (ii) let L be any linear functional on gA’. Extending L to g’(E) and 
using the reflexivity of g(5) we can find 1~ 9?(E) such that 
Jqq = W)‘(l), (Y E SA’). (6) 
Let y(kaMN) = PI /?(a) where cy. E a(K/M) is arbitrary and 
j, &) ec-iA+Q)clOga) d  = 1. 
Putting Y = v X Y,,, we obtain from Lemma 2.2, 
L(cp x ul,,,) = jK!, CY(~M) ( j, Z(kaMN) e(iA+u)(loga) da) dk, . 
If L vanishes on g(5) x Y,,, we deduce that 
s 
l(kaMN) e(iA+~)(loW) da = 0, kEK. (7) 
A 
But then Proposition 4.1 shows that Y(l) = 0 for Y E a,+ so L = 0. 
For (iii) suppose L in (6) vanishes on all the translates of YA,, . Then 
(7) holds so again L = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let X E a,*. Then the representation 7A is irreducible 
if and only if T,, is irreducible. (Here irreducibility means as usual absence 
of nontrivial closed invariant subspaces.) 
Proof. Suppose 7n is irreducible and let E C gA’ be a proper closed 
invariant subspace. Let (YJ be a sequence in X, converging (in X,) to 
YE & . Let y E 9(S) and select /3 E 9(A) such that rp(haMN) = 
y(kaMN) B(a). Then by Lemma 2.2, 
s (y - lu,)(E> 43 df 9 
= j 
A 
e(iA+o)(10ga)j3(u) (1, (Y - Yi)(kMN) rp(kaMN) dk) da 
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So by the Schwarz’ inequality, Yi(cp) -+ Y(y). But since g’(8) is a 
Monte1 space, weakly convergent sequences are strongly convergent 
[41, p. 741 so Yi -+ Y in the topology of g’(E). Taking Yi E E we see 
that E n Z, is closed in %, so by the irreducibility of TV , E n XA = (0) 
or X, . The latter possibility implies by Lemma 5.1 that E = ~23~’ so 
E n XA = (0). I n order to conclude E = {0} we consider forf E 9(G), 
YE 9’(E) the distribution on 8 given by 
If we approximatef by step functions the property of sequences in 9’(E) 
mentioned shows that E is invariant under the map 
Y-+ I, !W)f(g) dg. 
Now a trivial computation shows that 
(1 
G 
!W1f(g) dg) - = f * p. 
In particular if YE E the distribution JG Y@)f(g) dg is a function in E, 
hence belongs to E n XA = {O}. Thus f * p = 0 for all f c 9(G) 
so Y = 0. This proves that F,, is irreducible. 
On the other hand, if ?A is irreducible let E C q be a proper closed 
invariant subspace. Then there exists a function CY # 0 in L2(K/IM) 
such that 
I 
#W-V) a(kM) dk, = 0, for YE E. 
KIM 
Since E is invariant under convolution by functions in 9(K/M) we may 
take 01 in 9(K/n/r). The continuous linear functional on gA’ given by 
L, : Y--t S(a), 
where S E 9(&Z/M) is as in Proposition 4.1, vanishes on E hence also on 
its closure i? in gA’. But E is G-invariant, ?A irreducible so E = 0 as 
desired. 
Let &, E ZA denote the function $,,(kaMN) = e(iA-p)(loa@; up to a 
scalar multiple z,& is the unique K-fixed vector in X, . 
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DEFINITION. Let h E a,*. We call 
(i) h irreducible if TV is irreducible; 
(ii) h cyclic if #0 is a cyclic vector for TV; 
(iii) h simple if the map Y -+ P is injective on gA’ (cf. $4). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X E a,*. Tken 
(i) h is cyclic 0 -A is simple 
(ii) X is irreducible 4 and -A are simple. 
Proof. We have if g E G, 
#;(g-‘)(kaMN) = &(exp ff(gk) &fN) = ,$iA-D)(H(gk)+l”ga) 
so if ( , ),, denotes the scalar product on X, , 
so (i) follows. Let X denote the complex conjugate of h (so X(H) = 
conj(h(H)) for HE a) and consider the sesquilinear form { , } on 
L%$, x Xx given by 
Since the mapping k + k(gk) of K onto itself is a diffeomorphism with 
Jacobian e-*p(H(gk)) [21(a), p. 2411 it is easy to see that G leaves ( , > 
invariant. Hence if V C Y, is a closed invariant subspace the annihilator 
is also a closed invariant subspace. Hence X is irreducible if and only if 
x is irreducible. 
Now for each h E ae* let MA denote the kernel of the map $J -+ $ of X, 
into G)h(X). Then MA # Z, , G-invariant, and, by the Schwarz inequality 
on Lz(B), closed in YA . Hence if h is not simple, so Jtr, # {0}, then h 
is not irreducible. But obviously, h is simple if and only if -A is simple; 
thus we have proved that if h is irreducible then h and --A are simple. 
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For the converse we define for each simple h E a,* the Hilbert space 
% by 
% = IW) = j, e(iA+p)(A(*-b))F(b) db 1 F EL2(B)1 (9) 
the norm of h being the L2-norm of F. Assuming X simple the map # --f $ 
is an isometry of X, onto 3$ . Suppose V C &A is a nonzero, G-invariant 
closed subspace, and let V,, be the corresponding subspace of Z, . There 
exists h E V such that h(o) # 0. Consider the function 
where 
m(b) = j F(k * b) dk. 
K 
The space V, C Z, is closed, K-invariant and therefore invariant under 
convolution 
In particular the constant function Fb lies in V,, so hQ E V and hQ(o) = 
h(o) # 0. If --h is also simple then by (i) $,, is a cyclic vector for T,+ so 
the vector &, (which is a constant multiple of hQ) has its G-translates dense 
in XA . This proves V = XA so X is irreducible. 
Consider now the spherical function y,+(g) = vA(gK) which is given by 
9?44 = I e(iA+dL4(z.b)) &. (10) B 
It is well-known that if vA is positive definite on G the linear combinations 
of the translates of P)~ form a vector space VA with a G-invariant inner 
product 
(q ,&E C, gi , hj E ‘3; th e corresponding representation T, of G on the 
completion of VA is irreducible and unitary and 
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In the case when X is real (so P)~ is automatically positive definite) we 
now express this in more concrete terms and identify ZA with the com- 
pletion of VA . Let x denote the operation on functions on X induced by 
the convolution 
PROPOSITION 
product * on G. - 
5.4. Suppose X E a *. Then the expression 
IA = [j, (f x vJ(x) conj(f(4) dx]l’P, f E WY (12) I f  XVA 
is a well-dejned norm on the space 9(X) x y,, . If h is simple the identity 
map is an isometry of S(X) x yA onto a dense subspace of XA . 
Proof. We first prove that the norm (12) is well-defined. Writing 
&KM) = 4+w we have as mentioned before 
4-l ’ x, b) = 4x, g(b)) - A(g * 0, g(b)). (13) 
The Jacobian of b *g(b) being e-zp(d(g’o,g(b))) we see that 
Since 
vnw . x) = s 
e(iA+p)(A(z.b))el-iA+u)(~(g.o.b)) &. 
B 
f x Q&4 = jcf(s .o) %(K1 * 4 4 
we obtain 
(f x d(4 = j, &A+dMs,bHf(~, b) &, 
where3 is the Fourier transform [22(g)] 
(14) 
3(/l, b) = jfcx) e(--iA+n)(d(z,b)) dx. 
Since X is real it follows that 
(If x VA IA)” = j, lP(k b)12 &. 
(15) 
(16) 
Now (14) and (16) show that if j f x yA lh = Cl then f x yA E 0; 
moreover the identity map of 9(X) x qA (with the norm (12)) into &?A 
is an isometry. The space 9(X) x vn being G-invariant and ZA irreduc- 
ible the proposition follows. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. If A E a* is simple then the space of functions on B, 
is dense in L2(B). 
In analogy with Theorem 3.2 and the subsequent Theorem 6.4 we 
extend (11) to the case when yA is not necessarily positive definite. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let X E a,* and 8~) the closed subspace of c?(X) 
generated by the translates of vn under G. Let TA denote the natural repre- 
sentation of G on &“A) and TA * the contragredient representation of G on the 
dual space a$, (strong topology). Then TA*(K) admits a jxed vector 6, 
(unique up to a factor), T,, and TA* are both irreducible and with a suitable 
normalization 
vdgK) = (T,(g-7 VA 9 %>, g E G. (18) 
Proof. That TA * has the continuity properties required of a repre- 
sentation is clear since G”,,, is semireflexive (Bruhat [6(a), p. 1141). By the 
Hahn-Banach theorem each u E ~9’5, can be extended to a continuous 
linear functional on &(X), i.e., to a distribution TO on X of compact 
support. If (T is K-invariant we can also take T,, to be K-invariant so 
where S is the delta-distribution on X at o. Thus a( f  ) = u(y,J 6( f  ) 
for f  E 8(A) which proves the existence and uniqueness of 6, as well as (18). 
For the irreducibility of T,, let V C d {A) be a nonzero closed invariant 
subspace. Then there exists an f  E V such that f  (0) # 0. The integral 
of the V-valued function k +f7tk), i.e. JKf 7(k) dk, is an element f  h 
of V, since V is complete [5, p. 821. Evaluation at a point is a continuous 
linear functional on V so (by definition) f  h(x) = jf T(k)(x) dk whence 
f  h # 0 and f  h is a nonzero multiple of yA . Thus V = 8~) . 
Finally, let W C b(,, * be a closed invariant subspace and IV0 its anni- 
hilator in &,A) . By the irreducibility of T,+ , W” = 8~) or IV0 = {O}. 
In the first case, W = {0} an in the second case the semireflexivity of d 
8(A) implies W = 6~) , as desired. 
Harish-Chandra’s inversion formula for the spherical Fourier trans- 
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form can be generalized as follows [22(a); (b), Theorem 4.51. Iff E g(X) 
then 
f(x) = ; jilexBj(h, b) e(iA+p)(A(z,b)f / c(X)]-’ dX db, 
Here J(h, 6) is the Fourier transform (IS), w is the order of the Weyl 
group. If T, denotes the natural representation of G on L2(X), formulas 
(19) and (20) ( to e g th er with Corollary 5.5) imply that in terms of direct 
integral theory, 
L2W =j,e,w% I c(W” dk Tx = j,,_, TA I c(W2 AL (21) 
Formula (19) can also be written (cf. (14)) 
f(x) = j,, (f x d@, I 4W2 d& f E %v (22) 
On the other hand, we have by (5) 
and 
~(0 = j,, (9 x lu,,e)(O dx (23) 
j, I d5)l” dt = j,, II Y x lu,,, IIA dk 9 E 9(E). (24) 
This means (by Lemma 5.1 (i)) that the natural representation T,- of G 
on L2(8) has the direct integral decomposition 
L2(E) = j X, dA, T,- = 
a* s 
T,, dA. (25) a* 
The decompositions (22) and (23) correspond under the Radon transform 
and its dual: 
PROPOSITION 5.7. For f E LB(X) the function 1 c(h)I-2f x yA has Radon 
transformj x lu,,, in the following weak sense: 
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for all A E S@(a*) invariant under W. Moreover, 
f x PA = (P x ~,LJ”> x E a,*, 
and 
(27) 
If x VA IA = Ilf x y*.e IIA 7 AElI*. 
Proof. As recalled in Chap. I (Theorem 2.5(i)) the function A(h) 
can be written 
49 = lx 44 con&W dx, 
where the function g -+ u(g * o) on G lies in the space 12(G) and is given 
by the inversion formula 
Hence 
u(x) = w-1 
s 
, 44 ~(4 I W-” d/i. 
a* 
(f X a>(x) = w-l j,, A(h)(f x n)(x) I c(4-” dX. (28) 
Now according to [21(j), p. 5931, the integral 
s 
a(gn - o) dn 
N 
converges absolutely for each g E G. Putting fi(x) = f (k - x) we have 
(assuming all integrals absolutely convergent) for b E A 
(f x a)- (k6MN) = j-, (fi x a)(bn * 0) dfi 
= 
s 
G f,(g . o) B(g-%MN) dg 
= 
s 
f,(hn . o) B(n-‘h+b * 5,) dh dn 
AN 
d(h-‘MN) dh. 
Since the computations hold with 1 f 1 and I a 1 replacing f and a giving 
a finite result the computations above are valid. But the function A(h) 
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is the Fourier transform of the function h -+ e~(~““~)ci(hMN) on A 
[21(i), p. 2621 so we obtain 
(f x u)  ^ (KbMN) = j,, F(X) A(h) dA 
where 
which we have seen equals (j x Y/,,,)(kbMN). In view of (28) this 
proves (26). 
Next we have 
(f^ x YA,p)(kMN) = jA (jxf(hun . 0) dn) e(-in+~)(loYa' da 
which equals f((h, kM) since 
j/(s) dx = j,,f(un . 0) da dn. 
Comparing with (14) and (16) the rest of Proposition 5.7 follows. 
Let a+* denote the positive Weyl chamber in a*, that is the set of 
X E a* such that the vector HA E a determined by B(H, , H) = h(H) 
(U E a) belongs to the positive Weyl chamber a+. 
THEOREM 5.8. The Fourier transform f(x) -f(h, b) defined by (15) 
extends to an isometry of L2(X) onto L”(a+* x B) (with the measure 
/ c(h);p2 dh db on a+* x B). 
Proof. Let X(X) denote the set of continuous functions on X of 
compact support; if q, denotes the characteristic function of a closed 
ball in X with center 0 and radius n E Z+ put Y* = UzcO F~-~(X). 
Let 9, f E x* and assume 9 is K-invariant. Then $(X, b) equals the 
spherical Fourier transform +(A) of the function g --j v(g * 0). Also 
f x y E Z* and using A(g * x, b) = A(x, g-l (b)) + A(g * o, b) we find 
(f x P))” (4 = Gwf(~, 4. (29) 
Suppose now F E L2(a+* 
f -f(f Ex*). Then 
x B) is orthogonal to the range of the map 
s F(h, 6) @(h)j(h, 6  1c )/-2 dA fib =0, (30) Cl2XE 
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for all q and f as above. Since the functions $j (p’ K-invariant in g(X)) 
form a dense subspace of L2(a+*) we deduce that there exists a null set 
N, (dependent on f ) such that if h $ N, then b --t F(h, b) lies in L2(B) and 
s F(h, b)f(h, b) db=0, (f E s*>. (31) B 
Now fix a global coordinate system on X, and consider the set ‘&R of all 
functions on X of the form Ye p( ) x w h ere n E Z+ and p is a polynomial 
in the coordinates with rational coefficients. Then YIl is a countable 
subset of Z* and dense in the uniform topology. Now let N = u N, 
as f runs through !DI, so (31) holds for all f E 1111 and all h $ N. But if 
f E %* and n, such that f = fvno , then a suitable sequence fk = yn, p, 
(k = 1, 2,...) from 1Dz converges uniformly to f and for each h E a*, 
f,(A, b) converges to 3(X, b) uniformly on B. Thus (31) holds for all 
f E Z* and all X outside the fixed null set N. Now by Bruhat [6(a), p. 1931 
each A E a+* is irreducible, hence by Proposition 5.3 simple, so using 
Corollary 5.5 we deduce that if h +! N, then 
I F(h, b) P(b) db = 0, for all P EL2(B). B 
Now the Fubini theorem shows that F = 0 almost everywhere on 
a,” x B. 
$6. CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
Suppose now X belongs to the real space a*. Then as mentioned 
earlier, the representation 7n of G on the Hilbert space x, is unitary. 
Furthermore TV is irreducible and 79A is equivalent to 7A for each s E W 
(Bruhat [6(a)], Kostant [28(b)]. Thus there exists an operator AA,,: 
ZA --+ %, unique up to a scalar multiple, such that A,,,T,&) = T,(g)& 
for g E G; the operator A,,, is called an intertwining operator for rA and 
7sA , [331, F(41. 
We shall now construct the operators A,,,, explicitly by means of the 
conical distributions; by passing from the Hilbert space sA to the 
distribution space g,,’ we generalize the equivalence TA N 73 to complex 
A. We recall that the mapping S --) Y where 
Y(v) = j,,, (j, cp(ka - to) e(iA+P)(loga) du) dS(kM) 
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is a bijection of 9(B) onto gA’(E), mappingL2(B) onto X,; hereby 9’(B) 
and L2(B) become representation spaces for +=A and TV, respectively. 
Under the map (I) the distribution lu,,, corresponds to the distribution 
s,,, :F+ d,(X)-l s, F(m,K(n,)M)e-(iA+~)(H(".)) dit,, F 6 W-9, (2) 
defined for all h E a,* by analytic continuation. Let S, x S, denote the 
convolution product of distributions on B as defines in 94. Although in 
general this product only commutes with the action of K we see now 
that for S, = S,,, we get commutation with the action of G. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume h E a,* irreducible3 and that e,,(h) e,*( -h) # 0. 
Let s E W. Then the convolution operator S -+ S x S,,,,-1 on 9’(B) 
induces (via (1)) a bijection A,,, of 9,,’ onto gin which intertwines +,, and 
- . 
7sA , i.e., 
In particular, +,, and F~,, are equivalent. 
Proof. By definition, if y E g(E), then 
(4,dW)(d = j,,, (j, v(ka . to) disA+p)(loga) da) d(S x SSA,S-l)(kM). (4) 
Using Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.6 we get 
(A,,,Y)’ (x) = j j e(isA+p)(A(z~klkzM)) dS(k,M) dSs,,,-l(k,M). (5) 
Writing A(x, k,k,M) = A(kr’ * X, k,M), Lemma 4.8 transforms this 
expression into 
where b, = a,-le,-l(sh) so 
3 See Chap. IV, Theorem 1.1 and the subsequent Remark. 
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Since the dual transform Y--f 9 commutes with the action of G and 
since ?,(g)Y = F(g) we see that 
(AA,s?h(g)Y)” = b,(?A(g)Y)’ = b$P))” = b,(!Jy 
= (mYwg) = (+8&l 4w. 
Since sh is simple (Proposition 5.3) it follows that 
To see that A,,, is surjective it suffices to prove that the mapping 
s+sxs sh,s-1 maps g’(B) onto itself. But using Lemma 4.8 on (5) 
and (6) for S = S,,, we see that 
s 
e(is~+~)(A(zJ)) d(S, s x Ss,*8-,)(b) 
B 
= as-le,-l(sX) J efi~+dL4(z.bH &J,) 
B 
= as~,ase,~,(sA) e,(A) J, e(isA+o)(A(z*b)) d&(b), 
where 6, is the delta-distribution on B at eM. Again since SA is simple 
it follows that 
But using for example Lemma 1.2, Chap. IV we see that this formula 
holds not only when SX is simple but on the entire space a,* by analytic 
continuation. Moreover e,-l(sX) = e,(--h) so we obtain 
SA,s x SsA,8-1 = +a8e,(4 e,(-4 6, , (A E ac*). (9) 
Taking convolution with S on the left the surjectivity follows. The 
injectivity is clear from (7). 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose h E a *. Then a suitable constant multiple of 
the operator A,,8 is an isometry of X, onto X, . 
Proof. The statement will follow by proving that the operator 
B As:F+bsF x S,,-, 
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is an isometry of L2 onto itself, b, being the constant above. The expres- 
sions (5) and (6) being equal, the isometry statement amounts to that 
if F EL” and S, E O’(B) such that 
for all x E X, then S, E L2(B) and F and S, have the same L2-norm. 
But iff E g(X) we have ($5) 
f x 944 = J, e (iA+dL4W)j(~, b) db, 
so vA = ysA implies 
s 
elir\dL4(Z,b)~(~, b) db = i, e(ish+o)(A(z,b)lj(S& b) &,. 
(11) 
B 
Since sh is simple we find from (10) and (1 I) that if F(b) = f(h, b) then 
S, is the L2-function b +jl(sX, b); by the proof of Proposition 5.4 
so F and S, have the same norm. Now if F EL’(B) is arbitrary there 
exists by Corollary 5.5 a sequence ( frl) E a(X) such thatf,(h, .) converges 
to F in the L2 norm. Let F, E L2(B) denote the limit of the sequence 
J,(sh, .). Replacing in (1l)f by f, we deduce by Schwarz’ inequality that 
S, in (10) equals F, which f o course has the same norm as F. That B,,, 
is surjective is clear by taking left convolution in (9) with an arbitrary 
F, E L2(B); the first part of the proof having shown that F, x S,,, E L2(B). 
Remark 1. The proof shows that on the subspace {p(A, +) 1 f E g(X)} 
of L2(B) the intertwining operator B,,, is given by 
B,,, : f(k b) --f”(A 6). 
Remark 2. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 were announced in [22(k)]; 
subsequently I received preprints of Schiffmann [40(b)] and Knapp- 
Stein [26(c)] kindly sent by the authors. Here Schiffmann gives a different 
proof of Theorem 6.2; he also proves the analyticity of the integral (2) 
in the case when F is a K-finite function on B and thereby obtains an 
analog of (3) for the action of the Lie algebra g on the space of K-finite 
vectors in ;r\ . This amounts to infinitesimal equivalence [22(a), p. 2301 
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of the representations TV and rs,+ . Knapp and Stein deal with G of real 
rank one and for this case indicate a meromorphic continuation of the 
integral (2) but the isometry of the intertwining operators is not discussed. 
For complex G the intertwining operators for the principal series were 
constructed by Kunze-Stein [30] (cf. also, Zhelobenko [49(b)]) and in a 
more precise form by Schiffmann [40(a)] where Theorem 6.2 is also 
reduced to the rank one case. 
DEFINITION. Let h E a,*. A vector Y f 0 in g>’ will be called an 
extreme weight vector if there exists a p E a,* such that 
t,(an)Y = efi(loWP for aEA, nEN. (12) 
The corresponding linear forms ,u in (12) will be called the extreme 
weights of the representation +A . 
THEOREM 6.3. Let h be as in Theorem 4.9. Then Y, S # 0 for s E W, 
the nonzero scalar multiples of the YA,, constitute preiisely the extreme 
weight vectors in gA’ and 
?A\(4 Y&S = e-(is~+d(loga)y~ s aEA, HEN, (13) 
so the linear forms -(ish + p), s E W, constitute the extreme weights of b,, . 
Proof. The first statement and (13) follow from Lemma 4.8, h being 
simple. Now if Y E gA’ is an extreme vector, P is an N-invariant element 
in the eigenspace gA(X). By the proof of Theorem 4.9, p(na . o) is a 
linear combination of the exponentials e(isA+p)(loga), (SE W). Since the sh 
are distinct we conclude from (12) that p(na * o) is proportional to one 
of these exponentials, so by the simplicity of X, Y is proportional to one 
of the vectors Y,,, . 
Remark. Extreme weights of infinite-dimensional representations 
have for example been considered by Harish-Chandra [21(e), p. 7511 
(where two irreducible representation of a complex semisimple g with 
the same extreme weight are shown equivalent) and Zhelobenko [49(c)] 
(where for complex G the set of extreme weights of a given irreducible 
representation is related to the Weyl group). 
We have seen that if (ix - p, OI)/(LY., cz> E Z+ for each cy. E z+ then gA’ 
contains a conical function #, and if E, denotes the G-invariant subspace 
generated by $ then E, is finite-dimensional, irreducible under the natural 
representation 7r# of G on E, and 
#(g - E,) = (qig-% e*>, (14) 
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where e and e*, respectively, are highest weight vectors for 7~~ and its 
contragredient representation. We shall now obtain analogs of (14) for 
the infinite-dimensional representation Q-,, in terms of the extreme weight 
vectors YA,S from Theorem 6.3. 
Consider now the pairing ( , ) between the spaces e(E) = Q(6) A 4 
and K, given by 
($4 w = j,,, w * &J) dww (15) 
if 
Y(v) = jK;M (j, $c(ka . 6,) e(-iA+~'(loga) d dS(kM). 
THEOREM 6.4. With the pairing (15) the representation TV on &A and 
Tn on LB’ are contragredient. Moreover, with h as in Theorem 6.1, we 
have for &h s E W the following analog of (14): 9(S) x !I-‘,,, C 8A and 
there exists a constant a(& s) E C such that 
LA&f) = 44 s)<p, x YA., > y-A*,), ‘p E S(9). (16) 
Proof. We must first prove the invariance of ( , ), 
(&4$> f-Ak)W = (94 yu>, g E G. (17) 
If 5’ in (15) is a function, (17) follows just as the invariance of the form 
{ , } in the proof of Proposition 5.3. For arbitrary S, the invariance 
follows easiest by approximation; this proves the first part of the theorem. 
Turning now to (16) we recall first that by (1) and (3) in $5, the distri- 
bution YzS satisfies 
(p’ x u’,,s)(g * L) = Y&(v o Ml gE G, (18) 
so we must compute Y& , 
LEMMA 6.5. With ;\ as in Theorem 6.4, 
Y& = c(s, 4 Ysn.,-l 
where c(s, h) E C. 
Proof. For simplicity put 7 = U,,, and let 71 E 9(G) be as in $5. 
Then (18) implies that 7 * is MN-invariant. We have now for a E A, 
(7l*)ow = ewsA-dGxa)77* (19) 
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and 
(7*)‘b) = e(iA-P)(loga)7*~ (20) 
We indicate the proof of the first relation, the proof for the second is 
similar and will be left to the reader. We first have 
(q*y1'"'(9) 0 T(g)) = Tj*(@a)-' 0 T(g)) (21) 
and if as in $5, y = F, (F E g(G)), then the formula 
s F(na) dn =@(lOga) F(m) dn N N 
gives in terms of the right translation R(a) : g -+ ga on G, 
Thus by (18) 
P da) = eZo(lo!Za)(FR(a))-, UEA. (22) 
(7*)b(a)(~ 0 T(g)) = c2D(loga) 1 . GF(gh-la) df(h). 
Now +j’ being as in $5 we find easily 
and 
(jj’)RW = (+jUa-9)’ 
and by Lemma 4.8, 
Thus 
‘i -L(a) = (p))- 
7 7((I) = e-(isA+P)(logo) 7. 
j, F(gh-la) dq(h) = j, F(ghu) dq’(h) = s, F(gh) d(+j’)R(“)(h); 
so invoking the relations above we find 
(q*)-)(g, o +)) = &sA-~)(l’Jg’J) GF(gQ &j’(h) 
= &sA-d(lOm(p) x 7)(g . .I?,), 
so by (18), formula (19) follows. We have thus proved that Y,& is a 
conical distribution in BLSA . If h is regular we deduce from (20) and 
Theorem 6.3 that 
ys = 4, 4 YsA,s-l 9 where c(X, s) E C. (23) 
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If A is singular we approximate it with regular An (all h, and h satisfying 
the assumptions of the lemma). For each p E g(E) satisfying Y_,sn,,S-l(v) # 
0 we have for n sufficiently large, 
The right side tends to a limit as A,, + X and this limit is independent 
of the choice of the sequence (A,,). The left side shows that the limit is 
also independent of 9; hence we denote the limit by c(h, s). Now by (23) 
we have for nil p E Q’(B) 
Letting A,, + h we obtain (23) also for the singular point X so the lemma 
is proved. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6.4. Using (18) and (20) 
we see that v x !PA,,V E .XA . Now it remains to compute 
This expression equals 
s &-isA+u)(lokw A (j j KIM KIM 
which by Lemma 4.3 is 
and by (9) this reduces to 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
Remark. Formula (16) looks slightly different from formula (6) in 
[22(h)]; the reason is that the convolution product on 8 is not defined in 
[22(h)] in exactly the same way as here in the beginning of $5. 
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Chapter IV. Eigenspaces of Invariant Differential Operators 
as Models for Irreducible Representations 
Let U be a Lie group, P a closed subgroup, D(UjP) the set of U- 
invariant differential operators on the manifold U/P. The joint eigen- 
spaces of the operators in D( U/P) give natural representation spaces for 
the group U. For U = SO(n + 1) acting on the sphere U/P = S”, 
D( U/P) consists of the polynomials in the Laplacian and the eigenspaces 
are well-known to be irreducible under the action of U. For noncompact 
spaces this is no longer true in general as the space of constants within the 
space of harmonic functions shows. 
$1. THE EIGENFUNCTIONS OF THE LAPLACIAN d 
ON A SYMMETRIC SPACE OF RANK ONE 
In this section we assume that the symmetric space X = G/K has 
rank one, i.e., dim A = I, although many of our arguments (e.g., 
Lemma 1.2) hold for arbitrary rank. We preserve the notation from 
previous chapters. Now the Weyl group has two elements, e and s. 
The following result was used in the proof of Lemma 4.13 in Chap. III. 
THEOREM 1.1. An element h E a,* is simple if and only if e,(h) # 0, 
hence h is irreducible if and only if e,(h) e,( --h) # 0. 
Proof. Suppose es(X) = 0. By the remark following Theorem 4.5, 
Chap. III we have ul,,, # 0 whereas by Lemma 4.8, (Y,+J” = 0. 
Hence h is not simple. The converse requires some preparation. 
LEMMA 1.2. (X of arbitrary rank). Suppose h E a,* satisfies 
Re((ih, a)) > 0 for olE.P. 
Then h is simple. 
Proof. If A is not simple choose F # 0 in E(B) such that 
i 
,ciA+dm.a))q~) & = 0, XEX. 
B 
(1) 
(2) 
Here we can assume F(eM) # 0, replacing F by Ptk) if necessary. Take 
x = a - o (a E A) and use the formula (8) in Chap. XII, $2 to transfer the 
integration in (2) from B to m. Since 
A(a * 0, k(?i)M) = --H(a-%(n)) = H(n) - H(a-‘au) + log a 
6071511-9 
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formula (2) implies 
s Iv 
e-(iA+p)(B(a-‘ria)e(iA-p)(H(B))FoM) &j = 0. (3) 
Using the substitution @ + &a-l we obtain 
iv 
e’i~-~l’H’a~~-“e-‘i~+P”H’“‘F(k(ana-’)ICI) & = 0 
(4) 
for all a E A. Let h = t + iq (f, 7 E a*). Our assumption ( 1) amounts 
to -H, E a+. Let H, E a+ and put a, = exp tH, (t > 0). Then by 
[22(i), Lemma 431, 
(H, H(n)? > 0, (H, H(c) - H(a,nh;‘)j 3 0 for HE al, 
so if we choose E such that 0 < E < 1, H, + EH,, E a+ and put K = 
sup 1 F 1, the integrand above is for a = a, majorized by 
e-(a+p)(H(n,Aoi’))e(~-~)(~(~)) K < e( n+m)Lwa t”“~‘))e(4-dm)) K 
\ 
< e(-o+en)(H(A))e(“-~)(li(A))K = eb7-d(H(A)) K, 
which is integrable. Thus we can in (4) put a = a, and let t + + a 
under the integral sign. Since u,nu~i + e as t + 00 we obtain 
F(eM) j, e-(iA+ol(H(A)) & = 0, 
so by the choice of F, c(h) = 0 which contradicts the assumption about h 
(cf. (30) 94, Chap. III). 
LEMMA 1.3. The point h = 0 is simple. 
Proof. If h = 0 is not simple there exists a FE b(B), F(eM) # 0 
such that 
s 
&.4@.b))jJ(b) db = 0, x E x, 
B 
which, as we saw in the last proof, implies 
R 
,-~la(a~~-‘l+H(I))F(k(~))M) & = 0, UEA. (5) 
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Now we use the expression for e p(H(fi)) from Theorem 1.14, Chap. III. 
Putf(X, Y) = F(k(%)M) if ki = exp X exp Y, where X E gg. , YE g-am . 
If HE a and we put a = exp tH in (5) we obtain for s = eortRjf 
where 
s 
I&(X, Y)f(X, Y) dX dY = 0, (s > O), (6) 
a-,xa-2, 
~s(X, y> = MS2 + c I x I”)” + 4c I y I”)((1 + c I x I”)” + 4c I y 12P, 
p denoting (m, + 2m,,)/4. Let k(s) denote the integral of K,(X, Y) over 
g+ x gA2. and put L,(X, Y) = K(s)-~K,(X, Y). Then 
i 
,5,(X, Y) dX dY = 1. (7) 
Furthermore, for any 6 > 0 
i9 I‘ L,(X, Y) dX dY = 0. Ixl+l Yl>,6 (8) 
In fact for each fixed 6 > 0 
I J&(X, Y) dX dY < IxI+IYl>s J K,,(X, Y) dX dY < C, , Ixl+l Yl>6 
where CS is a constant; secondly the monotone convergence theorem 
gives 
ljz k(s) = j- I&(X, Y) dX dY = co 
because repeated polar coordinate transformation shows 
s (I X I* + 1 Y I”)-” dX dY = 00. IXI~l.IYI<l 
By Eq. (7) 
I L&x, Y)f(X, Y) dX dY - f(O, 0) 
= 
i L(X, Y)(f(X, Y) -f(O, 0)) dx dY /xI+I YI <a 
+s Ixl+lYl>6 
WY Y)V(X, Y> - f(O, 0)) dx dY 
607/s/‘-9* 
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so by (8) this expression converges to 0 as s + 0. Hence by (6),f(O, 0) = 
0 which is a contradiction. 
Remark. This proof of Lemma 1.3 was suggested by R. Coifman. 
My original proof was more complicated but did give the lemma without 
any restriction on the rank of X. 
Now according to Bruhat [6(a), p. 1931, each real A # 0 in a* is 
irreducible, hence by Proposition 5.3 Chap. III, simple. Combining this 
with Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we see that for each h E a,* at least one of the 
elements h, --h is simple. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.1, suppose h is not simple. Assume 
e,(h) # 0. By the above, --h is simple so the first part of the proof gives 
e,(--h) # 0. Now we use the basic formula (9) in Chap. III, $6 which 
here becomes 
S-A,, x SAA = as2es@) es(W) % . 
Taking convolution with a F E d(B) on the left we obtain 
Fl x S,,s = a,2e,N e&4 F, (9) 
where Fi = F x SWh,s . On the other hand Lemma 4.8 in Chap. III 
implies 
s 
e~i~+ulL4~z.b,,(~l 
B 
x S,,,)(b) db = a,e,(h) s, e(-in+o)(A(r,b))F~(b) db. 
Choosing F E G(B) such that F + 0 and 
s 
e(iA+dL4(z.b))F(b) & = 0 
B 
the last formula implies 
s 
e(~in+~)(A(“.b))F~(b) db g 0. 
B 
By (9), Fl s 0 so --h is not simple. This contradiction proves e,(h) = 0 
so Theorem 1.1 is proved. 
Remarks. The irreducible X had been determined by Parthasarathy, 
Rao, and Varadarajan [38] for complex G and by Kostant [28(b)] for 
real G. The methods are algebraic and deal with algebraic irreducibility 
for the Lie algebra; the results for G come via Harish-Chandra’s 
Theorem 5 in [21(a)] which relates algebraic irreducibility for the Lie 
algebra to irreducibility for the group. 
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Formally (that is ignoring some convergence difficulties) the proof 
above of Theorem 1.1 extends to X of arbitrary rank (cf. [22(k), $41) 
giving 
e,*(h) e,*(--h) # 0 
as a necessary and suficient condition for the irreducibility of A. This 
criterion had been suspected on the basis of Proposition 5.3 (ii) and 
special cases of Lemma 4.8, Chap. III. Using the poles of the Gamma 
function, its duplication formula and the fact that if 01 and 2a are both 
restricted roots then their respective multiplicities are even and odd [2], 
one can verify that the irreducibility criterion above is equivalent to that 
in [28(b), Theorem 21. 
The connection between the irreducibility of the induced representa- 
tion and the singularities1 of the Plancherel measure c(X)-4(--h) dX as 
expressed in [22(k), C orollary 4.31 had to my knowledge not been 
observed before, even in special cases. It would be interesting to see if 
such a connection persists in the p-adic case cf. [6(b)], [36], [34], [35(b)]. 
It is also natural to conjecture that the relationship will generalize to the 
other series of representations which enter into Harish-Chandra’s 
Plancherel formula for G [21 (l), Corollary of Theorem 191. The irre- 
ducibility criterion given in [26(a), Theorem 31 for X of rank one, 
A = 0, is in [26(b)] interpreted in these terms. 
We recall that if H is a transformation group of a topological space S, 
a function h on 5 is called H-jinite if the transforms of the function 
under H span a finite-dimensional vector space V, . If in addition the 
natural representation of H on V, decomposes up to equivalence into 
finitely many copies of the same irreducible representation 6 the function 
h is called H-finite of type 6. 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose the symmetric space X = G/K has rank one 
and let A denote the Laplace-Bekrami operator on X. Then the K-Jinite 
eigenfunctions of A on X are precisely the functions 
f(x) = JB e(iA+oK4W)$‘(b) &, WV 
where h E a,* and F is a K-finite function on B. 
1 Including those which occur both in d,*(h) and e,*(A)-’ but can be cancelled out in 
c(X)-1. 
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Proof. We know from Proposition 4.6, Chap. III that each function 
(IO) is an eigenfunction of d ; more precisely it lies in the eigenspace 
gA(X) and is obviously K-finite. For the converse we need a uniqueness 
lemma concerning the eigenfunctions of d. 
LEMMA 1.5. For each h E a,* there exists a K-orbit 0, in X such that 
whenever f E c&(X) vanishes identicaZEy on 0, it vanishes identically on X. 
Proof. Although this lemma is at least implicity in the literature as a 
consequence of the Garding inequality (see e.g., Agmon [l], p. 102) we 
give a direct proof. Let ( , ) denote the Riemannian structure on X 
induced by the Killing form of g, d the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami 
operator and dx, the corresponding volume element. As usual grad u 
denotes the gradient of a function u. Let R > 0 and let SR and BR, 
respectively, denote the sphere and open ball in X with center o and 
radius R and put 
II u II = [J,, I +)I” +, + J,, (grad u, grad u>(x) dx~]“‘. (11) 
Let u E a(X) such that u = 0 on SR. Let us prove that given E > 0 
there exists a y E 9(BR) such that 
II 24. - v II < E- (12) 
For this let (r, 8, ,..., 6,-r) be geodesic polar coordinates around o, 
let for 6 > 0, 01~ be the continuous function on [0, R] defined by: 1) 
cyg = 1 on [0, R - 261; 2) 01~ = 0 on [R - 6, R] ; 3) 0~~ is linear on 
[R - 26, R - 61. Let CII be defined on BR by 
+, 4 I***, Ll) = %o,). 
We first prove that if 6 is small enough then 
(13) 
Since 
11 WJ - u 11 < gc (14) 
grad u = i gij$&, (r = 4J, 
i,j=l 1 J 
where 
( 
a a 
gdj = ->- ' aoj > 
gij = (g&l, 
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and since 
&U-u)=(a-l)~+~U 
* E 
it would be sufficient to prove 
as 6 + 0. (15) 
But if g(r, e1 ,..., 0,-r) = det(g,J we have 
j,, 1 $ II 1’ dx, = f jR-’ dr j,,, 1 u 12gl’2 de, ... dt?,-, . 
R-26 
Using now u = 0 on SR we have 
so we obtain 
I qr, e1 ,..., en-1)l2 G 2s jle2, 18 I2 dp, 
Hence if m = max 1 aujap 12 on BR we have 
jgR1:‘l dxo < 4m(vol(BR-*) - v~l(B~-~*)). 
Now (15) and therefore (14) follow. Since OIU has compact support 
contained in BR there exists a g, E 9(BR) such that jl au - y 11 < & 
so (12) is proved. 
Now we choose an orthonormal basis of the tangent space X0 and let 
(Xl ,***, xn) be a system of normal coordinates with respect to this basis. 
Let y E 9(BR). Using Schwarz’s inequality on 
v,(x) = jTR g (x1 ,..., c..., 4 dt 
we derive the PoincarC inequality 
s RR 1 ‘&)I” 4 -** dx, < 4R2 j,, 1 $, 1’ dx, a.. dx, , 3 
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by integrating over slices of the ball xi2 + *a* + xm2 < R2 perpendicular 
to the xj axis. Now let 
CR = i k;,g”“(s), dR = ig~~BRgi’(X), 
eR = sup g”“(x), 
XEBR 
Then if p is real 
We assume R so small that cR - (n - 1) dR > 0. Then 
j,, Iv(x)12dq, < e,4R2 j,,c ($)"d% "'kz 
z z 
G 4eRR2(cR - (n - 1) dR)-l j Cgi’ 2 $, dx, .a. dx, 
gR i,j t 1 
< 4eRf,‘R2(c, - (n - 1) dR)-’ 
Hence we have for small R, 
j,, 1 dx)l” 4 G gR4R2 j,, (grad F, grad v> 4, , (16) 
where g, is a constant depending only on the Riemannian structure of X 
andg,+ 1 asR+O. 
Now to prove Lemma 1.5 suppose du = cu where c E C and u E E(X), 
u = 0 on SR. Since we have for q~, 4 E 9(P) 
j VW 4 = - j (grad T, grad #> 4, , 
BR aR 
we obtain from (12) 
j,, uA+h dx, = -$ (grad u, grad #) dx,, 
gR 
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and by the symmetry of A and Au = cu 
C 
I 
u$ dx, = - 
s 
(grad u, grad 4) dx,, . 
gR BR 
Again by (12) 
C J’,. 1 u(x)l” dx, = -/,, (grad U, grad ZC) dx, . (17) 
This relation shows c real so we may assume u real. But using (12) we 
may replace v by u in (16) so if R is small enough (17) implies u = 0 on 
BR, hence on X by analyticity. 
For each irreducible finite-dimensional representation 6 of K let 
8&X) denote the space of functions in c?~(X) which are K-finite of type 6. 
Similarly we consider the subspace G(B) of 6(B) and the supspace 
&(O) of a(O), 0 being any K-orbit in X, which is not the single point o. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.4 suppose X E a,* is simple. 
Select an orbit 0, with the property of Lemma 1.5. The mapping F -f 
given by (10) d in uces a one-to-one linear mapping of G(B) into C& 6(X). 
On the other hand the restriction to 0, induces a one-to-one hnear 
mapping of c$,~(X) into &O,). S ince &(B) and &(O,) have the same 
finite dimension we deduce that both of these maps are surjective. Hence 
the map F + f given by (10) maps the space of K-finite functions on B 
onto the space of K-finite functions in GA(X). 
Finally, let h E a, * be arbitrary. As remarked during the proof of 
Theorem 1 .I, at least one of the elements h, sh is simple. But by its 
definition, g(X) = J&(X), so Theorem 1.4 is proved. 
We shall now use Theorem 1.4 to get some idea about arbitrary 
eigenfunctions of A. By a functional T on B we shall mean a linear form 
on some linear space of functions on B. We write sB F(b) dT(b) instead 
of T(F), F being a function on B. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let f be an arbitrary eigenfunction of A on X. Then 
there exists a h E aC* and a functional T on B such that 
f(x) = J, &A+dMz.b)) dT@), XEX. (18) 
Proof. For each irreducible representation 8 of K we fix a basis Fasj 
of C&(B), orthonormal with respect to the usual inner product on L2(B). 
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Put 
Let x6 denote the character of 6, d(6) the dimension of 6 and put 
(II~ = d(6) conj(xs). Putting for 01 E B(K), f E c?(X) 
(a *f)(x) = j, a(k)f(k-l . x) dk 
we have 
f(4 = c (% *f&G (19) 
6 
the series being absolutely convergent, [21(k), p. 131. 
Now suppose f is an eigenfunction of d. Select h E a,* simple such that 
f E gA(X). Then clearly CQ *f E G’,6(X). By virtue of Theorem 1.4 
for certain constants a,,j . Now define a functional T on B by 
(21) 
for all FE 8(B) for which the sum over 6 converges. In particular, T(F) 
is defined for all K-finite F. Now given x E X put F(b) = e(iA+p)(a(r,b)) 
in (21). Then (20) and (19) g’ ive the desired formula (18) for f. 
Of course Corollary 1.6 is hardly satisfactory until the functionals T 
are specified further. In the next theorem we do this for the special case 
G = SU( 1, 1). Let K denote the subgroup of matrices 1 h t-1 I, j t 1 = 1. 
If we to each 
g= ; b EG 
I I a 
(I a I2 - / b I2 = 1) 
associate the mapping Tg : z + (az + b)/(&z + a) of the unit disk 
1 z 1 < 1 onto itself then the mapping gK + T,(O) is a diffeomorphism 
of the symmetric space X = G/K onto the disk. A G-invariant Rieman- 
nian metric on the disk is given by 
A,2 = [I - (ax” + y”)]-” (dx2 + c&2), (22) 
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and the operator 
A, = [l - (x2 + y”)]” ($ + $) (23) 
is the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
Let 52(B) denote the space of analytic functions on the boundary B of 
X considered as an analytic manifold. The space ‘2I(B) carries a natural 
topology (Kothe [29]) h h w ic can be briefly described as follows. Let U 
be an open annulus containing B, Z’(U) the space of holomorphic 
functions on U topologized by uniform convergence on compact subsets. 
Then ‘S(B) can be identified with the union uu Z’(U) and its topology 
is the inductive limit topology. The elements of the dual space a’(B) of 
a(B) are called analyticfunctionals. To each T E ‘3’(B) one can associate 
a Fourier series 
where 
T - c aneina (24) 
a *= s 
2n e-ine dT(0). 
0 
Using elementary criteria for convergence of power series Kothe proves 
in [29], p. 23 that the series in (24) represents an analytic functional 
if and only if 
,42rinl I a, I < 03 foreach O<r<l. 
Let P(z, b) denote the usual Poisson kernel 
(25) 
1 -I212 
p(z, 4 = 1 - 2 ( z 1 co@ - V) + I a 12 ’
We can then state the indicated sharpening of Corollary 1.6 (cf. [22(j), 
p. 141; concerning the case p = 1 see also [29] and [31]). 
THEOREM 1.7. The functions 
f(x) = s, P(z, W WV (26) 
where p E R and T is an analytic functional on B constitute precisely the 
eigenfunctiom of A, with1 eigenvabe 3 - 1. 
1 This restriction has now been removed: The functions (26) with p complex constitute 
all the eigenfunctions of A, . 
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Proof. A direct computation gives 
(4 (P(% W) = 4PCr.L - 1) P(% w 
so the eigenvalue is 3 - 1 and is independent of 6. Thus f  in (26) is an 
eigenfunction with eigenvalue > - 1. For the converse we need a lemma 
which is a special case of Theorem 1.4 but which can easily be proved 
directly. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let c E C and n E Z. The eigenfunctions of A,, satisfying 
A, = cf, f(e%) = ei’Zef(z), (27) 
are all proportional to the function 
fn(z) = $ it” P(z, eirn)“ eina dp, (28) 
where 4&p - 1) = c, Re(,u) 3 l/2. 
In fact, since P(z, b) = eZp(A(z,b)), the inequality Re(p) 3 l/2 amounts 
to the fact that h in Theorem 1.4 can be taken such that Re((ih, a)) 3 0 
for 01 E Z+. This guarantees that h is simple so (28) does not vanish 
identically. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.7 we express f,(z) in (28) by 
means of the hypergeometric function F(a, b; c; z). Using [lo], p. 81 
we obtain 
in(r) = (1 - r*)urlnl :(!,;;, Z,;;’ F(P, I n I + Pi I n I + 1; f-“). (29) I 
Let f  E f!?(X) satisfy 
4f = cf, c > -1. 
We select p E R such that t.~ 3 l/2, 4& - 1) = c and for a fixed z, 
1 x 1 < 1, expand the function 6’ +,f(e@z) in an absolutely convergent 
Fourier series 
f(eisz) = 1 c,(z) eins. (30) 
Since 
C,(Z) = & jf(&“z) e-ine do, 
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c, satisfies the relations (27) so by the lemma 
where an. is a constant. Thus by (30) 
fc4 = c %f&), (31) 
n 
the series converging absolutely. Now p being positive, the power series 
expansion 
has all coefficients b,,, nonnegative and b,,, = 1. The absolute con- 
vergence of (31) therefore implies 
,$= I an 1 yl”ly, < co O<r<l, (32) 
where 
run I +cL) 
yn = r(p)(I 71 I)! * 
Since (r,)‘l” + 1, we deduce from (32) that 
and consequently there exists an analytic functional T on B with Fourier 
series C a,eine. It remains to prove (26). For each x, 1 z [ < 1 the function 
[ + (1 - ZZ)“/(~ - z)L” (S-1 - 27)” 
is holomorphic in an annulus U containing B and can be expanded 
there in a Laurent series. When we restrict this Laurent series to B we 
obtain the Fourier series of the function b -+ P(z, b)p which by (28) is 
P(,, ey = .&&&(x) e-i”Q. (33) 
n 
Since the Laurent series converges uniformly on compact subsets and 
since by definition of the topology of a(B), the injection &(U) +- ‘2X(B) 
is continuous, the series (33) converges in the topology of ‘+X(B). Hence 
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we can apply T to (33) termwise; using (31) the desired representation 
off follows so Theorem 1.7 is proved. 
Remark. Using formulas (23) p. 64 and (46) p. 104 in [lo] it is 
readily seen that formally 
c,(l - 1 z Ia)+ -+ T as b+l 
c, denoting the constant r(~)~/r(2~ - 1). This remark is suggested by 
recent work of John Lewis on Eisenstein series for which such a limit 
was actually shown to exist. 
With possible generalizations of Theorem 1.7 in mind we restate it 
in general terms. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let G = SU(1, 1) and X = G/K the associated 
symmetric space with Riemannian structure induced by the Killing form 
of g, A the corresponding Laplace-Beltrami operator. Then the functions 
f(x) = s, e(iA+dL4(z,b)) &“(b), 
where iX E a*, T E 91’(B), constitute precisely the eigenfunctions of A with1 
eigenvalue c > -(p, p). 
Since the Killing form on g is given by (X, X) = 4 Tr(XX) it is 
not hard to see that the new Riemannian structure is eight times the old 
one so A, = 84. Also (p, p) = l/S so Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 coincide. 
Remark. The positive eigenfunctions of A have been determined 
for arbitrary symmetric spaces by KarpeleviE [25], $17 (see also 
Furstenberg [I 1, Theorem 5. I] for the positive joint eigenfunctions of 
all D E D(G/K)). 
$2. THE IRREDUCIBILITY OF THE EIGENSPACES OF A 
We still assume that X = G/K has rank one and are now going to 
investigate the irreducibility question for the eigenspaces of the 
Laplacian A. In the present case these are just the spaces 6,(X E a,*) 
which now can be described by 
4m = {f E qx> I 4f = -(O, A) + </A P>lf). (1) 
These spaces are topologized as explained in Chap. III, 94, and in 
accordance with the notation in Chap. III, 95, we let T,, denote the 
natural representation of G on gA , i.e., T,(g) f = f7(g) for .ff gA , g E G. 
1 See footnote on p. 139. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let X E aC*. The natural representation of G on the 
eigenspace &A of A is irreducible if and only if 
e,(h) es(-X) # 0. (2) 
We shall derive this result on the basis of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. By 
“irreducible” we mean as usual absence of nontrivial closed invariant 
subspaces. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X E a,* be simple and as in Chap. III, $5 let *A 
denote the Hilbert space of functions f of the form 
f(x) = J, e(iA+oK4(z.bHqb), F E L”(B), (3) 
thenorm If lhdfi d e ne as the L2 norm of F. Then 8* is dense in gA(X). 
Proof. As a result of Theorem 1.4, tiA contains each of the spaces 
J?A,6(X). Thus by (19) $1, -YtA is dense in gA(X). 
Suppose now (2) holds, Then h is simple. Let Y C gA(X) be a closed 
invariant subspace. In order to prove that the invariant subspace 
V n *A of sA is closed let (z)~) be a sequence in V n &A converging to 
f E ZA . Writing 
%(4 = 1, e(iA+oMs,bHVn(Q & v, E P(B) 
we see by (3) and Schwarz’s inequality that if D is any differential 
operator on X, 
p&)(X) - (Df)(x)l” < J, 1 DO(e(i~+P)(A(s,b)))12 dzl  vu, -f 1;. 
This shows that the sequence (7~~) converges to f in a(X). Hence f E V 
so V n &A is closed in 8A . But the map # --+ $ of %, onto ZA is an 
isometry so by Proposition 5.3, Chap. III, V n XA = (0) or .Z* . The 
second possibility implies V = F,(X) in view of Lemma 2.2. If on the 
other hand V n XA = (0) consider for each f E V the function ab t f 
in (19). By Theorem 1.4, (Ye *f E & . To see that (Ye *f E V consider the 
dual space al(X) of 6(X) h h w ic consists of the distributions on X of 
compact support. The annihilator V” of V is G-invariant and if T E V” 
we have 
s, (% * f Xx) Wx) = J, 44 J,f (4 ~~T’“-1’(4 = 0 
so ol, *f belongs to double annihilator ( V”)O which however equals V, 
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v being closed. Thus 01~ *f E V r\ ZA = (0) so using (19) I’ = (0). 
This proves that the action of G on 8, is irreducible. 
On the other hand, suppose the representation TA of G on 8A is irre- 
ducible. Since 8, = tP,, and since at least one of the elements h, sh is 
simple we may assume X simple. Let bArn denote the space of K-finite 
vectors in 6”. Then the action of the universal enveloping algebra 
U(g) on fFArn is algebraically irreducible. In fact, if & were a Banach 
space this would be contained in Harish-Chandra’s Theorem 5 in 
[21(a), p. 2281; but Godement’s proof of the algebraic irreducibility in 
[20(a), p. 5451 is valid for 8A , the essential point being the finite-dimen- 
sionality of each space 8A 9 which is insured, for example by Theorem 1.4. 
Since the bijection # + $ of .XA onto ZA commutes with the action of G 
it maps the space -XA”O of K-finite vectors in -X, onto the space .X,,* of 
K-finite vectors in Zh in such a way that (a$)’ = U$ for u E U(g), 
# E X,,“. Since by Theorem 1.4 Zn” = gArn, it follows that the action of 
u(g) on sA x is algebraically irreducible so by the quoted result of 
Harish-Chandra G acts irreducibly on XA; thus (2) holds by Theorem 1.1. 
93. THE EIGENSPACES OF THE INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON B 
According to Proposition 2.5, Chap. III the joint eigenspaces for the 
operators in D(8) acting on g’(E) are the spaces g,+‘(Z), h E a,*, and the 
eigenspace 9,’ is irreducible under the action of G if and only if 
e,*(h) e,q*( --h) f 0 (cf., Chap. III, Proposition 5.2 and remarks following 
Theorem I. I). In this context, Theorem 3.2 of Chap. III can be some- 
what sharpened. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X E a,* and let 9’;,, denote the space of G-jinite 
rectors in gA’. Then $I:, ,G # (0) if and only ;f  
<iA - P9 a> Ez+ 
(01, a? f 
OY a:EzzC+. (1) 
In this case 91,, is jkite-dimensional and irreducible under G and as h 
runs through the elements of a,* satisfying (1) the spaces 9;,, are models 
for all th e nz e ji ‘t -d imensional irreducible conical representations of G. 
Proof. Suppose Y is a nonzero element in gl,G . Let S E s’(B) be 
determined as in Proposition 4.1, Chap. III. Since Y is G-finite, it is 
K-finite and so is S. But a K-finite distribution on B is necessarily a C” 
function so !? E 6(E). Let gY denote the (finite-dimensional) subspace 
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of ZSA’ spanned by all ?Wg), g E G. By weight theory there exists a nonzero 
vector Y,, E SSY which is N-invariant. But in view of the Bruhat lemma 
an N-invariant function on d c is also M-invariant so Y0 is a conical 
function in SSA’ and (1) follows, as well as the finite-dimensionality of 
%o . 
Now assume (1). Then a*’ contains a conical function, say $A , unique 
up to a constant multiple, so 9i.c # {O}. By the above argument each 
N-invariant in BISG is proportional to #A . Hence the irreducibility. 
94. THE EIGENSPACES OF THE INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
ON G/N, (G COMPLEX) 
In this section we assume G to be a simply connected complex semi- 
simple Lie group. In this case we can give a sharper form of Proposition 
3.1 and thereby include all the holomorphic irreducible finite-dimen- 
sional representations of G. (A finite-dimensional representation 7r of G 
is called holomorphic if its differential dr is a complex-linear representa- 
tion of g, i.e., dn(JX) = i dn(X), where J is the complex structure of g 
and X E g). Now we have nt = Ja so M is the centralizer of the torus 
exp(Ja) in the compact group K, hence M is connected. The subalgebra 
lj = a + Ja is a Cartan subalgebra of g. Let d denote the set of roots of g 
with respect to h, d+ the set of ,l3 E d whose restriction to a belongs to Z+. 
Then d+ is the set of positive roots for an ordering of d. Let H denote 
the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to h; H, N and m are now 
complex analytic subgroups of G. Let o denote the origin in G/N. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a simply connected complex semisimple Lie 
group, D(G/N) the algebra of G-invariant differential operators on G/N 
(as a real analytic manifold). Then 
(i) D(G/N) is commutative; 
(ii) For each algebra homomorphism 
x : D(G/N) --f C 
let V, denote the space of holomorphic functions f on G/N satisfying 
Df = xP>f D E D(G/N) 
and let rx denote the natural representation of G on V, . As x varies, rx 
runs through all the irreducible finite-dimensional holomorphic representa- 
tions of G. 
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For the proof we first determine the structure of the algebra D(G/N). 
Let D(H) denote the algebra of left invariant differential operators on H, 
considered as a real Lie group. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The mapping U + D, where 
(Duf)W) = ~~dWW)h=~ , f~ ~(G/W (1) 
is an isomorphism of D(H) onto D( G/N). 
In order to prove this we must first determine the polynomials on the 
tangent space (GIN), which are invariant under the action of N. Corre- 
sponding to the direct decomposition g = (ii + h) + 11 we have a projec- 
tion 
u:g-fi+f). 
Consider also the natural projection rr : G -+ G/N whose differential 
gives a bijection 
(d4e : ii + f~ - (GIN), . 
Since 
(We (0 o &&w = w-w4 (4) XEE+I) 
cf. [22(b), p. 36X], our problem calls for determining the invariants of the 
group u 0 Ad,(N) in the symmetric algebra S(ii + $); here E and h are 
considered as vector spaces over R. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let I(ii + lj) denote the set of elements in S(ii + b) 
which are invariant under the group u 0 Ad,(N). Then 
Proof. Since the restriction of each u 0 Ad,(n) to b is the identity map 
we have S(b) C I(ii + lj). For the converse let CQ > *a* > afl denote the 
positive restricted roots in decreasing order and put & = -ai . Now 
each root space gsi has dimension 2 over R and is invariant under J so let 
EB< 9hi (hi = 1-Q b e a basis. For X E n let d(X) denote the derivation 
of S(ii + h) which extends the endomorphism u 0 ad,(X) of ii + h. 
The group D 0 AdG(N) being connected it is clear that P l I(ii + 9) 
if and only if d(X)P = 0 for all X E n. Let P E I@ + 9). Then 
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where r(,),(,) E S(b). Let X, # 0 in ga, X8 # 0 in g8 (a > 0, /3 < 0). 
Then 
d(&) x, = 0, if a+/3>0, 
and 
4X,) 43 E E, - v% if OL + p = 0. 
Hence d(Xml) annihilates b and all gsj except for i = 1. Now we write P 
in the form 
P = c ah, 4 EB”,‘FB:‘, 
ml.nl 
where a(mi , n,) is a polynomial in the vectors Esi , Foi (; > I) and coeffi- 
cients in s(b). Since 
4XJE~~1q = “lq?, ml-lF;;A1 + nlE~F;;-lJA, , 
where A, = [Xa, , EB,l, the relation d(Xal)P = 0 implies 
(~+l)~(~+l,~)~,+(n+l)a(~,~+l)I~,=O (m 3 0, n > 0). 
Here we can put Xm, = Eel and also Xa, = Fz, . The two resulting 
relations imply a(m + 1, n) = ( a m, n + 1) = 0. Thus the expression 
for P contains neither ED, nor Fe, . Applying d(X,J,..., d(Xag) succes- 
sively we see that P E S(t)) and the lemma follows. 
Turning now to Proposition 4.2 we shall prove the surjectivity of 
the map U + D, , the other properties stated being obvious. Let 
X i ,..., X, be a basis of E + $, composed of a basis of fi and a basis of h. 
If a > 0 is sufficiently small the map 
is a diffeomorphism of the cube 1 ti ( < a onto an open neighborhood of o 
in GIN. The inverse map is a coordinate system on V and the coordinate 
vector fields a/i3ti satisfy 
wwo = (We (X,), 1 <i<f$ 
Let D E D(G/N). Then there exists a unique polynomial P in Q variables 
such that for all f E b(G/N) 
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In the decomposition of P into monomials, let P* denote the sum of the 
components of highest total degree. The invariance of D implies 
WT’“‘)(0) = W>(o), n E N. (3) 
In this relation we substitute the expression (2). Although the transforma- 
tion r(n), when expressed in terms of the (ti ,... t&, is not necessarily 
linear, the highest order derivatives in P(a/at, ,..., a/&,) do transform 
according to the linear transformation &(n), . Hence (3) implies that P* 
is invariant under &(n), and thus by Lemma 4.3, P* E S(b). Let 
D,* E D(G/N) be determined by Proposition 4.2. Then the differential 
operator D - D,* has by (1) and (2) 1 ower order than D at the point o; 
this holds at any point because of the invariance under G. It is now 
clear by induction that D has the form D = D, for some U E S(b). 
The following consequence of Proposition 4.2 is obvious. 
COROLLARY 4.4. A function f  E &(G/N) is an eigenfunction of each 
D E D(G/N) if and only if there exists a C” homomorphism w of H into 
C”, the muZtipZicative group of C* - (01, such that 
.fWW = f(gN) w(h) g E G, h E H. (4) 
LEMMA 4.5. Let w : H -+ C* be a holomorphic homomorphism and 
V, the space of holomorphic functions f  on G/N satisfying (4). Then V,,, 
has finite dimension. 
Proof. We first consider the case G = SL(2, C). Writing sp(g) = 
f(gN) we have for some n E 2 
or explicitly 
Putting here x = a-l, y = --a-l we have by the continuity of q 
The function 
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is an entire function which by (6) satisfies 
exists. (7) 
If n < 0, (7) implies via the Liouville theorem that F E 0 so cp s 0. 
Suppose therefore n > 0. Then z-“F(x) has a pole of order < n at 
z = 0. Hence 
z-“F(z) = p(z-1) + h(z), 
where p is a polynomial of degree < n and h(z) regular at z = 0; by (7) 
h is bounded, hence a constant. Thus F is a polynomial P of degree < n, 
and (5) amounts to 
a b 
F f 1 c d = anP(ca-l) 
holding on the dense subset lTTHN of G. Hence q~ is a polynomial in the 
a, b, c, d of degree < n so dim V, < co. The lemma also holds for the 
adjoint group of SL(2, C). 
Next we consider general G and put v(g) = f(gN). Let Xi ,..., X, 
be a basis of ti over C consisting of root vectors and .& the left invariant 
vector field on G generated by Xi (1 < i < p). Since ‘p is holomorphic 
on m we have a Taylor series 
Fix j and suppose Xi E go, . Let GBr denote the analytic subgroup of G 
corresponding to the subalgebra 
Then Gas is locally isomorphic to SL(2, C) so by the special case con- 
sidered there exists an integer m > 0 depending only on w such that 
(Xjqlp)(e) = 0, 1 <j<p, q>m. 
Replacing in (4) f by the function gN df(@gN) we have by the left 
invariance of Xj , 
(Zi”d(fq = 0, 1 <j<.p, q>m. (10) 
607/5/1-10 
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In particular, the right side of (9) is a polynomial in zr, 
and 
q(exp x1X, ... exp z,XD) = 5 P&i ,..., xp-r) zPj 
j=L 
(11) 
dexp GC . . * exp .a,-,&+, exp tXD) ( 
, t=n 
where 
g = exp x,X1 ... exp z,-ix,-, . 
If X E g let X denote the corresponding right invariant vector field on G. 
Then the last expression gives 
Pj(Xl ,a.., %I-1) = (W(g) x-2 CpKg). 
Since ii is nilpotent this is a finite sum of terms 
4(x, ,...> +d<!L?C& ,*.., X&)(exp zl-Yl *** exp x,-,Xv-,) (12) 
where q is a polynomial in p - 1 variables and Q is a polynomia1 (non- 
commutative). Now we replace in (10) pl by Q(X1 ,..., XP)~ and take 
% = 0. Since XP-, commutes with Q(Xi ,..., x,) we deduce from (10) 
that the expression (12), and therefore Pj , is a polynomial in zPPl . 
By iteration, the left side of (11) is a polynomial in z1 ,..., x1] , whose 
degree has a bound determined by w alone. But since XHiV is dense in G, 
f is determined by the restriction of 9 to n; hence dim I’, < co. 
LEMMA 4.6. The space Vu is irreducible under G. 
Proof. By complete reducibility, V, decomposes into finitely many 
irreducible subspaces. A lowest weight vector in each of these is deter- 
mined by a function q on G satisfying 
v@) = dg) and dPw = v(g) 4h). (13) 
Again since NHN is dense in G (13) determines y up to a constant 
factor so E, is irreducible. 
It is now clear that each nx in Theorem 4.1 is irreducible. To complete 
the proof let n be an irreducible finite-dimensional holomorphic repre- 
sentation of G. Let v be a lowest weight vector and let w : H -+ C* 
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be the homomorphism determined by rr(h)~ = w(h)v. Then w is holo- 
morphic and the natural representation of G on I’, has the same lowest 
weight as 7~, hence is equivalent to it. This proves Theorem 4. I. 
Remark 1. The models described in Theorem 4.1 are related to 
known models for the irreducible finite-dimensional representations of G. 
The space I’, in Lemma 4.5 can be viewed as the space of holomorphic 
sections of a complex line bundle over G/HN so since G/HN is compact 
Lemma 4.5 becomes a special case of the theorem that the space of 
holomorphic sections of a complex vector bundle over a compact, 
manifold is finite-dimensional2 ([27], [7]). With this interpretation of I’, , 
Lemma 4.6 becomes the theorem of Borel-Weil, cf. [43]. For other 
proofs see, e.g., [4] and [48]. The models of the irreducible representa- 
tions given by Zhelobenko [49(a), Th eorem 51, are null spaces of certain 
differential operators on N, and nonholomorphic representations of G 
are also considered. 
A global treatment of the weight theory was already given by Godement 
[20(a), Appendix], at least for SL(n, C); models for the representations 
were constructed by means of functions y satisfying (13). 
Remark 2. For any homomorphism x of D(G/N) into C let 
4(G/N) = (f E S(G/iV) 1 Df = x(D)! for D E D(G/N)) 
with the topology induced by that of &(G/N). According to Proposition 
4.2 the homomorphism U + x(DLr) (U E D(H)) determines a point 
h, E h,* (the complex dual of h as a vector space over R) such that 
h(U) = x(Ql> (U E ?I. BY c orollary 4.4, the space c”, is (0) unless the 
map 
x,:f)-+c 
is the differential &J of a homomorphism w : H -+ C*. In his paper 
[49(d)] Zhelobenko determines explicitly the homomorphisms w, say 
w0 , for which the space of functions f satisfying (4) is not irreducible. 
Excepting the corresponding x0 which are given by 
xoPu) = ddu), UEb, 
the eigenspace 6J G/ N) is always irreducible under the action of G. Assuming 
now the results of [50] it f II o ows that these irreducible spaces ~9~ together 
with a speci$c subspace of each non-irreducible L$ , give all completely 
irreducible representations of G up to weak equivalence. 
2 A very short proof of this fact has been shown to me by J.-P. Sure. 
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